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Preface
In Bangladesh, English is taught as a compulsory subject from class 1 to class 
12. The revised English curriculum 2021 for the primary level aims that learners 
will achieve English language proficiency for carrying out day-to-day activities in 
English speaking contexts both in and outside Bangladesh. The main objectives of 
studying English at the primary level in Bangladesh are to meet the growing need of 
using English in the rapidly changing, knowledge and technology driven world of 
the 21st century. 

For effective implementation of curriculum, NCTB has developed English for Today 
(EfT) book and its Teacher’s Guide (TG). It is believed that the Teacher’s Guide 
will help teachers in designing classroom teaching-learning activities and assessing 
the  students’ learning effectively. This English TG consists of general instruction, 
important notes on teaching pedagogy, session names, session procedures and 
formative assessment checklists. 

English Teacher’s Guide is designed in such a way which helps teachers to design 
the session activities for the students using interactive, creative and communicative 
approaches. Even the TG encourages the teachers to add or choose alternative 
activities considering the learning outcomes and students’ needs. This is the first 
time in Bangladesh that English TG is written in English, which creates opportunities 
for the teachers to use English proficiently in the classroom, and it is also expected 
that the students will be confident in using English for day-to-day communication 
through developing four basic language skills.  

I hope this English TG will help teachers for taking teaching preparation skillfully 
with a view to making students’ learning joyful, active and interactive. 

The dedications of the contributors-authors, editors, rational evaluators, reviewers 
and personnel of printing and publication have enriched the TG. As the book has 
been produced within a very short time, any constructive suggestions for its further 
improvement will be highly appreciated. I hope that the use of this TG will be proved 
effective and impactful for all the children with immense potential and possibilities. 

Professor Mohammad Farhadul Islam
Chairman        

 National Curriculum & Textbook Board, Bangladesh
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Introduction

wk¶‡Ki Rb¨ mvaviY wb‡`©kbv: 

•  we‡`kx fvlv wn‡m‡e A‡bK wk¶v_©xi Rb¨ Bs‡iwR fvlv cÖ_g †kLvi my‡hvM n‡e we`¨vj‡q, ZvB wk¶K 
wn‡m‡e †kªwYK‡¶ wk¶v_©x‡`i Rb¨ AbyK‚j cwi‡ek ˆZwi K‡i wk¶v_©x‡`i Bs‡iwR fvlv †kLvi fxwZ 
`~i Ki‡eb|

•  cvV cwiPvjbvi c~‡e© Aek¨B wk¶K mnvwqKvq cÖ`Ë wkLb-†kLv‡bv Kvh©vejx fv‡jvfv‡e c‡o †m  
Abyhvqx cÖ¯‘wZ MÖnY Ki‡eb|  

•  cv‡Vi mv‡_ m¤úwK©Z cÖ‡qvRbxq wkLb-†kLv‡bv DcKiYmg~n mKj wk¶v_©xi Dc‡hvMx (Multisensory) 
K‡i cÖ¯‘Z Ki‡eb Ges †kªwY cvV cwiPvjbvi mgq †kªwYK‡¶ †m¸‡jvi e¨envi wbwðZ Ki‡eb|  

•  Bs‡iwR eB‡Z cÖ`Ë Av¨w±wfwUmg~n Kxfv‡e wk¶v_©x‡Kw›`ªK K‡i †kªwYK‡¶ Abykxjb Kiv hvq, Zvi 
my¯úó wb‡`©kbv wk¶K mnvwqKv‡Z †`qv n‡q‡Q, wk¶K †m Abyhvqx cvV cwiPvjbv Ki‡eb| 

•  wk¶K †kÖwYK‡¶ cÖwgZ Bs‡iwR e¨envi Ki‡eb cÖ‡qvR‡b wk¶v_©x‡`i †evaMg¨Zvi Rb¨ evsjvq 
e¨vL¨v cÖ`vb Ki‡Z cvi‡eb| †U·Uey‡K cÖwZwU cv‡V cÖ`Ë Classroom language/Instructional  
language mg~n wk¶v_©x‡`i †evaMg¨ Kivi Rb¨ Body language/Gesture/Mime e¨envi Ki‡eb, 
Ges K‡_vcK_‡b wk¶v_©x‡`i Classroom language e¨env‡i DrmvwnZ Ki‡eb| 

•  †kªwYK‡¶ wk¶v_©x‡`i ch©vß Bs‡iwR †kvbv, ejv, cov Ges †jLv Abykxj‡bi my‡hvM wbwðZ Ki‡eb| 
•  cÖwZ cv‡Vi ïiæ‡Z c~e©eZx cv‡Vi cybiv‡jvPbv (Review) Ki‡eb, cvV wiwfD‡qi mgq wcwQ‡q cov 

wk¶v_©x‡`i ¸iæZ¡ w`‡eb| 
•  wk¶K mnvwqKvq cÖ`Ë Presentation of the session AskwU g~jZ Input, GB As‡k wk¶K cÖ‡qvRbxq 

wk¶v DcKiY e¨env‡ii gva¨‡g wk¶v_©x‡`i cv‡Vi bZzb aviYv w`‡eb| 
•  wk¶K mnvwqKvq cv‡Vi Abykxjb (Practice) As‡k wk¶v_©x‡`i `‡j/†Rvovq Kv‡Ri wb‡`©kbv †`qv 

n‡q‡Q, wk¶K †kªwYK‡¶ †Rvovq/`jMZ Kv‡R wk¶v_©x‡`i mwµq AskMÖnY wbwðZ Ki‡eb Ges 
ch©‡e¶Y K‡i cÖ‡qvRbxq mnvqZv cÖ`vb Ki‡eb|

•  †kªwYK‡¶ Language games Ges Abykxj‡bi Rb¨ †Rvov/`j MV‡bi †¶‡Î wk¶K Aek¨B †RÛvi 
Bmy¨/†mbwmwUwfwU †Lqvj Ki‡eb| 

• wk¶K mnvwqKv‡Z cÖwZwU cv‡Vi wkLb-†kLv‡bv Kvh©vejx weeiYx‡Z wk¶v_©x‡`i cvV g~j¨vq‡bi 
(avivevwnK g~j¨vqb) K_v ejv n‡q‡Q, cÖwZ †jm‡b cÖ`Ë g~j¨vqb wb‡`©kKmg~n e¨envi K‡i wk¶K 
cvV PjvKvjxb ev cvV †k‡l g~j¨vqb Ki‡eb Ges Z_¨ msi¶Y Ki‡eb| g‡b ivL‡Z n‡e, avivevwnK 
g~j¨vq‡bi Ab¨Zg D‡Ïk¨ n‡”Q cÖwZwU wk¶v_©xi wkLb wbwðZ Kiv|

•  wk¶K mnvwqKv‡Z wKQzmsL¨K Alphabet cvV †k‡l wiwfD cvV †`qv n‡q‡Q, wk¶K H cvVmg~‡n 
wcwQ‡q cov wk¶v_©x‡`i (we‡kl K‡i †hme wk¶v_©xi Bs‡iwR eY© I b¤^i wPb‡Z/wjL‡Z mgm¨v Av‡Q) 
e¨w³MZfv‡e mnvqZv K‡i Zvu‡`i wkLb wbwðZ Ki‡eb|  

•  wk¶K mnvwqKv‡Z GKwU bgybv mgq wefvRb †`qv n‡q‡Q; wk¶K cv‡Vi welqe¯‘ I wk¶v_©x‡`i Ae¯’v 
we‡ePbvq wb‡q cv‡Vi mgq wefvRb mgš^q Ki‡eb| 

•  wk¶K mnvwqKv‡Z cÖ`Ë wkLb-†kLv‡bv Kvh©vejxmg~n GKwU g‡Wj/bgybv wn‡m‡e wk¶‡Ki Rb¨ †`qv 
n‡q‡Q, wk¶K cÖ‡qvRb Abymv‡i wkLbd‡ji mv‡_ m¤úK© †i‡L cÖ‡qvRbxq Av¨w±wfwU ms‡hvRb 
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Ki‡Z cv‡ib| G‡¶‡Î Aek¨B wk¶K †kªwYK‡¶i cwi‡ek, wk¶v_©x‡`i cviMZvi gvb I cv‡Vi mgq  
we‡ePbvq wb‡eb|

•  cvV Abykxj‡b I cvV g~j¨vq‡b GKxf‚Z welqmg~n (Inclusive Pedagogy) we‡ePbv K‡i wkLb-†kLv‡bv 
Kvh©µg cwiPvjbv Ki‡eb|

•  wk¶K mnvwqKv‡Z wkLb-†kLv‡bv Kvh©vejx cwiPvjbvq wewfbœ ai‡bi j¨v•¸‡qR †Mgm (Language 
Games)/Av¨vw±wfwU Av‡qvR‡bi K_v D‡jø L Kiv n‡q‡Q| wk¶K cvV cybiv‡jvPbv, cvV Dc¯’vcb, 
cvV Abykxjb I cvV g~j¨vq‡b cÖ‡hvR¨ †¶‡Î j¨v•¸‡qR †Mgm (Language Games) Ges Av¨vw±wfwU 
cwiPvjbv Ki‡eb|

•   wk¶K mnvwqKv‡Z Alphabet- a A, b B m¤cwK©Z cvV¸‡jvi wkLb-†kLv‡bv Kvh©vejx wek`fv‡e 
eY©bv Kiv n‡q‡Q, wk¶K mnvwqKvi K‡jei Kgv‡bvi wbwg‡Ë evwK Alphabet-Gi cvV¸‡jv msw¶ß 
AvKv‡i eY©bv Kiv n‡q‡Q| ZvB evwK Alphabet ¸‡jv cov‡Z †M‡j wk¶‡Ki †Kv‡bv ¯úóxKi‡Yi 
cÖ‡qvRb n‡j Alphabet-a A, b B m¤cwK©Z cvV¸‡jvi mnvqZv wb‡Z cv‡ib|

Some important notes on Curriculum and Pedagogy

Competency: In general, competency is a combination of knowledge, skills and  
attitudes (KSA). It is expected that the competency would be reflected in the                  
listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking, presenting, assessing and              
applying abilities. 

Terminal competency: The competencies that learners achieve after finishing the 
primary education cycle. 

Subject wise competency: For each subject, the required competencies are specified 
as subject wise competencies. 

Class wise attainable competency: For each grade/class, the required competencies 
are specified as grade/class wise attainable competencies.

Learning outcome: Learning outcomes are observable and measurable statements of 
what a student knows, thinks, or can do as a result of an educational experience/
learning. We  desing our lesson  focusing on learning outcomes which is a small 
component of class-wise attainable competency. Learning outcomes are aligned to 
learning resources/textbooks, teaching learning and assessment checklist.

Domain: In 1956, educational psychologist Dr. Benjamin Bloom created a system to 
classify learning objectives into a series of learning domains. 

Bloom identified three domains or categories, as educational objectives. These are - 
• Cognitive: mental skills (Knowledge)
• Affective: growth in feelings or emotional areas (Attitude)
• Psychomotor: manual or physical skills (Skills)
Knowledge: Remembering or retrieving previously learnt ideas/ examples/information 

by recalling facts, terms, basic concepts and answers.
Comprehension: Demonstrate understanding of facts and ideas by organizing, 

comparing, translating, interpreting, describing and stating the main ideas.
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Skill: The psychomotor domain includes physical movement, coordination, and use of 
the motor-skill areas in performing ability. 

Attitude: Attitude includes how we deal with things emotionally, such as feelings,  
values, appreciation, enthusiasm and motivations. These issues fall under the  
affective domain. 

Observation: During the teaching-learning activities, the teacher will observe the  
students to support their learning when necessary. The teacher will also observe 
students’ activities as part the formative assessment.

Role Play: Role play is defined as acting out or performing the part of a person or 
character in a specific situation. 

Pairwork: Two students work together on a topic for learning something, such as  
learning vocabulary. During pair work, teachers should monitor whether students 
are doing their tasks according to the provided instructions or not. Teachers have to 
help the students for doing pairwork effectively if necessary. After finishing pair-
work, pairs are supposed to demonstrate their activities in front of the class.

Group work: In group work, more than two students work together on the same or  
different activities. During group work, teachers should monitor whether students 
are doing their tasks according to instructions or not, and help them if necessary. 
After finishing group work, groups are supposed to present/ share their work in front 
of the class. 

Chain drill: Chain drill is a teaching technique in which the students practise drilling/ 
repeating sounds or others one after another. This technique starts with student1 who 
selects student2 next to him/her. Thus, it continues up to the last student. It allows 
the learners to practice dialogue, build vocabulary and develop clearly stated ideas 
about a familiar topic using repetition as the primary teaching strategy.

Total physical response (TPR): This is a language teaching method based on the  
coordination of language and physical movement. In TPR, teachers give commands 
to the students in the target language with body movements and students respond/
repeat with whole-body actions.

Project-based learning (PBL): It is a student-centered teaching method in which 
students learn by actively engaging in real-world challenges and problems. It is 
believed that students acquire deeper knowledge through active exploration of  
real-world challenges and problems.

Language games: It helps students to learn the four skills-listening, speaking, reading 
and writing with joy. Teachers can play language games with the students in the 
classroom to enhance students’ learning. There are different types of language games 
that can be applied by teachers for learning, presenting different items, practising 
and assessing students. Examples of some recognized language games are-Bingo 
game, Mime game, Guessing game, Information gap, Memory game, First letter 
game, Introduce your partner game, The Alphabet game, Number game etc. Teachers 
are also encouraged to introduce the local games in the classroom teaching if those 
are relevant to the learning outcomes.
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Assessing learning: It is a process for observing how far students have achieved learning 
outcomes or not. It should be directly related to the stated learning outcomes.

Assessment: Assessment is the ongoing process of making informed and consistent 
judgements to improve students’ future learning. It should be governed for assessing 
the targeted students’ learning outcomes. 

Formative Assessment: It is a technique used by the teacher to monitor students’  
progress continuously in a non-threatening and supportive environment. It’s a part 
and parcel of the teaching-learning process. It involves regular feedback. 

Summative Assessment: It is used to determine at a particular point in time what  
students know and do not know. It could be - 

• end-of-unit or chapter tests
• end-of-term or semester exams
• scores that are used for accountability for schools and students (report card grades)
Feedback: Information about a student’s performance on the basis of learning out-

comes, which is used as a basis for improvement. It can be verbal, written or ges-
tural. The purpose of feedback is to support students’ learning and improve their 
performance.

Sample time distribution for conducting session:               Time: 50 minutes

Step Teaching Learning 
activity Time

1. Introduction • 01 minute

2. Review of the previous session/ prior 
knowledge                                                     

• 04 minutes

3. Presentation of the session • 14 minutes

4. Practice activities • 18 minutes

5. Assessing learning • 8 minutes

6. Feedback • 2 minutes

7. Summary of the session • 2 minutes

8. Concluding the session • 1 minute
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Unit: 1
Greetings and farewells

Lesson 1: Good Morning (1)

Class-wise Attainable Competencies
1.2 Exchanging greetings and farewells in the classroom for effective communication
2.1 Listening to rhymes, cartoons and digital contents in English for enjoyment
3.2 Exchanging greetings and farewells at different times for effective    
       communication
6.1 Reading cartoon/ comics and digital contents in English with enjoyment

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B
Page: 2 1.2.1 Follow and respond to greetings spontaneously.

 
Teaching aids: Picture of activity A & B, audio/video clip.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: wk¶v_©x‡`i mv‡_ ï‡f”Qv wewbgq Kiæb| 
•  wk¶v_©x‡`i wR‡Ám Kiæb, ÒGB K¬v‡m Avgiv Kx welq co‡ev?Ó Zv‡`i‡K DËi w`‡Z DrmvwnZ Kiæb| bv 
cvi‡j ejyb, ÒAvgiv Bs‡iwR welq co‡ev|Ó
•  wk¶v_©x‡`i Avcbvi cwiPq w`b| ejyb, ÒAvgvi bvg . . . . . . . . | Avwg †Zvgv‡`i Bs‡iwR wk¶K|Ó
•  Zv‡`i‡K Bs‡iwR eB †`wL‡q Bs‡iwR cvV¨cy¯ÍK †ei Ki‡Z ejyb| cvV¨cy¯Í‡Ki KfviwU †`Lvb Ges ejyb GwU 
Avgv‡`i Bs‡iwR cvV¨cy¯ÍK hvi bvg “English for Today.”
wk¶v_©x‡`i Avcbvi mv‡_ mv‡_ Bs‡iwR‡Z bvgwU ej‡Z ejyb| 
•  wk¶v_©x‡`i ejyb, Ò†Zvgiv hw` gb w`‡q Bs‡iwR †kvb Ges Avgvi mv‡_ ej Zvn‡j †Zvgiv Bs‡iwR‡Z K_v 
ej‡Z cvi‡e| ZvB Bs‡iwR K¬v‡m Avgiv Bs‡iwR‡Z K_v ïb‡ev Ges ej‡ev|Ó
•  wk¶v_©x‡`i wR‡Ám Kiæb,ÒmKv‡j Kv‡iv mv‡_ †`Lv n‡j Avgiv Kx ewj?Ó 
•  wk¶v_©x‡`i ejyb, ÒmKv‡j Kv‡iv mv‡_ †`Lv n‡j Avgiv Bs‡iwR‡Z Good morning ewj|Ó
2. Presentation of the Session: wk¶v_©x‡`i‡K Page - 2 †`wL‡q c„ôvwU Lyj‡Z ejyb Gevi  mKj‡K 
c„ôvwU Avcbv‡K †`Lv‡Z ejyb| cÖ‡qvR‡b mnvqZv Kiæb| 
•  GLb Activity A †_‡K QwewU †`wL‡q cÖkœ Kiæb ÒWhat can you see? Who are they?Ó cÖ‡qvR‡b 
evsjvq ejyb| Qwe‡Z wK †`LQ? Zviv †K? bv cvi‡j cÖ‡qvRbxq mnvqZv w`b| 
•  Gevi Zv‡`i‡K ejyb wk¶K QvÎ‡`i mv‡_ mKvj †ejv ï‡f”Qv wewbgq Kivi Rb¨ Good morning ej‡Q| 
(Repeat 2/3 times)
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•  Gevi Activity B Gi D‡j wLZ AskUzKz †Rv‡i †Rv‡i co–b/AwWI/wfwWI wK¬c †cø Kiæb| Zv‡`i‡K gb 
w`‡q ïb‡Z ejyb Ges eywS‡q ejyb ÒmKv‡j Kv‡iv mv‡_ †`Lv n‡j Avgiv Bs‡iwR‡Z Good morning ewj|Ó

3. Practice activities: Gevi mKj‡K Avcbvi mv‡_/AwWI/wfwWI wK¬c ï‡b Zvi mv‡_ mg¯^‡i msjvcwU 
ej‡Z ejyb| [in chorus] 
•  Gici Activity B Gi Dwjø wLZ AskUzKz cÖ_‡g ̀ ‡j [in groups] Ges me‡k‡l GKKfv‡e [individually] 
Abykxjb Kivb| cÖ‡qvR‡b mnvqZv w`b|
4. Assessing learning: Divide them into pairs. Invite pair1 (P1) in front of the class. 
Tell S1 to say “Good morning, Good morning.
                         How are you?  How are you?”
Tell S2 to respond, “I am fine. Thank you. 
                                    I am fine. Thank you.” 
•  Tell other pairs to do the activity in the same. 
•  Tell them to practise by changing their role in turns. 
Assess the student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 1
Domain Indicators

Knowledge 1. S recalls the greeting word.

Skill 2. S says good morning properly.

Attitude and Values 3. S says good morning politely.

5. Feedback: Support the students who can’t follow and respond to greetings 
spontaneously.
6. Summary of the session: Ask the students, “What have you learnt today?” Help 
them to respond properly. [Say in Bangla if necessary.] 
7. Concluding the session: Say “Goodbye all. See you tomorrow.”

Lesson 1: Good Morning (1)

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: C, D, E 
Page: 2, 3 

1.2.1 Follow and respond to greetings spontaneously.

Teaching aids: Picture of activity C, D, E, and audio/video clip. 
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Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes

Teaching Learning Activity
1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2.  Review of the previous session: Discuss the previous day’s lesson for 2/3 minutes. 
Ask the ss “What did we learn yesterday?” [Support them if necessary. Say in Bangla 
if necessary.] 
•  Now, ask “What do we say for greetings in the morning?” [Ask the question in 
Bangla if necessary and encourage them to answer “Good morning” correctly.]

3. Presentation of the Session: Tell Ss ‘Let’s listen to a song’. 
             [Good morning, good morning.
                 How are you today?
                   I’m fine, I’m fine
                     I wish a good day.]                            

•  Play an audio/video/QR code of the song if possible.  
•  Invite ss to sing the song with Total Physical Response (TPR) or show a hand 

puppet singing the good morning song or sing by yourself.
4. Practice activities: Ask ss ‘Which words did you listen to the song?’ ‘Who is  
going to say first? Raise your hand.’ [T raises his/her hand. Encourage ss to share 
their answers.] 
Activity C

• Next, show them page 2. Ask Ss ‘Open this page.’ Ask them ‘Show me this 
page.’  

• Now, say the ‘Good morning’ 2/3 times following standard pronunciation (you 
can use a digital device), and tell ss ‘First listen to me, next say with me.’

Activity D
•  Role Play: Send them outside the classroom, and tell them to enter the class 

one by one as a teacher. [Demonstrate the activity for better understanding.] S 
will say ‘Good morning’. The remaining students of the class will reply ‘Good 
morning’. Help them to do this activity. 

Activity E
•  Now, divide them into pairs. 
•  Invite a pair in front of the class for a demonstration. Then, tell ss ‘Practise in 

pairs. S1 will say good morning’ and S2 will reply good morning.’

5. Assessing learning: Chain Drill: In a group, like a chain drill, S1 will say ‘Good 
morning’ and S2 will reply ‘Good morning’. S2 will say ‘Good morning’ S3 will  
reply ‘Good morning’….. The whole class will continue it in turns.  
Assess the student’s learning using the following assessment indicators. 
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Assessment Indicators - 2 
Domain Indicators

Knowledge 1. S recalls the greeting word.

Skill 2. S says good morning properly.

Attitude and Values 3. S says good morning politely.

6. Feedback: Support them who can’t follow and answer properly.
7. Summary of the session: Say the Ss, ‘We say good morning for greetings in the 
morning. We can also say good morning for a reply.’ 
8. Concluding the session: Say ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. See you in the next class.’ 

 
Lesson 2: Good Morning (2)

Session Learning Outcomes

Session 01: A, B, C
Page: 4 1.2.1 Follow and respond to greetings spontaneously.

Teaching aids:  Picture of activity A, B, C/audio/video clip.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
•  Now, tell ss ‘Let’s listen to a song.’ 
        [Good morning, good morning.
            How are you today?
               I’m fine, I’m fine
                 I wish a good day.]                                
•  Play an audio/video of the song if possible.  
•  Invite ss to sing the song with TPR or show a hand puppet singing the good 

morning song or sing by yourself. 
2.  Review of the previous session: Ask Ss ‘What did we learn yesterday?’ 

• Now, ask “What do we say for greetings in the morning?” Encourage Ss to share 
their answers by raising hand. 

• Invite two students in front of the class and ask them to say ‘good morning’ to 
each other. 
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3. Presentation of the session:
Activity A 

• Ask ss, “What can you see in the picture?” “What are they doing?” 
• Pointing at a picture of Activity A, ask ss, “Who is he/she? Help them to tell the 

word “Teacher”. 
• Now, showing yourself ask, “Who am I?” Help them to tell “Teacher”.
• Pointing at the next picture in Activity A, ask Ss, “Who are they? Help them to 

tell “Students”. [Support them to answer.] 
• Next, show them page 4. Tell ss “Open this page.” Tell them again “Show me 

this page.”
 • Say the sentences given in the bubble with proper intonation and correct  

pronunciation.  
• Tell ss “First listen to me then say with me.” (Play audio/video if available.) 

Help them to repeat the sentences 2/3 times.
4. Practice activities:
Activity B
• Say the sentences given in the bubble in Activity B with correct pronunciation 

and intonation. Tell ss “Listen to me carefully.”
• Next, tell S1 “First listen to me then say with me.” 
• Help S1, S2, S3…. to respond to the teacher 2/3 times. 
• Now, divide them into pairs. Tell ss “Look at the picture of Activity C. Practise 

the dialogue in pairs. Use the given name in the activity.” (Monitor and help in 
pairwork, if necessary.)  

5. Assessing learning: Now, invite P1 in front of the class. Ask P1, “Say the dialogue 
in pairs. Use your names.  
•   Tell other pairs “Say the sentences that are in the bubbles of the pictures of Activity 
C.” [Show a demonstration of a pair for better understanding. Use a softball for this 
activity.]
Ask them to do it repeatedly and change their roles in turns.   
Assess the student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.                 

Assessment Indicators - 3
Domain Indicators

Knowledge 1. S recalls the greeting word.

Skill 2. S says good morning.

Attitude and Values 3. S says good morning politely.

6. Feedback: Support them who can’t follow and answer properly. Repeat the  
Activity C if necessary. 
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7. Summary of the session: Ask the students, “What have we learnt today?” Help 
them to respond properly
8. Concluding the session: Say “See you in the next class. Bye.” 

Lesson 3: How Are You? (1)

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B 
Page: 5

1.2.1 Follow and respond to greetings spontaneously.
3.2.1 Greet each other politely at different times/occasions.

Teaching aids: Picture of activity A, B and audio/video clip.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes

Teaching Learning Activity
1.  Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
•  Say ss, “Let’s listen to a hello song.”
                   [Hello, hello, hello my friend
                      Happy to meet you
                      Happy to meet you
                  Hello, hello, hello my friend
                      Happy to meet you
                                 Happy to meet you today]   
•  Play a video/audio clip if available or show a hand puppet singing the hello song by 
yourself or any warm-up activity. 
2.  Review of the previous session: Ask Ss “What did we learn yesterday?” 
•  Invite two students in front of the class and ask them to say ‘good morning’ to each 
other. 
3. Presentation of the session: Activity A:  Showing the picture of Activity A, ask 
Ss, “What can you see in the picture?” “What are they doing?” 
•  Based on their answer, describe the picture focusing on the dialogue in the bubble. 
•  Next, show them page 5. Tell ss “Open this page.” Tell them again “Show me this 
    page.”  
•  Say the sentences of the bubbles with correct pronunciation and proper intonation. 
   Tell ss “First listen to me then say with me.” (Play audio/video if available.) Help 
   them to repeat the sentences 2/3 times. 
•  Invite two students randomly in front of the class. Tell them, “Say the dialogue.”  
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4.  Practice activities: Now, divide them into pairs. Tell them “Look at the picture of 
Activity A. Practise the dialogue in pairs. Use the given name in the activity. (Monitor 
and help their pairwork, if necessary.)   
•  Tell them to look at the picture of Activity B. 
•  Say the sentences that are in the bubble with correct pronunciation and proper 
    intonation. Ask Ss “First listen to me then say with me (audio/video if available).” 
    Help Ss to repeat the sentences 2/3 times.
•  Tell Ss “Look at the picture of Activity A again. Practise the dialogue in pairs. Use 
   the given name in Activity B. (Monitor and help their pairwork.)   

5.  Assessing learning: Invite one pair in front of the class. 
•  Now, tell them to say the sentences that are in Activity A and B. 
•  Tell them again to do it repeatedly and change their roles in turns. 
Assess the student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.  

 Assessment Indicators - 4 
Domain Indicators

Knowledge 1. S recalls, ‘Hello” and “How are you?”. 

Skill 2. S says, “Hello” and “How are you?” properly.

Attitude and Values 3. S eagerly uses “Hello” and “How are you?” in a real 
context.

6. Feedback: Support ss who can’t say correctly “Hello” and “How are you?”  
7. Summary of the session: Ask the students, “What have we learnt today?” Help 
them to respond properly.
8. Concluding the session: Say “See you in the next class. Bye.”

  

Lesson 3: How Are You? (1)

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: C, D  
Page: 5, 6

1.2.1 Follow and respond to greetings spontaneously.
3.2.1 Greet each other politely at different times/occasions.

Teaching aids: Picture of activity C, D/audio/video clip.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity
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1.  Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.
2.  Review of the previous session: To review the previous session, invite two  
students in front of the class and tell S2 to ask, “How are you, S1? Support S1 to  
reply, “I am fine. Thank you. And you? Help S2 to reply, “Fine, thanks.”
3. Presentation of the session: Showing the picture of Activity C ask ss, “What can 
you see in the picture?” “What are they doing?” 

• Based on their answer, describe the picture focusing the dialogue in the bubble. 
• Next, show them page 5. Tell ss “Open this page.” Tell them again “Show me 

this page.”  
• Say the sentences of the Activity C with correct pronunciation and proper  

intonation. Tell ss “First listen to me then say with me.” (Play audio/video if 
available.) Help them to repeat the sentences 2/3 times. 

• Now, ask S1 to respond as per Activity C with correct pronunciation and proper 
intonation. Repeat the activity 2/3 times with S2, S3, S4…… Change their role 
in turns.

4. Practice activities: Divide them into pairs. 
• Demonstrate the Activity D in the class by a pair. (Guide the pair if necessary.) 
• Tell them “Say the lines of Activity D. Practise the dialogue in pairs. Use the 

given name.” (Monitor and help the pairwork.)   
• Assessing learning: Invite one pair in front of the class. 
• Now, tell them to say the sentences that are in the Activity D. Tell them again to 

do it repeatedly and change their role in turns. 
Assess the student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

 Assessment Indicators -5

Domain Indicators

Knowledge 1. S recalls “Hello” and “How are you?”.

Skill 2. S says, “Hello” and “How are you?” properly.  

Attitude and Values 3. S feels confident to say “How are you?” in a real context.

6. Feedback: Support ss who can’t say correctly “Hello” and “How are you?”  
 Repeat activity C and D. 
7. Summary of the session: Ask the students, “What have we learnt today?” Help 
them to respond properly.
8. Concluding the session: Say “See you in the next class. Bye.” 
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Lesson 4: How Are You? (2)

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B 
Page: 7

1.2.1 Follow and respond to greetings spontaneously.
3.2.1 Greet each other politely at different times/occasions.

Teaching aids: Picture of activity A, B/audio/video clip.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.
2. Review of the previous session: Follow the directions as per the previous session.    

3. Presentation of the session: Follow the directions as per Activity A of lesson 3: 
How are you? (1)  

• Now, divide them into pairs. Tell ss “Look at the picture of Activity A given at 
Page-7. Practise the dialogue in pairs. Use the given name in the Activity A.” 
(Monitor and help the pairwork.)

4. Practice activities: Activity B: Invite a student randomly. Ask him to tell you  
“Good morning, teacher. How are you?” In response, the teacher will say , “I am 
fine. Thank you. And you?” Help the students to say, “I am fine too. Thank you.”

• Divide ss into pairs.  
• Now, tell them “We are going to play a game (word missing game). 
• Invite a student in front of the class from any pair. Tell S1 “Suppose I am … 

(Teacher’s name) and you are Shihab. I am saying the sentences and you will 
find the missing word. You will say the missing word aloud, and then say the full 
sentences aloud.” [Say in Bangla if necessary.] 

• Tell ss “Practise the missing word game in pairs.” [Help them to do their pair-
work.] Tell them “Do it repeatedly and change the role in turns.” 

 
5. Assessing learning: 
• Ask students to act out the dialogue in pairs given in Activity-C. 
• Throwing a softball, tell Pair1, Pair2…… (which pair got the ball) “Perform the 

word missing game in front of the class.” [Monitor and help to do it repeatedly 
and change their role in turns.] 

Assess the student’s learning using the following assessment indicators. 
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 Assessment Indicators -6
Domain Indicators

Knowledge 1. S recalls “How are you?”
Skill 2. S says, “How are you?” properly.
Attitude and Values 3. S says “How are you?” politely.

6. Feedback: Say the ss altogether, “Good morning” “How are you?” possible  
answer should be “I am fine. Thank you.” Repeat the activity A and B, if necessary.
7. Summary of the session: Ask ss, “What have we learnt today?” Help ss to  
respond properly.
8. Concluding the session: Say “See you in the next class. Bye.” 

Lesson 5: Goodbye

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B, C, D 
Page:8

1.2.2 follow and respond to farewells spontaneously
3.2.2 bid farewells to each other politely at different times/
occasions

 
Teaching aids: Picture of activity A, B, C, D/audio/video clip/Puppet.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1.  Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
•  Say ss, “Let’s listen to a goodbye song.” 

 [Goodbye, goodbye!
  It’s the end of the day.

Goodbye, goodbye!
Now it’s time to play!]   

• Play a video/audio clip or do any warm-up activity. 
• Invite Ss to sing the song with action.

2.  Review of the previous session: Ask Ss “What did we learn yesterday?” 
• Invite two interested students randomly in front of the class.
• Ask S1 to say, “Hello…..How are you?” Help S2 to respond, “I am fine. Thank 

you.” 
3. Presentation of today’s session: Showing the pictures of Activity A, B, C and 

D respectively and ask Ss, “What  do you see in the pictures?”  “What are they 
doing?” 
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• Based on their answer, describe the pictures focusing on the dialogue in the  
bubbles. 

• Now, say the sentences from Activity A aloud and tell ss “Listen to the sentences 
carefully.”   

• Now, showing puppets of two characters (teacher and student) saying the  
dialogue in the class.

4. Practice activities: Now, tell ss, “We say and respond using ‘goodbye’ at farewells.” 
• Activity B: Say “Good bye.” Encourage ss to reply “Good bye.” (Repeat 3/4 

times) 
• Activity C: Now invite S1 in front of the class. Tell S1 to say, “Goodbye, S1”. 

Help S1 to respond, “Goodbye, teacher”. 
• Invite S2, S3 … and do the activity in the same way. (Do it in turns.)   
• By showing page 8, ask Ss, “Open this page.”  Ask them “Show me this page.” 
• Activity D: Now, divide ss into pairs and tell them to work in pairs. 
• Invite one pair in front of the class and help them to demonstrate the dialogue. 
• Tell other pairs to practise like Activity D.  

5. Assessing learning: Invite the pairs one by one and tell the pair “Say the dialogue 
in Activity D.” 

Assess the student’s learning using the following  assessment indicators. 

Assessment Indicators -7  
Domain Indicators

Knowledge 1. S can follows to farewell statements. 
Skill 2. S responds to farewells spontaneously. 
Attitude and Values 3. S bids farewells to each other politely

6. Feedback: Support the students who can’t follow and respond to farewells properly 
and spontaneously. Based on their performance repeat the activity.
7. Summary of the session: Ask ss, “What have we learnt today?” Help them to 
respond properly.
8. Concluding the session: Say “See you in the next class. Bye.” 

 

Lesson 6: Two Little Blackbirds

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, 
B, C
Page: 8, 9, 10

2.1.1 Listen to rhymes and respond with joy.
2.1.2 Listen to cartoons and digital contents and respond with joy.   
6.1.1 Read and enjoy rhymes, and respond with joy.

.    
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Teaching aids: Picture of activity A, B, C, audio/video clip.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
• Start the class with a warm-up activity.

2. Review of the previous session: Ask ss “What did we learn yesterday?” 
• Ask a student randomly, “What do we say and respond at farewells?” 
• Now, say the ss altogether, “Goodbye, students” possible answer should be 

“Goodbye, teacher.”
3. Presentation of the session: Show the pictures from Activity A at page 9. Ask ss 
“What can you see in the 1st and 2nd pictures? What are they doing?” [Help them to 
answer properly.] 

• Say ss “Today we are going to recite a rhyme about “Two Little Blackbirds.”
• Tell them, “Listen to the rhyme and observe carefully how I recite.” [Recite the 

rhyme with proper gesture. Play the audio/video clip of the rhyme if available.]  
• Tell ss, “Follow and repeat.” Let them do it (twice at least) in chorus with  

appropriate gesture.
4. Practice activities: Activity B:  Invite S1 in front of the class. Tell S1, “Recite and 
act out the rhyme with me.” Tell other ss “Follow the activity.” 

• Say S1, “Repeat after me.” 
• Say with action, “Two little blackbirds.” Encourage S1 to respond, “Two little 

blackbirds.” Say, “Sitting on a wall.” Encourage S1 to respond, “Sitting on a 
wall.” Recite the whole rhyme with action following the same way. 

• Divide them into pairs. Ask P1 in front of the class. Say P1, “Recite the rhyme 
with action in pair.” [Support P1 to recite with gesture properly.]

• Now let them recite the rhyme in pairs. [Monitor and support ss to recite with 
gesture properly.] 

• Now, divide them into groups and tell them “Practise the rhyme in groups with 
gesture.”  

• Tell them, “Practise in group with gesture one by one.” 
• Tell the class to practise individually when the teacher says ‘start’.

5. Assessing learning: Activity C: In a group, like chain drill, S1 will say the 1st line 
S2 will say the 2nd line S3 … The whole class will continue it in turns in groups.
Guidelines for assessing learning: Assess the student’s learning using the following 
checklist. Put a tick mark (√) in the box based on the student’s performance.
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Assessment Indicators -8 
Domain Indicators

Knowledge 1. S repeats the rhyme after teacher.
Skill 2. S recites the rhyme.
Attitude and Values 3. S enjoys reciting the rhyme with gesture.

6. Feedback: Help the students who can’t recite properly. 
7. Summary of the session: Ask ss, “What have we learnt today?” Help them to 
respond properly.
8. Concluding the session: Say “See you in the next class. Bye.”

  

Lesson-6: Two Little Blackbirds

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: D
Page: 9

1.2.1 Follow and respond to greetings spontaneously.
1.2.2 Follow and respond to farewells spontaneously.
3.2.1 Greet each other politely at different times/occasions.

Teaching aids: Picture of activity D.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
• Start the class with a warm-up activity.

2. Review of the previous session: Ask ss “What did we learn yesterday?” 
• Tell a student randomly to recite the rhyme. Encourage her/him to recite any lines 

or the whole rhyme.
3. Presentation of the session: Show the pictures from Activity A at page 8. Ask ss 
“What can you see in the 1st and 2nd pictures? What are they doing?” [Help them to 
answer properly.] 

• Ask the students, “What do we say for greetings in the morning?” Encourage 
them to respond. 

• Say, “We are going to work in pairs for greetings and introduction.” 
Activity D
• [For demonstration] Invite S1 in front of the class. Ask S1, “Good morning, S1.” 

Encourage S1 to reply, “Good morning, Teacher. Next ask, “How are you?” Tell 
S1 to reply, “Fine. Thank you. And you?” Reply S1, “Fine.” Say again, “Goodbye”, 
S1. Tell S1 to reply, “Goodbye, Teacher.” 
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4. Practice activities :
• Tell ss “Practise the activity in pair. Use your own names.” [Help them to practise.]

5. Assessing learning :
• Ask one student, randomly, “What do we say to bid farewells?” Possible answer 

should be “Goodbye.” 
Assess the student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators -9 
Domain Indicators

Knowledge 1.S greets/farewells to each other. 
Skill 2. S responds to greetings/farewells spontaneously.
Attitude and Values 3. S responds to greetings/farewell politely.

6. Feedback :
• Support the students who can’t follow and respond to greetings and farewells.

7. Summary of the session :
• Ask the students, “What have we learnt today?” Help them to respond properly.

8. Concluding the session :
• Say “See you in the next class. Bye.” 
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Unit:  2
Alphabet and numbers

1.1 Recognizing sounds of the alphabet in familiar words of spoken interactions. 
2.1 Listening to rhymes, cartoons and digital contents in English for enjoyment.
3.1 Repeating sounds of letters in words properly/confidently.
4.1 Recognizing the alphabet and cardinal numbers in figures and reading them  
       aloud following proper pronunciation.
7.1 Practicing mechanics of writings attentively.
7.2 Writing the alphabet and cardinal numbers in figures correctly in written  
       communication.

Lesson-1:  The Alphabet Song

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B & C
Page: 12 2.1.1 Listen to rhymes and respond with joy.

 
Teaching aids: Picture of Activity A & B, audio/video clip/QR Code. 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Say “Good morning, students” with a smiling face. 
• Tell Ss ‘How are you?’, and encourage them to reply ‘Fine, thank you’. 
• Show the picture of Alphabet song from the Activity A and Tell the students to see 

the picture.
• Tell them to say about the picture. Encourage them to elicit the word ‘Alphabet’ 

from the picture and say that we are going to learn ‘Alphabet Song’ toady.
2. Review of the previous session: Tell Ss “What did we learn yesterday?” [Support 
them if necessary.] 
3. Presentation of the session: Show the pictures of Activity-A, and tell the student 
These are the ‘Alphabet’. We are going to learn the ‘Alphabet Song’. 

• Sing the ‘Alphabet Song’ in the class. The student will listen to the song carefully. 
(If necessary, play the ‘Alphabet Song’ audio from the YouTube) 

• Now Tell students to sing the song with the teacher. Do the Activity two or three 
times.  

4. Practice activities: Divide students into groups and Tell them to practice the  
Alphabet Song in the group. (Provide support if necessary) 

• Now teacher sing the song by pointing the letters in the picture. Students see and 
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    listen to the teacher.
• Now all together sing the song pointing the letters in the picture of Activity A. 

Drill the song. (Provide support if necessary)
• Teachers point the alphabet from the picture/ alphabet chart student sing the song 

together. 
 5. Assessing learning: Invite students one by one and sing the song in the class 
pointing the alphabet in the picture. 
Guidelines for assessing learning: Check Ss learning using following Checklist. Put 
tick (√) mark in the box based the Ss performance. 

Assessment Indicators -10 
Domain Indicators

Knowledge 1. S recalls the alphabet name.
Skill 2. S sings the song recalling the alphabet name.
Attitude and  Values 3. S enjoys singing the alphabet song.

6. Feedback: Repeat the Activity A,B and C (If necessary) 
7. Summary of the session: Singing the Alphabet Song pointing to the picture.
8. Concluding the session: Say “Goodbye, my dear Ss. See you in the next class.” 

Lesson-1:   The Alphabet Song

Session  Learning Outcomes
Session 02: D
Page: 13

7.1.1 Draw capital letter shapes and simple writing pattern.
7.1.2 Draw small letter shapes and simple writing patterns.

Teaching aids: Picture of Activity D.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Say “Good morning, students” with a smiling face. 
•   Tell Ss ‘How are you?’, and encourage them to reply ‘Fine, thank you’. 
•   Show the picture of patterns from the Activity D (page-13)  and Tell the students 

to see the picture.
•   Tell them to look at the picture. Encourage them to say about the picture of the 

pattern. They may recognize the pattern based on their real-life experiences. 
•   Now tell them that we are going to trace and draw the pattern.  

2. Review of the previous session: Tell Ss “What did we learn yesterday?” [Support 
them if necessary.] 
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3. Presentation of the session: Relate the students’ answer on Activity D with the 
patters: down (  ), round (    )   across ( / ) (   ), line (     ) and zigzag (). 

•   Now tell them we trace the pattern in the air. The teacher draws the pattern in the 
air and the students see it. 

•   The teacher draws the pattern in the air and the student follow the teacher and 
trace the pattern in the air.

4. Practice activities: The student draws the pattern one by one in the air repeatedly. 
•   Now tell the students to open the book at page no……and see the pattern in the 

Activity D.  
•   Tell the student to complete the dotted line in the book with the pencil. (Monitor 

and help them if necessary)
5. Assessing learning: Show the relation between the letter and pattern by showing 

the picture A and Activity D (letter B is related to down (  ) and Round (   ). 
• Now, tell students to find the pattern shape in the Alphabet abc……
 Check Ss learning using the following assessment indicators

Assessment Indicators -11 
Domain Indicators

Knowledge 1. S recognizes the pattern 
Skill 2. S draws the pattern properly.
Attitude and Values 3. S enjoys drawing  the pattern  of the letters.

6. Feedback: Repeat the relation between the letter and the pattern (If necessary)
7. Summary of the session: Drawing pattern.
8. Concluding the session: Say “Goodbye, my dear Ss. See you in the next class.” 

Lesson 2: a A  b B

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B 
Page: 14

1.1.1 recognize the sounds of the alphabet in familiar words
3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.1 read the pictures of familiar objects and events

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity A, B; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic cards; 
audio/video clip (if available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
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2. Review of the previous session: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song). 
Tell Ss ‘Let’s sing a song’. Play an audio if possible. [If audio is not available, sing a 
song with the Ss.]

•   Then, ask Ss “What did we learn yesterday?” [Support Ss if necessary. Allow 
them to say in Bangla] 

•   Tell them that we are going to learn some English letters today.
3. Presentation of the session: Tell Ss ‘Open your book at page 14’. Show the picture 
given at Activity-A, and ask them ‘What can you see in the picture?’ Tell Ss to think 
individually about the objects in the picture.

•   Encourage Ss to say the name of the objects either in Bangla or English. [Focus 
on the words- Ant, Bat, Ball, Boy, Apple, Bird, Plane]  

•   Tell Ss ‘Today we will learn about Ant, Apple, Bat, Ball, and know how to pro-
nounce them in English’.

•   Now show/draw a picture of ‘Ant’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage 
them to say the word of that picture. [Allow Ss to say in Bangla]. Then ask Ss, 
‘How do we say that in English?’. Now, say the word and tell Ss to repeat the 
word after you 2/3 times. [Provide support them if necessary.]

•   Then, Tell Ss ‘Look at Show the picture(s) of Activity-B’. Tell them ‘Listen to 
me, and repeat after me’. Teacher will put a finger on the word (ant) associated 
with the picture while saying the word. Ss repeat the word 2/3 times.

•   Now, put the finger on the initial letter ‘a’ of the word ‘ant’; say the sound of the 
letter ‘a’ aloud. Tell Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. [If audio is available, play 
the sound of the letter ‘a’.]

•   Again, teacher puts her/his finger on the word (Ant) associated with the picture. 
Tell Ss ‘Listen to me and repeat after me’. Ss will repeat the word 2/3 times.

•   Then, put the finger on the initial letter ‘A’ of the word ‘Ant’; say the sound of 
the letter ‘A’. Tell Ss ‘Listen and repeat after you’. [If audio is available, play the 
sound of the letter ‘A’]

•   Indicating the letters ‘a’, ‘A’. Ask Ss ‘Do they have same or different sound?’. 
Now, tell them the sounds are the same for the small ‘a’ and capital ‘A’.

•   Then, indicate the capital letter ‘A’, and say the letter’s sound aloud. Tell Ss to 
repeat after you 2/3 times. [Provide support them if necessary.]

•    Follow the same steps for introducing letter ‘a, A’ with the words ‘apple, Apple’.
•    Encourage Ss to think of other words in Bangla that begin with the same sound.
•    After learning the sound of the letter ‘a, A’, tell the Ss that we will know the 

letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘a, A’ is /ei/. Tell Ss to repeat after you 2/3 
times. Take help from audio if necessary.

•   After learning the letter ‘a/A’; tell Ss, we will know the sound of another letter 
‘b/B’.

•   Now show/draw a picture of ‘bat’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage 
them to say the word of that picture. [Allow Ss to say in Bangla]. Then ask Ss, 
‘How do we say that in English?’. Now, say the word and tell Ss to repeat the
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word after you 2/3 times. [Provide support them if necessary.]
•    Then, tell Ss ‘Listen to me, and repeat after me’. Teacher puts the finger on the 

word (bat) associated with the picture while saying the word. Ss repeat the word 
2/3 times.•   Now, put the finger on the initial letter ‘b’ of the word ‘bat’; say the 
sound of the letter ‘b’ aloud. Tell Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. [If audio is 
available, play the sound of the letter ‘b’]

•   Again, teacher puts her/his finger on the word (Bat) associated with the picture. 
Tell Ss ‘Listen to me, and repeat after me’. Tell Ss to repeat the word 2/3 times.

•   Then, put the finger on the initial letter ‘B’ of the word ‘Bat’; say the sound of 
the letter ‘B’. Tell Ss ‘Listen and repeat after you’. [Provide support them if 
necessary.]

•   Indicating the letters ‘b’ and ‘B’. Ask Ss ‘Do they have same or different sound’. 
Now, tell Ss that the sounds are the same for the small ‘b’ and capital ‘B’.

•    Follow the same steps for introducing letter ‘b, B’ with the words ‘ball, Ball’.
•   Encourage Ss to think of other words in Bangla that begin with the same sound.
•   After learning the sound of the letter ‘b, B’, tell the Ss that we will know the letter’s 

name now. The letter name of ‘b, B’ is /bi:/. Tell Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. 
Take help from audio if necessary.

•   Review the letters (a A, b B) again. [Provide support to them if necessary.]
4. Practice activities: Pairwork: Divide Ss into pairs. One student will point at the 
pictures in their book (ant, apple, bat, ball), and the other will say the word. Tell them 
to practice in turns. Monitor pair work and support Ss if necessary. 

•   Now, arrange another pair work. One student shows the letter card/ letter in the 
textbook, the other student says the sound of letters (a, A, b, B). Tell them to 
practice in turns. Monitor pair work and provide support them if necessary.   

•   Then, arrange another pair work changing the partner. One student shows the 
letter card/ letter in the textbook, the other student says the name of the letters (a, 
A, b, B). Tell them to practice in turns. Monitor pair work and provide support 
them if necessary.    

5. Assessing learning: [Please, fill up the provided checklist or take notes on students’ 
learning progress. Teacher can use different techniques to assess students’ learning 
considering student’s level, students’ needs and classroom context.]

•   Teacher first shows the pictures (ant, apple, bat, ball), and asks student individually 
to say the words. 

•   Again, teacher says/plays the sound of letters, S will show or pick the correct 
letter card while listening to the audio.

•    Then, teacher writes the words/letters on the board or sticks the word cards/
letters on the board. Tell Ss to say the initial sound of the letter without saying 
the letter name.

•    Parise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.
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Assessment Indicators -12  
Domain Indicators for letters (a A, b B)

Knowledge 1. S says the words of familiar objects.
2. S recognizes the sounds of the letter.

Skill 3. S identifies the sounds of the letter.
4. S pronounces the letter correctly.

Attitude & Values 5. S shows interest in learning the letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot say the words or sounds of the letters. 
Reassess and make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’

Lesson 2: a A  b B

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: C, E 
Page: 13

3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.2 recognize and read aloud the capital letters properly
4.1.3 recognize and read aloud the small letters properly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity C, E; letter cards/wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
audio/video clip (if available)

 
Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes

Teaching Learning Activity
1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session/ prior knowledge: Start the session with a song 
(Alphabet song). Tell Ss ‘Let’s sing a song’. Play an audio if possible. [If audio is not 
available, sing a song with the Ss.]

•    Then, ask Ss “What did we learn yesterday?” [Support Ss if necessary. Allow 
them to say in Bangla] 

•    Tell them today we are going to learn how to say and read the letter ‘a, A, b, B’.
3. Presentation of session: Show/draw a picture of ‘arm’ on the board and write the 
word ‘arm’ under the picture. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage them to say the word 
of the picture. Tell Ss to repeat the word after you 2/3 times.

• Then, put a finger on the initial letter ‘a’ of the word ‘arm’; say the sound of the 
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letter ‘a’. Tell Ss ‘Listen and repeat after you’. [If audio is available, play the sound 
of the letter ‘a’]

• Follow the same steps for introducing the capital letter ‘A’ with the word ‘Arm’.
• Again, show/draw a picture of ‘bag’ on the board and write the word ‘bag’ under 

the picture. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage them to say the word of the picture. 
Tell Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. [Provide support them if necessary.]

• Then, put the finger on the initial letter ‘b’ of the word ‘bag’; say the sound of 
the letter ‘b’. Tell Ss ‘Listen and repeat after you’. [If audio is available, play the 
sound of the letter ‘b’] 

• Follow the same steps for introducing the initial letter ‘B’ with the word ‘Bag’. 
[Provide support them if necessary.]

• Activity-C: Now, tell Ss ‘Open your book at page 15’ Help Ss by showing the 
page-15 to open it. Then and, tell them, ‘Look at the letters of Activity-C’.

• Show the letter cards of ‘a, A, b, B’ or Activity-C of the textbook, and ask Ss to 
recall the letter names. Encourage them to say the letter names with you.

• Then, teacher says the letter names, and asks Ss to repeat the letter names. Do it 
2/3 times. [Provide support them if necessary.]

4. Practice activities: [Provide letter cards/wooden letters/plastic letters to Ss to 
practice the sounds of the letters and to learn the names of the letters]

• Divide Ss into pairs. One student shows the pictures (ant, apple, arm, bat, ball, 
bag), and the other says the word. 

• Now, arrange another pairwork. One student shows the letters (a, A, b, B)  
associated with word-pictures/letters given in the textbook, and the other student 
says the sound of the letters (a, A, b, B). Tell them to do it in turns. [Monitor 
pairwork and support them if necessary.]

• Again, one student says the sound of the letter (a, A, b, B), and the other student 
chooses/picks up/ shows the related letter/word card. Tell them to do it in turns.

[Provide support them if necessary.]
• Then, arrange another pairwork changing the partner. One student shows the  

letters (letter cards/Wooden/plastic letters of a, A, b, B), and the other student 
says the name of letters. Tell them to do it in turns. [Monitor pairwork and  
support to them if necessary.]

• Again, one student says the letter name of (a, A, b, B), and the other student  
chooses/picks up/ shows the related letter card/wooden card/plastic letter card. 
Tell them to do it in turns. Monitor pairwork and provide support them if necessary.

 5. Assessing learning: [Please, fill up the provided checklist or take notes on students’ 
learning progress. Teacher can use different techniques to assess students’ learning 
considering student’s level, students’ needs and classroom context.]

• Teacher draws pictures with the words on the board or sticks the word cards on 
the board. Ask S individually to say the initial sound of the letter. 
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• Then, the teacher shows the letter cards and asks S individually to say the letter 
name. 

• Now, Tell Ss to look at the Activity-E. Ask them to read and match the small  
letters with the capital letters. Allow them to do it in their textbook by drawing 
lines. [Techer can provide worksheets, or wooden/ plastic letters for this Activity.]

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators -13 
Domain Indicators for letters (a A, b B)

Knowledge 1. Say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words.
2. Recognize the small letters properly.
3. Recognize the capital letters properly.

Skill 4.  Read aloud the small letters properly.
5. Read aloud the capital letters properly.
6. Match the small letters with the capital letters.

Attitude and Values 7. Enjoy reading the letters aloud.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot say and read the letters. Reassess and 
make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’

Lesson 2: a A  b B

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 03: D 
Page: 15

7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity D; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
Worksheets; audio/video clip (if available)

 
Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes

Teaching Learning Activity
1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
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2. Review of the previous session/ prior knowledge: Start the session with a song 
(Alphabet song). Tell Ss ‘Let’s sing a song’. Play an audio if possible. [If audio is not 
available, sing a song with the Ss.]

•    Review Activity-D, Page- 13, before tracing and writing the letters. [Provide 
support them if necessary.]

•    Tell them we learnt how to draw straight lines and circles. 
3. Presentation of the session: Tell Ss, today we are going to learn how to write the 
letters (a, A, b, B). Make Ss understand that we will know the form of the letter moving 
our hands.

•    Elicit student’s ideas about writing the letters as they have seen the letters (a, A, 
b, B) in the previous classes. Encourage Ss to draw the letters in the air using 
imagination.

•   Now, face towards the board. Trace the small letter ‘a’ slowly in the air with finger. 
Follow the direction (round-down) used in the textbook and say the direction 
aloud while tracing. Then, say the name of the letter /ei/.

•   Tell Ss to trace in the air 2/3 times after teacher. [Provide support them if necessary.]
•   Now, draw lines on the board (like Activity-D), and write the letter ‘a’ using  

dotted lines. Say the direction aloud ‘round-down’ while writing the letter. Tell 
Ss to look at how you hold the pen/chalk, and write the letter. 

•    Then, tell Ss to open their book, and look at the direction of the letter-writing ‘a’ 
in the textbook Activity-D, Page-15. 

•    Tell Ss to complete tracing the first two dotted letters in their book. Monitor the 
class, and support Ss if necessary. Praise Ss.

•    Then, tell them, now they will know how to write the capital letter ‘A’. 
•    Again, face towards the board. Trace the capital letter ‘A’ slowly in the air with 

finger. Follow the direction (down-down-across) used in the textbook and say 
the direction aloud while tracing. Then, say the name of the letter /ei/.

•   Tell Ss to trace in the air 2/3 times after you. [Provide support them if necessary.]
•   Now, draw lines on the board (like Activity-D), and write the letter ‘A’ using  

dotted lines. Say the direction aloud ‘down-down-across’ while writing the  
letter. Tell Ss to look at how you write this letter. 

•   Then, tell Ss to look at the direction of the letter-writing ‘A’ in the textbook. 
•   Tell Ss to complete tracing the first two dotted letters in their book. Monitor the 

class, and support Ss if necessary.  
•    Then, tell them, they will know how to write another small letter ‘b’.
•    Again, face towards the board, trace the small letter ‘b’ slowly in the air with finger. 

Follow the direction (down-round) used in the textbook and say the direction aloud 
while tracing. Then, say the name of the letter /bi:/.

•    Tell Ss to trace in the air 2/3 times after you.
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•   Now, draw lines on the board (like Activity-D), and write the letter ‘b’ using 
dotted lines. Say the direction aloud ‘down-round’ while writing the letter. Tell 
Ss to look at how you write this letter. 

•   Then, tell Ss to look at the direction of the letter-writing ‘b’ in the textbook. 
•   Ask Ss to complete tracing the first two dotted letters in their book. Monitor the 

class, and support Ss if necessary.
•   Then, tell them, they will know how to write the capital letter ‘B’.
•  Again, facing the board, trace the capital letter ‘B’ slowly in the air with finger. 

Follow the direction (down-round-round) used in the textbook and say the  
direction aloud while tracing. Then, say the name of the letter /bi:/.

•   Tell Ss to trace in the air 2/3 times after you. [Provide support them if necessary.]
•   Now, draw lines on the board (like Activity-D), and write the letter ‘B’ using 

dotted lines. Say the direction aloud ‘down-round-round’ while writing the letter. 
Tell Ss to look how you write this letter. 

•   Then, tell Ss to look at the direction of the letter-writing ‘B’ in the textbook.  
•    Ask Ss to complete tracing the first two dotted letters in their book. Monitor the 

class, and provide support Ss if necessary
4. Practice activities: Now, tell Ss to complete writing the rest of the dotted letters 
individually in their book.
•   Ensure everyone is writing; monitor their writing and provide support if necessary.
•   Then, divide Ss into pairs. One student says the letter name of (a, A, b, B), and the 
other student writes the letter in their exercise book accordingly. Change their role in 
turns. [Provide support them if necessary.]
[Play a game, if possible, gender sensitivity should be kept in mind. For example- Ss 
draw a letter with their finger on their partner’s back. The partner student has to guess 
the letter. Show Ss how to play the game.]
5. Assessing learning: [Please, fill up the provided checklist or take notes on students’ 
learning progress. Teacher can use different techniques to assess students’ learning 
considering student’s level, students’ needs and classroom context.]

•    Ask Ss to write the small letters (a, b) individually in their exercise book. Then, 
ask to write capital letters (A, B) in their exercise book. [Provide worksheet if 
possible.]

•   Now, say the letter names randomly, and ask Ss to write individually in their 
exercise book. 

•   Then, invite few Ss in front of the class. Ask them to write the letters on the 
board. You can invite them randomly to write.

•   Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators. 
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Assessment Indicators -14
Domain Indicators for letters (a A, b B)

Knowledge 1. Know the form of non-cursive small letters.
2. Know the form of non-cursive capital letters.

Skill 3. Write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly.
4. Write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly.

Attitude and Values 5. Feel confident in writing the small and capital letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot write the letters. Reassess and make 
sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Project: Before concluding the session, tell Ss ‘Tomorrow 
we will make fun letters ‘a, A, b, B’ with paper, leaves, sticks, seeds, ropes etc.’ Tell 
Ss to bring the materials from their home if possible. 
Now, conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. See you in the next 
class.’

.

Lesson 2: a A  b B

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 04: F, G 
Page: 16

7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity F; letters cards; worksheets; audio/video clip (if  
available)

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song). 
Tell Ss ‘Let’s sing a song’. Play an audio if possible. [If audio is not available, sing 
a song with the Ss.]

• Then, ask Ss “What did we learn yesterday?” [Support Ss, if necessary. Allow 
them to say in Bangla]

• Tell, today we are going to make fun letters ‘a, A, b, B’ with paper, leaves, 
ropes etc.
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3. Presentation of the session: Before making fun letters, tell Ss to review the 
Activity-D.

• Write the letters (a A b B) on the board, say the direction aloud when you are 
writing. 

• Then, invite few Ss in front of the class to write the letters on the board.
4. Practice activities: Tell Ss to open their book, and look at the Activity-F, Page-16. 

• Tell Ss to write the initial small letters of each word in the box. [Monitor and 
provide support if necessary.]

• Then, ask Ss to write the initial capital letters of each word in the box. [Monitor 
and provide support if necessary.]

• After finishing the activity, tell Ss, ‘We will make fun letters’. Tell Ss to prepare 
their materials. [Provide materials if possible.]

• Allow Ss some time for this Activity, and ask every student to do it individually. 
[Monitor and provide support if necessary.]

• After making the fun letter, tell Ss to display those letters in the classroom. 
[Support Ss to display the letters.]

• Tell Ss to move around the classroom, and look at the letters. 
5. Assessing learning: [Please, fill up the provided checklist or take notes on students’ 
learning progress. Teacher can use different techniques to assess students’ learning 
considering student’s level, students’ needs and classroom context.]

• Check student’s learning when students are writing in the boxes, and observe 
students’ engagement when making fun letters.

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 15
Domain Indicators for letters (a A, b B)

Knowledge 1. Write non-cursive small letters using dotted lines.
2. Write non-cursive capital letters using dotted lines.

Skill 3. Write non-cursive small letters legibly.
4. Write non-cursive capital letters legibly.
5. Student make fun letters with the available materials.

Attitude and Values 6. Student actively involved in making fun letters.
7. Student enjoyed displaying the learnt letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot write the letters in the boxes. Reassess 
and make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, 
‘What have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear 
Ss. See you in the next class.’
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Lesson 3: c C  d D

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B 
Page: 17

1.1.1 recognize the sounds of the alphabet in familiar words
3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.1 read the pictures of familiar objects and events

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity A, B; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
audio/video clip (if available)

 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song). 

• Review the alphabet playing a language game. [Provide support them if necessary.]
3. Presentation of today’s session: Tell Ss ‘Open your book at page 15’. Tell them to 
think individually about the objects in the picture given at Activity-A.

• Encourage Ss to say the name of the objects either in Bangla or English. 
• Tell Ss ‘Today we will learn about Cat, Cow, Dog, Duck, and know how to  

pronounce them in English’.
• Now show/draw a picture of ‘cat’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage 

them to say the word of that picture. Now, say the word. Tell Ss to repeat the 
word after you 2/3 times. [Provide support them if necessary.]

• Show the picture(s) of Activity-B. Tell them ‘Listen to me, and repeat after me’. 
Teacher will put a finger on the word (cat) associated with the picture while  
saying the word. Ss repeat the word 2/3 times.

• Now, put the finger on the initial letter ‘c’ of the word ‘cat’. Say the sound of the 
letter ‘c’ aloud. Tell Ss to listen and repeat after you 2/3 times. Follow the same 
process for the capital letter ‘C’. [If audio is available, play the sound of the letter.] 

• Indicating the letters ‘c’, ‘C’. Ask Ss ‘Do they have the same or different sounds?’. 
Now, tell them the sounds are the same for the small ‘c’ and capital ‘C’.

• Follow the same steps for introducing the letter ‘c, C’ with the words ‘cow, 
Cow’.

• Tell Ss that we will know the letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘c, C’ is /si:/. 
Tell Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. Take help from audio if necessary.

• After learning the letter ‘c/C’, tell Ss that we will know the sound of another 
letter ‘d/D’
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• Now show/draw a picture of ‘dog’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Then ask 
Ss, ‘How do we say that in English?’. Now, say the word. Tell Ss to repeat the 
word after you 2/3 times.

• Then, tell Ss ‘Listen to me, and repeat after me’. Teacher puts the finger on the 
word (dog) associated with the picture while saying the word. Ss repeat the word 
2/3 times.

• Now, put the finger on the initial letter ‘d’ of the word ‘dog’. Say the sound of 
the letter ‘d’ aloud. Tell Ss to listen and repeat after you 2/3 times. Follow the 
same process for the capital letter ‘D’. [If audio is available, play the sound of 
the letter.] 

• Follow the same steps for introducing letter ‘d, D’ with the words ‘duck, Duck’.
• Tell Ss that we will know the letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘d, D’ is /di:/. 

Tell Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. Take help from audio if necessary.
• Review the letters (c C, d D ) again. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

4. Practice activities: Pairwork: Divide Ss into pairs. One student will point at the 
pictures in their book (cat, cow, dog, duck), and the other will say the word. Tell them 
to practice in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Now, arrange another pairwork. One student shows the letter card/ letter in the 
textbook, the other student says the sound of letters (c, C, d, D). Tell them to 
practice in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]  

• Then, arrange another pairwork changing the partner. One student shows the 
letter card/ letter in the textbook, the other student says the name of the letters 
(c, C, d, D). Tell them to practice in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.] 

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the  
        beginning of the book.]

• Teacher first shows the pictures (cat, cow, dog, duck), and asks students  
individually to say the words. 

• Again, teacher says/plays the sound of letters, S will show or pick up the correct 
letter card while listening to the audio.

• Then, teacher writes the words/letters on the board, or sticks the word cards/
letters on the board. Ask Ss to say the initial sound of the letter without saying 
the letter name.

• Parise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.
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Assessment Indicators - 16
Domain Indicators for the letters (c C, d D )

Knowledge 1. S says the words of familiar objects.
2. S recognizes the sounds of the letter.

Skill 3. S identifies the sounds of the letter.
4. S pronounces the letter correctly.

Attitude and Values 5. Works in collaboration with other children.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot say the words or sounds of the letters. 
Reassess and make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, see you in 
the next class.’ 

 
Lesson 3: c C  d D

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: C, E 
Page: 18

3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.2 recognize and read aloud the capital letters properly
4.1.3 recognize and read aloud the small letters properly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity C, E; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
audio/video clip (if available)

 
Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes

Teaching Learning Activity
1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song). 

•    Review the previous lesson playing language games. [Provide support to them 
if necessary.]

3. Presentation of the session: Show/draw a picture of ‘cap’ on the board, and write 
the word ‘cap’ under the picture. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage them to say the 
word of the picture. Tell Ss to repeat the word after you 2/3 times. [Provide support 
to them if necessary.]

• Then, put a finger on the initial letter ‘c’ of the word ‘cap’; say the sound of the 
letter ‘c’. Tell Ss ‘Listen and repeat after you’. [If audio is available, play the 
sound of the letter ‘c’]
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• Follow the same steps for introducing the capital letter ‘C’ with the word ‘Cap’. 
[Provide support them if necessary.]

• Again, follow the same process for introducing the small letter ‘d’ with the 
word ‘doll’, capital letter ‘D’ with the word ‘Doll’. [Provide support to them if  
necessary.]

• Activity-C: Now, tell Ss ‘Open your book at page 18’, and tell them, ‘Look at 
the letters’.

• Show the letter ‘c, C, d, D’, and ask Ss to recall the letter names. Encourage them 
to say the letter names with you 2/3 times.

4. Practice activities: [Provide letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters to Ss to 
practice the sounds of the letters and learn the names of the letters.]

• Divide Ss into pairs. One student shows the pictures (cat, cow, cap, dog, duck, 
doll), and the other says the word. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Now, arrange another pairwork. One student shows the letters (c, C, d, D)  
associated with word-pictures/ letters given in the textbook, and the other  
student says the sound of letters (c, C, d, D). Tell them to do it in turns. [Provide 
support to them if necessary.]

• Again, one student says the sound of the letter (c, C, d, D), and the other student 
chooses/picks up/ shows the related letter/word card. Tell them to do it in turns.  
[Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Then, arrange another pairwork changing the partner. One student shows the 
letters (letter cards/ wooden/ plastic letters of c, C, d, D), and the other student 
says the name of the letters. Tell them to do it in turns. [Provide support to them 
if necessary.]

• Again, one student says the letter name of (c, C, d, D), and the other student 
chooses/picks up/ shows the related letter card/ wooden card/ plastic letter card. 
Tell them to do it in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the  
beginning of the book.]

• Teacher draws pictures with the words on the board/ sticks the word cards on the 
board, asks S individually to say the initial sound of the letter. 

• Then, the teacher shows the letter cards and asks S individually to say the letter 
name. 

• Now, tell Ss to look at the Activity-E. Ask them to read and match the small  
letters with the capital letters. Allow them to do it in their textbook by drawing 
lines. [Techer can provide worksheets or wooden/ plastic letters for this Activity.]

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.
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Assessment Indicators - 17
Domain Indicators for the letters (c C, d D )

Knowledge 1. Say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words.
2. Recognize the small letters properly.
3. Recognize the capital letters properly.

Skill 4. Read aloud the small letters properly.
5. Read aloud the capital letters properly.
6. Match the small letters with the capital letters.

Attitude and Values 7. Enjoy reading the letters aloud.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot say and read the letters. Reassess and 
make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session : Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’

Lesson 3: c C  d D

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 03: D 
Page: 18

7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity D; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
Worksheets; audio/video clip (if available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session: Review the session by singing a song (Alphabet 
song) or playing a language game. [Provide support to them if necessary.]
3. Presentation of the session: Tell Ss, today we are going to learn how to write the 
letters (c, C, d, D) moving our hands.

•    Elicit student’s ideas about writing the letters as they have seen the letters (c, C, 
d, D) in the previous classes. Encourage Ss to draw the letters in the air using 
imagination.

•    Now, face towards the board. Trace the small letter ‘c’ slowly in the air with a 
finger. Follow the direction (round) used in the textbook and say the direction
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    aloud while tracing. Then, say the name of the letter /si:/. Tell Ss to trace in the 
air 2/3 times after the teacher.

•   Now, draw lines on the board (like Activity-D), and write the letter ‘c’ using  
dotted lines. Say the direction aloud ‘round’ while writing the letter. Tell Ss to 
look at how you hold the pen/chalk, and write the letter. 

•    Then, tell Ss to open their book, and look at the direction of the letter-writing ‘c’ 
in the textbook Activity-D, Page-18. 

•   Tell Ss to complete tracing the first two dotted letters in their book. Monitor the 
class, and support Ss if necessary. Praise Ss.

•   Follow the same process for writing the letters ‘C’, ‘d’, ‘D’. [Provide support to 
them if necessary.]

[For writing the small letter ‘d’, the direction (down-round); 
For the capital letter ‘D’, the direction (down-round). And the name of the letter /di:/]
4. Practice activities: Now, tell Ss to complete writing the rest of the dotted letters 
individually in their book. Monitor their writing and support them if necessary.

•   Then, divide Ss into pairs. One student says the letter name of (c, C, d, D), and the 
other student writes the letter in their exercise book accordingly. Change their 
role in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

[Play a game, if possible, and gender sensitivity should be kept in mind. For example- 
Ss draw a letter with their finger on their partner’s back. The partner student has to 
guess the letter. Show Ss how to play the game.]
5. Assessing learning: [ Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the  
beginning of the book.]

•  Ask Ss to write the small letters (c, d) individually in their exercise book. Then, 
ask them to write the capital letters (C, D) in their exercise book. [Provide work-
sheet if possible.]

•  Now, say the letter names randomly, and ask Ss to write individually in their  
exercise book.

•  Then, invite few Ss in front of the class. Tell them to write the letters on the board. 
You can invite them randomly to write.

•  Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 18
Domain Indicators for the letters (c C, d D )

Knowledge 1. Know the form of non-cursive small letters.
2. Know the form of non-cursive capital letters.

Skill 3. Write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly.
4. Write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly.

Attitude and Values 5. Pays attention in class.
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6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot write the letters. Reassess and make 
sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Before concluding the session, tell Ss ‘Tomorrow we 
will make fun letters ‘c, C, d, D with paper, leaves, sticks, seeds, ropes etc.’ Tell Ss to 
bring the materials from their home if possible. 
•   Now, conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. See you in the next  
    class.’

Lesson 3: c C  d D

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 04: F, G 
Page: 17

7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity F; letters cards; worksheets; audio/video clip (if 
available)

 
Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes

Teaching Learning Activity
1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session: Review the session by singing a song (Alphabet 
song) or playing a language game. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

•   Tell, today we are going to make fun letters ‘c, C, d, D’ with paper, leaves, ropes 
etc.

3. Presentation of the session: Before making fun letters, tell Ss we are going to 
review the Activity-D.

•   Write the letters (c C d D) on the board, and say the direction aloud when you 
are writing.

•   Then, invite few Ss in front of the class to write the letters on the board.
4. Practice activities: Tell Ss to open their book, and look at the Activity-F, Page-17.

•   Show Ss one example to do the Activity-F. 
•  Ask Ss to write the missing letters (small/capital) of each word in the box.  

[Monitor and provide support if necessary.] 
•   After finishing the activity, tell Ss, ‘We will make fun letters’. Tell Ss to prepare 

their materials. [Provide materials if possible.]
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•   Allow Ss some time for this Activity, and ask every student to do it individually. 
[Monitor and provide support if necessary.]

•   After making the fun letter individually, Tell Ss to display those letters in the 
classroom. [Support Ss to display the letters.]

•   Tell Ss to move around the classroom, and look at the letters. 
5. Assessing learning: [Please, fill up the provided checklist or take notes on students’ 
learning progress through observation and writing. Teacher can use different assessing 
learning techniques considering student’s level and classroom context.]

•   Check student’s learning when students are writing in the boxes, and observe 
students’ engagement when making fun letters.

•    Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 19
Domain Indicators for the letters (c C, d D )

Knowledge Write non-cursive small letters using dotted lines.
Write non-cursive capital letters using dotted lines.

Skill Write non-cursive small letters legibly.
Write non-cursive capital letters legibly.
Student make fun letters with the available materials.

Attitude and  Values Student actively involved in making fun letters.
Student enjoyed displaying the learnt letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot write the letters in the boxes. Reassess 
and make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’

Lesson 4: Numbers: 1, 2

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B 
Page: 20

4.1.4 read aloud cardinal numbers in figures properly

Teaching aids: Picture of activity A, B.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
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Teaching Learning Activity
1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.  

•   Say ss, “Let’s listen to a song (Number song).                                      
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Count the fish from 1 to 5.
 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 

Count the fish from 1 to 10!] 
•   Play an audio if possible. [If audio is not available, sing a song with the ss with 

TPR.] 
2. Review of the previous session: Ask ss altogether, “What did we learn yesterday?” 

•   [Showing the letter/writing the letters (c, C, d, D) on board] Ask a student  
randomly, “What is the name of it?” Possible answer should be c/C/d/D. 

3. Presentation of the session: Showing Activity A, ask ss, “What can you see in 
the picture?” 

•   Now, show them page 20. Tell “Open this page. Show me this page.”  
•   Tell Ss “Look at the picture carefully.” [Support them to look at the objects in the   

picture individually.] Tell ss “Count the objects in the picture.” 
•   Encourage them to say the name and number of the objects focusing 1 and 2.  
•   Tell them “Today we are going to learn how to count and read the numbers of 1 

and 2.” 
•   Pointing at the picture of Activity B, ask S1, S2, S3 … “What’s this/What are 

these?” Allow time to respond. 
•   Ask S1, S2, and S3 … again, “How many ball/birds is/are there in the picture?” 

[Support them to say/read the number with the correct pronunciation.] Drill the 
activity more than once.  

4. Practice activities: Now practise in a group. One student shows the pictures of ball 
and birds and then asks, “How many ball/birds is/are there in the picture?” Support 
other students to reply altogether, “1 ball or 2 birds”. [Monitor group work.] Drill the 
activity in group 2/3 times. 
5. Assessing learning: Ask one student randomly, “Listen to the sound of numbers 
and then point to that numbers.” 
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 20
Domain Indicators

Knowledge 1. S says the cardinal numbers in figures (1,2).
2. S recognizes the sounds of the number.

Skill 3. S counts and says the number.
Attitude and Values 4. S reads the number loudly with correct pronunciation

6. Feedback: Support the students who can’t read and count the number properly. 
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7. Summary of the session: Ask ss, “What have we learnt today?” Help ss to respond 
properly.
8. Concluding the session: Say “Goodbye all. See you in the next class.” 

Lesson 4: Numbers: 1, 2

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: C, D 
Page: 21 7.2.3 write cardinal numbers in figures neatly and legibly

Teaching aids: Picture of activity C, D.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Do the same as the session 1 of Lesson 4. 
2. Review of the previous session: Ask ss altogether, “What did we learn yesterday?” 
•    Showing any (1, 2) objects of the classroom ask a student randomly, “How many 
………….?” possible answer should be “1 or 2 ………...”
3. Presentation of the session: Tell ss “Today we are going to learn how to write 1 
and 2. 

•   Tell ss “Look at me and follow the trace in the air.” 
•    Now, facing towards the board, trace the number (1) slowly in the air. [Follow 

the direction used in the textbook and say the number (1) aloud while tracing. 
Make sure that the students can follow the tracing in the air easily.]

•    Trace the number (1) in the air repeatedly (2/3 times). Let them a chance to trace 
in the air 2/3 times after you.

•   Now, write the number ‘1’ using dotted lines on the board (like Activity C). 
Say aloud while writing the number ‘1’. Ask them to look at how you write this 
number. 

•   Ask Ss, “Open page at 21” [Help Ss to open their book.] Check if everyone has 
opened. 

•   Tell ss “Look at the direction of the number writing ‘1’ in the textbook.” 
•   Ask them, “Trace on the 1st box dotted lines of number 1 in the textbook.”  

[Monitor their activity.] 
•   Do the same process to write the number “2”.  

4. Practice activities: Now, tell ss “Write the numbers 1 and 2 in the blank boxes of 
textbook.” [Ensure everyone is writing.] 

•    Tell them again “Look at the pictures of Activity D carefully.” [Monitor them 
to look at.]  
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•   Pointing at the different pictures of Activity D ask ss, “How many elephant/lion/
horse/camels/tigers is/are there in the picture?” Tell them “Count the animal or 
animals and say the number correctly.” [Support them to count properly and say 
in Bangla if necessary.]   

•   Then, divide them into pairs. Invite one pair in front of the class. (Pointing at the 
pictures of Activity D) Let S1 ask S2 “How many elephant/lion/horse/camels/
tigers is/are there in the picture? Count.” Let them do the activity 2/3 times and 
change their role in turns. 

•   Now tell ss, “Write the counted numbers next to the pictures of Activity D.”
5.  Assessing learning: Tell ss “Raise your hand if you can write 1 and 2. 

• Then, invite randomly one/two ss in front of the class. Tell them, “Write the 
numbers 1 or 2 on the board.”

Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

    Assessment Indicators - 21
Domain Indicators

Knowledge 1. S traces the cardinal number (1, 2) neatly and legibly. 
Skill 2. S writes the cardinal number (1, 2) neatly and legibly. 
Attitude and Values 3. S counts the cardinal number (1, 2) neatly and legibly.

6. Feedback: Support the students who can’t write the numbers. Reassess and make 
sure their learning.
7. Summary of the session: Ask ss, “What have we learnt today?” Help ss to respond 
properly. 
8. Concluding the session: Say “See you in the next class. Bye.”

Lesson 5:   Two little hands

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B 
Page: 22 2.1.1 Listen to rhymes and respond with joy.  

Teaching aids: Picture of activity A, B, audio/video clip.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
    •  Start the class with a warm-up activity. 

2. Review of the previous session: Ask ss “What did we learn yesterday?” 
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3. Presentation of the session: Show the pictures from Activity A at page 20. 
•   Tell them, “Look at the pictures and discuss them with the friend who is next to 

you.” Help them to say about the pictures. 
•   Then say to the students, “Today we are going to recite a rhyme “Two little 

hands”
•   Tell them “Listen to the rhyme and observe carefully how I recite.” [Recite the 

rhyme with gesture. Play the audio/video clip of the rhyme if available.]  
•    Tell them, “Follow and repeat”. [Recite the rhyme with gesture again.] Let them

do it twice at least in chorus with gesture. 
4. Practice activities: Activity B: Invite S1 in front of the class. Tell S1, “Recite and 
act out the rhyme with me.” Tell other students “Follow the activity.”

•    Following the activity B, say S1, “Repeat after me.” 
•    [With action] Say, “Two little hands to” Encourage S1 to reply, “Two little hands 

to” Say, “Clap, clap, clap” Encourage S1 to reply, “Clap, clap, clap” Recite the 
whole rhyme with action following the same way. 

•    Divide the students into pairs. Ask P1 in front of the class. Say P1, “Recite the 
rhyme with action in pair.” [Support P1 to recite with gesture properly.]

•    Now let them recite the rhyme in pairs. [Monitor them to recite with gesture 
properly.] 

•    Divide ss into groups and ask them “Practise the rhyme in groups with gesture.” 
(Support them where necessary.) 

•    Tell them, “Practise in a group with gesture one by one.”
•    Tell the class to practise individually when the teacher says ‘start’.

5. Assessing learning: In group, like chain drill S1 will say the 1st line S2 will say the 
2nd line S3……… The whole class will continue it in turns in groups.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Incicators - 22
Domain Indicators

Knowledge 1. S repeats after teacher.
Skill 2. S recites the rhyme.
Attitude and Values 3. S recites the rhyme with gesture.

6. Feedback: Help the students who can’t recite properly. 
7. Summary of the session: Ask ss, ‘What have we learnt today?’ Help them to answer. 
8. Concluding the session: Say “Goodbye, my dear students. See you in the next class.” 
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Lesson 6: e E  f F

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, 
B Page: 23

1.1.1 recognize the sounds of the alphabet in familiar words
3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.1 read the pictures of familiar objects and events

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity A, B; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
audio/video clip (if available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review prior knowledge: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song). 

•   Review the alphabet playing a language game. [Provide support to them if  
necessary.]

3. Presentation of the session: Tell Ss ‘Open your book at page 23’. Tell them to 
think individually about the objects in the picture given at Activity-A.

• Encourage Ss to say the name of the objects either in Bangla or English. 
• Tell Ss ‘Today we will learn about Egg, Eagle, Fish, Frog, and know how to 

pronounce them in English’.
• Now show/draw a picture of ‘egg’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage 

them to say the word of that picture. Now, say the word. Tell Ss to repeat the 
word after you 2/3 times.

• Show the picture(s) of Activity-B. Tell them ‘Listen to me, and repeat after 
me’. Teacher will put a finger on the word (egg) associated with the picture 
while saying the word. Ss repeat the word 2/3 times. [Provide support to them if  
necessary.]

• Now, put the finger on the initial letter ‘e’ of the word ‘egg’. Say the sound of the 
letter ‘e’ aloud. Tell Ss to listen and repeat after you 2/3 times. Follow the same 
process for capital letter ‘E’. [If audio is available, play the sound of the letter.] 

• Indicating the letters ‘e’, ‘E’. Ask Ss ‘Do they have the same or different sound?’. 
Now, tell them the sounds are the same for the small ‘e’ and capital ‘E’.

• Follow the same steps for introducing the letter ‘e, E’ with the words ‘eagle, 
Eagle’. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Tell Ss that we will know the letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘e, E’ is /i:/. 
Tell Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. Take help from audio if necessary.

• After learning the letter ‘e/E’, tell Ss that we will know the sound of another 
letter ‘f/F’.
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• Now show/draw a picture of ‘fish’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Then ask 
Ss, ‘How do we say that in English?’. Now, say the word. Tell Ss to repeat the 
word after you 2/3 times.

• Then, tell Ss ‘Listen to me, and repeat after me’. Teacher puts the finger on the 
word (fish) associated with the picture while saying the word. Ss repeat the word 
2/3 times. [Provide support them if necessary.]

• Now, put the finger on the initial letter ‘f’ of the word ‘fish’. Say the sound of the 
letter ‘f’ aloud. Tell Ss to listen and repeat after you 2/3 times. Follow the same 
process for capital letter ‘F’. [If audio is available, play the sound of the letter.] 

• Follow the same steps for introducing the letter ‘f, F’ with the words ‘frog, Frog’. 
[Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Tell Ss that we will know the letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘f, F’is /ef/. 
Tell Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. Take help from audio if necessary.

• Review the letters (e E, f F) again. [Provide support to them if necessary.]
4. Practice activities: Pairwork: Divide Ss into pairs. One student will point at the 
pictures in their book (egg, eagle, fish, frog), and the other will say the word. Tell 
them to practice in turns. 

• Now, arrange another pairwork. One student shows the letter card/ letter in the 
textbook, the other student says the sound of letters (e, E, f, F). Tell them to  
practice in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Then, arrange another pairwork changing the partner. One student shows the 
letter card/ letter in the textbook, the other student says the name of the letters 
(e, E, f, F). Tell them to practice in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the general guidelines of assessing learning given at 
the beginning of the book.]

• Teacher first shows the pictures (egg, eagle, fish, frog), and asks the students 
individually to say the word. 

• Again, teacher says/plays the sound of letters; S will show or pick up the correct 
letter card while listening to the audio.

• Then, teacher writes the words/letters on the board, or sticks the word cards/
letters on the board. Ask Ss to say the initial sound of the letter without saying 
the letter name.

• Parise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.
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Assessment Indicators - 23
Domain Indicators for the letters (e E, f F)

Knowledge 1. S says the words of familiar objects
2. S recognizes the sounds of the letter

Skill 3. S identifies the sounds of the letter
4. S pronounces the letter correctly

Attitude and Values 5. Participates actively in group/pair work.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot say the words or sounds of the letters. 
Reassess and make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’

Lesson 6: e E  f F

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: C, E 
Page: 24

3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.2 recognize and read aloud the capital letters properly
4.1.3 recognize and read aloud the small letters properly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity C, E; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
audio/video clip (if available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song).

• Review the previous lesson playing language games. [Provide support to them if 
necessary.] 

3. Presentation of the session: Show/draw a picture of ‘ear’ on the board and write 
the word ‘ear’ under the picture. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage them to say the 
word of the picture. Tell Ss to repeat the word after you 2/3 times. [Provide support 
to them if necessary.]

• Then, put a finger on the initial letter ‘e’ of the word ‘ear’; say the sound of the 
letter ‘e’. Tell Ss ‘Listen and repeat after you’. [If audio is available, play the 
sound of the letter ‘e’]
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• Follow the same steps for introducing the capital letter ‘E’ with the word ‘Ear’.
• Again, follow the same process for introducing the small letter ‘f’ with the word 

‘flower’, capital letter ‘F’ with the word ‘Flower’. [Provide support to them if 
necessary.]

• Activity-C: Now, tell Ss ‘Open your book at page 24’. Then Tell them, ‘Look at 
the letters’.

• Show the letter cards of ‘e, E, f, F’, and ask Ss to recall and say the letter names. 
Do it 2/3 times.

4. Practice activities: [Provide letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters to Ss to 
practice the sounds of the letters and learn the names of the letters]

•   Divide Ss into pairs. One student shows the pictures (egg, eagle, ear, fish, frog, 
flower), and the other says the word. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

•   Now, arrange another pairwork. One student shows the letters (e, E, f, F)  
associated with word-pictures/ letters given in the textbook, and the other  
student says the sound of letters (e, E, f, F). Tell them to do it in turns. [Provide 
support to them if necessary.]

•   Again, one student says the sound of the letter (e, E, f, F), and the other student 
chooses/picks up/ shows the related letter/word card. Tell them to do it in turns. 
[Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Then, arrange another pairwork changing the partner. One student shows the  
letters (letter cards/ wooden/ plastic letters of e, E, f, F), and the other student 
says the name of the letters. Tell them to do it in turns. Monitor pairwork and 
support them if necessary.

• Again, one student says the letter name of (e, E, f, F), and the other student 
chooses/picks up/ shows the related letter card/ wooden card/ plastic letter card. 
Tell them to do it in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the  
beginning of the book]

• Teacher draws pictures with the words on the board/ sticks the word cards on the 
board, asks S individually to say the initial sound of the letter. 

• Then, the teacher shows the letter cards and asks S individually to say the letter 
name. 

• Now, tell Ss to look at the Activity-E. Ask them to read and match the small 
letters with the capital letters. Allow them to do it in their textbook by drawing 
lines. [Techer can provide worksheets or wooden/plastic letters for this Activity.]

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.
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Assessment Indicators - 24
Domain Indicators for the letters (e E, f F)

Knowledge 1. Say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
2. Recognize the small letters properly
3. Recognize the capital letters properly

Skill 4. Read aloud the small letters properly
5. Read aloud the capital letters properly
6. Match the small letters with the capital letters

Attitude and Values 7. Participates actively

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot say and read the letters. Reassess and 
make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’ 

    

Lesson 6: e E f F

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 03: D 
Page: 24

7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity D; model of apple and ball; letter cards;  
Worksheets; audio/video clip (if available)

 
Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes

Teaching Learning Activity
1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session: Review the session by singing a song (Alphabet 
song) or playing a language game. [Provide support to them if necessary.]
3. Presentation of the session: Tell Ss, today we are going to learn how to write the 
letters (e, E, f, F) moving our hands.

•   Elicit student’s ideas about writing the letters as they have seen the letters (e, E, 
f, F) in the previous classes. Encourage Ss to draw the letters in the air using  
imagination.

•   Now, face towards the board. Trace the small letter ‘e’ slowly in the air with a  
finger. Follow the directions (across-round) used in the textbook and say the
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     direction aloud while tracing. Then, say the name of the letter /i:/.
•   Tell Ss to trace in the air 2/3 times after the teacher. [Provide support to them if 

necessary.]
•   Now, draw lines on the board (like Activity-D), and write the letter ‘e’ using  

dotted lines. Say the direction aloud ‘across-round’ while writing the letter. Tell Ss 
to look at how you hold the pen/chalk, and write the letter. 

•   Then, tell Ss to open their book, and look at the direction of the letter-writing ‘e’ in 
the textbook Activity-D, Page-24. 

•   Tell Ss to complete tracing the first two dotted letters in their book. Monitor the 
class, and support Ss if necessary. Praise Ss.

•   Follow the same process for writing the letters ‘E’, ‘f’, ‘F’. Monitor the class, and 
support Ss if necessary.

[For writing the capital letter ‘E’, the direction (down-across-across-across); For  
writing the small letter ‘f’, the direction (down-across); For capital letter ‘F’, the  
direction (down-across-acros). And the name of the letter F is /ef /]
4. Practice activities: Now, tell Ss to complete writing the rest of the dotted letters 
individually in their book.

•   Ensure everyone is writing; monitor their writing and support them if necessary.
•  Then, divide Ss into pairs. One student says the letter name of (e, E, f, F), and the 

other student writes the letter in their exercise book accordingly. Change their role 
in turns. [Provide support to to them if necessary.]

[Play a game, if possible, gender sensitivity should be kept in mind. For example - Ss 
draw a letter with their finger on their partner’s back. The partner student has to guess 
the letter. Show Ss how to play the game.]
5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the  
beginning of the book.]

•   Ask Ss to write the small letters (e, f) individually in their exercise book. Then, 
ask them to write capital letters (E, F) in their exercise book. [Provide worksheet 
if possible.]

•   Now, say the letter names randomly, and ask Ss to write individually in their  
exercise book. 

•   Then, invite few Ss in front of the class. Tell them to write the letters on the board. 
You can invite them randomly to write.

•   Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.
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Assessment Indicators - 25
Domain Indicators for the letters (e E, f F)

Knowledge 1. Know the form of non-cursive small letters
2. Know the form of non-cursive capital letters

Skill 3. Write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly
4. Write non-cursive capital letters neatly and     legibly

Attitude and Values 5. Raises his/her hand to response.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot write the letters. Reassess and make 
sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Now, conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my 
dear Ss. See you in the next class.

Lesson 6: e E f F

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 04: F, G 
Page: 25

7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity F; letters cards; worksheets; audio/video clip (if 
available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
4. Review of the previous session: Review the session with a song (Alphabet song) 
or playing a language game. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Tell, today we will play a game at the end of the class with the letters ‘e, E, f, F’. 
5. Presentation of the session: Review the Activity-D.

• Write the letters (e, E, f, F) on the board, and say the direction aloud when you are 
writing.

• Then, invite few Ss in front of the class to write the letters on the board.
6. Practice activities: Tell Ss to open their book, and look at the Activity-F, Page-25. 

• Show Ss one example to do the Activity-F.
• Tell Ss to write the missing letters (small/ capital) of each word in the box.  

[Monitor and provide support if necessary.]
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• After completing the Activity, now say, ‘We will play a game with the letters’. Tell 
Ss to make pairs. [Provide materials if possible.]

• Tell Ss to play the game with their partner. Show them how to play the game.
• One student will close her/his eyes, and touch the wooden/plastic letters. Then s/

he says the letter aloud, and write it on her/his khata. Do it in turns. Monitor and 
provide support if necessary.

7. Assessing learning: Check student’s learning when students are writing in the  
boxes, and observe students’ engagement when playing the game with letters.

•   Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 26
Domain Indicators for the letters (e E, f F)

Knowledge 1. Write non-cursive small letters using dotted lines.
2. Write non-cursive capital letters using dotted lines.

Skill 3. Write non-cursive small letters legibly.
4. Write non-cursive capital letters legibly.
5. Student make fun letters with the available materials.

Attitude and Values 6. Student actively involved in making fun letters.
7. Student enjoyed displaying the learnt letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot write the letters in the boxes. Reassess 
and make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’ 

Review Lesson 6: A-F a-f

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 05:  
Page:  

1.1.1 recognize the sounds of the alphabet in familiar words
3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.2 recognize and read aloud the capital letters properly
4.1.3 recognize and read aloud the small letters properly
7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly
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Teaching Aids: Pictures; letter cards; plastic/ wooden letters; audio/video clip (if 
available)

 
Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes

Teaching Learning Activity
1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.
2. Review prior knowledge: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song) or a  
language game. [Provide support them if necessary.]
8. Presentation of the session: Show the pictures/ images related to the letters (A-F). 
Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage them to say the word of that picture. 

•   Then, put the finger on the initial letters (small/ capital) of each word; say the 
sound of the letters. Tell Ss ‘Listen and repeat after you’. [Provide support to them 
if necessary.]

•   Again, indicate the initial letters (small/capital), and ask Ss to say the sound of the 
letters.

•   After reviewing the sound of the letter ‘A-F’, tell Ss that we will say the letter’s 
name (A-F) now. Take help from audio if necessary.

•   Praise Ss at the end of this Activity.
9. Practice activities: Divide Ss into pairs (mixing slow learner and advanced learn-
er). One student shows letter cards or wooden/plastic letters, the other student says 
the name of the letters. Tell them to practice in turns. Monitor pairwork and support 
them if necessary. 

• Again, one student says the letter name (A-F), and the other student chooses/picks 
up/ shows the related letter card, wooden card/ plastic letter card. Tell them to do it 
in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them if necessary.

[Play a game, if possible, gender sensitivity should be kept in mind. For example- Ss 
draw a letter with their finger on their partner’s back. The partner student has to 
guess the letter, and say the letter name aloud. Show Ss how to play the game.]  

• Then, divide Ss into pairs (mixing slow learner and advanced learner. One student 
says the letter name(A-F), and the other student writes the letter in their exercise 
book accordingly. Change their role in turns. [Provide support to them if neces-
sary.]

[Support Ss individually who did not achieve the learning outcomes in the previous 
classes. Go back to the assessment checklists of the previous sessions to identify who 
cannot read and write the Alphabet. Make sure every student can say, read and write 
the letters (A-F) properly.]
10. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the begin-
ning of the book]

• Check student’s learning when students are reading and writing the letters (A-F) 
in pairs.

•  Praise Ss at the end.
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Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 27
Domain Indicators for the letters (a—f, A—F)

Knowledge 1. Say the letter sound properly.
2. Say the letter name.

Skill 3. Read the letter aloud properly.
4. Write non-cursive small letters legibly.
5. Write non-cursive capital letters legibly.

Attitude and Values 6. Feel confident in writing the letters neatly and legibly.

6. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
7. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’

Lesson 7: Numbers: 3, 4

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B 
Page: 26

4.1.4 read aloud cardinal numbers in figures properly

Teaching aids: Picture of activity A, B/ number card.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1.Introduction: Do the same as the session 1 of Lesson 4: Numbers:1,2 
2.Review of the previous session: Show the number card of 1 and 2 or write the 
number 1 and 2 on the board. Ask S1 randomly, “What is this?” Possible answer 
should be 1 or 2. 
3.Presentation of the session: Do the same as the session 1 of Lesson 4:  
Numbers:1,2,

•    Use the numbers 3 and 4 in place of 1 and 2.  
4. Practice activities: Divide Ss into groups. In every group, one student shows 
the pictures of Activity B and then asks, “How many flags/flowers are there in the 
picture?” Support other students to reply altogether, “3 flags/4 flowers.” [Monitor 
group work.] Drill the activity in group at least 2/3 times. 
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5. Assessing learning: Tell one student randomly [Reading the number (3, 4) loudly], 
“Listen to the sound of numbers and then point at that numbers.”  
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 28
Domain Indicators

Knowledge 1. S says the cardinal numbers in figures (3, 4).
2. S recognizes the sounds of the number (3, 4).

Skill 3. S counts and says the number (3, 4).
Attitude and Values 4. S reads the number (3, 4) loudly with proper pronunciation.

6. Feedback: Support the students who can’t read and count the number properly. 
7. Summary of the session: Ask ss, ‘What have we learnt today?’ Help them to answer.
8. Concluding the session: Say “Goodbye all. See you in the next class.”

Lesson 7: Numbers: 3, 4
 

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: C, D, E 
Page: 27

7.2.3 write cardinal numbers in figures neatly and legibly

Teaching aids: Picture of activity C, D, E.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Do the same as the session 1 of Lesson 4, 
2. Review of the previous session: Ask Ss altogether, “What did we learn  
yesterday?” [Say in Bangla if necessary.]

• Show any objects in the classroom. Ask a student randomly, “How many ….?” 
Possible answer should be “1/2/3/4 ………...”

3. Presentation of the session: Follow the same process as the session 2: C, D of 
Lesson 4, 

• Replace the number of 1 and 2 with 3 and 4.
4. Practice activities: Now, tell ss “Write individually the numbers 3 and 4 in the 
blank boxes of the textbook.” [Ensure everyone is writing.] 

• Tell ss “Look at the pictures of Activity D carefully.” [Monitor them to look at.]  
• Pointing at the petals in each flower ask ss, “How many petals are there in each 

flower?”  [Support them to count properly and say in Bangla if necessary.]
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  • Then, divide them into pairs. Invite one pair in front of the class. (Pointing at the 
different pictures of Activity D) Let S1 ask S2 “How many petals are there in

     each flower? Count.” Let them do the activity 2/3 times by changing their role.  
• Now tell ss, “Write the counted number individually next to the picture of  

Activity D.”  
• Now tell, “Look at the Activity E. Let us draw things from numbers.” Tell them 

to prepare their materials. [Provide materials if available]
• Let them draw and colour the picture individually. 
• Next tell ss, “Display the pictures in the classroom.” [Support ss to display  

properly.] 
5. Assessing learning: Tell ss “Raise your hand if you can write 3 or 4. 

• Then, invite randomly one/two students in front of the class. Tell them to write 
the numbers (1/2/3/4) on the board. 

Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 29
Domain Indicators

Knowledge 1. S traces the cardinal number (1, 2, 3, and 4) neatly and 
legibly.

Skill 2. S writes the cardinal number (1, 2, 3, and 4) neatly and 
legibly.
3. S draws things from numbers with the available materials.

Attitude and Values 4. S actively colours the numbers with the available materials.
5. S displays the coloured numbers.

6. Feedback: Support the students who can’t write the numbers. Reassess their learning. 
7. Summary of the session: Ask ss, ‘What have we learnt today?’ Help them to answer.
8. Concluding the session: Say “See you in the next class. Bye.”

Lesson 8:   Counting cats

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A and B 
Page: 28

2.1.1 Listen to rhymes and respond with joy. 

 
Teaching aids: Picture of activity A, audio/video clip.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
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Teaching Learning Activity
1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.

• Start the class with a warm-up activity.
2. Review of the previous session: Ask ss “What did we learn yesterday?” 

• Tell ss “Raise your hand if you can write 1, 2, 3 or 4. 
• Then, invite randomly one/two students in front of the class. Ask them to write 

1/2/3/4 on the board
3. Presenting Toady’s session: Show the pictures from Activity A at page 28. 

• Ask ss “What can you see in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd & 4th picture? How many cats 
are there in the pictures? What colour is it? (Point 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th picture 
individually.) 

• Next say, “Today we are going to recite a rhyme “Counting cats.”
• Tell ss “Listen to the rhyme and observe carefully how I recite.” [Recite the 

rhyme with gesture. Play the audio/video clip of the rhyme if available.]  
• Tell them “Follow and repeat”. [Recite the rhyme with gesture again.] Let them 

do it twice at least in chorus with gesture.
4. Practice activities: Invite S1 in front of the class. Tell S1, “Recite and act out the 
rhyme with me.” Tell other Ss “Follow the activity.”

• Following the Activity B, say S1, “Repeat after me.” 
• [With action] Say, “1 cat, 2 cats” Encourage S1 to reply, “1 cat, 2 cats” Say, 

“Brown cat, white cat” Encourage S1 to reply, “Brown cat, white cat” Recite the 
whole rhyme following the same way. Let them recite the rhyme with the choral 
drill.  

• Divide them into pairs. Ask P1 in front of the class. Say P1, “Recite the rhyme 
with action in pairs.” [Support P1 to recite with gesture.]

• Now let them recite the rhyme in pairs. [Monitor and support them.] 
• Divide ss into groups and tell them “Practise the rhyme in groups with gesture.” 
• Tell them, “Practise in a group with gesture one by one.”
• Tell the class to practise individually when the teacher says ‘start’.

5. Assessing learning: Activity B: In group, like chain drill S1 will say the 1st 
line S2 will say the 2nd line S3……… The whole class will continue it in turns in 
groups.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 30
Domain Indicator

Knowledge 1. S repeats after teacher.
Skill 2. S recites the rhyme.
Attitude and Values 3. S recites the rhyme with gesture

6. Feedback: Help the students who can’t recite properly. 
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7. Summary of the session: Ask ss, ‘What have we learnt today?’ Help them to 
answer. 
8. Concluding the session: Say “Goodbye, my dear students. See you in the next class.”  

Lesson 9: g G  h H

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B 
Page: 29

1.1.1 recognize the sounds of the alphabet in familiar words
3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.1 read the pictures of familiar objects and events

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity A, B; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
audio/video clip (if available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review prior knowledge: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song). 

•   Review the alphabet playing a language game. [Provide support to them if 
necessary.]

3. Presentation of the session: Tell Ss ‘Open your book at page 29’. Tell them to 
think individually about the objects in the picture given at Activity-A.

• Encourage Ss to say the name of the objects either in Bangla or English. 
• Tell Ss ‘Today we will learn about Goat, Girl, Hen, Home, and know how to 

pronounce them in English’.
• Now show/draw a picture of ‘goat’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage 

them to say the word of that picture. Now, say the word. Tell Ss to repeat the word 
after you 2/3 times. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Show the picture(s) of Activity-B. Tell them ‘Listen to me, and repeat after me’. 
Teacher will put a finger on the word (goat) associated with the picture while 
saying the word. Ss repeat the word 2/3 times.

• Now, put the finger on the initial letter ‘g’ of the word ‘goat’. Say the sound of 
the letter ‘g’ aloud. Tell Ss to listen and repeat after you 2/3 times. Follow the 
same process for capital letter ‘G’. [If audio is available, play the sound of the 
letter.] 

• Indicating the letters ‘g’, ‘G’. Ask Ss ‘Do they have the same or different sound?’. 
Now, tell them the sounds are the same for the small ‘g’ and capital ‘G’.

• Follow the same steps for introducing the letter ‘g, G’ with the words ‘girl, Girl’. 
[Provide support to them if necessary.]
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• Tell Ss that we know the letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘g, G’ is /dᵹi:/. 
Tell Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. Take help from audio if necessary.

• After learning the letter ‘g/G’, tell Ss that we will know the sound of another 
letter ‘h/H’.

• Now show/draw a picture of ‘hen’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage 
them to say the word of that picture. Then ask Ss, ‘How do we say that in En-
glish?’. Now, tell the word and Tell Ss to repeat the word after you 2/3 times.

• Then, tell Ss ‘Listen to me, and repeat after me’. Teacher puts the finger on the 
word (hen) associated with the picture while saying the word. Ss repeat the word 
2/3 times. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Now, put the finger on the initial letter ‘h’ of the word ‘hen’. Say the sound of 
the letter ‘h’ aloud. Tell Ss to listen and repeat after you 2/3 times. Follow the 
same process for the capital letter ‘H’. [If audio is available, play the sound of 
the letter.] 

• Follow the same steps for introducing the letter ‘h, H’ with the words ‘home, 
Home’. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Tell Ss that we will know the letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘h, H’ is /
eitᶋ/. Tell Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. Take help from audio if necessary.

• Review the letters (g G, h H) again. [Provide support to them if necessary.]
4. Practice activities: Pairwork: Divide Ss into pairs. One student will point at the 
pictures in their book (goat, girl, hen, home), and the other will say the word. Tell 
them to practice in turns. 

• Now, arrange another pairwork. One student shows the letter card/ letter in the 
textbook, the other student says the sound of letters (g, G, h, H). Tell them to 
practice in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]  

• Then, arrange another pairwork changing the partner. One student shows the 
letter card/ letter in the textbook, the other student says the name of the letters (g, 
G, h, H). Tell them to practice in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the general guideline of assessing learning given at 
the beginning of the book.]

• Teacher first shows the pictures (goat, girl, hen, home), and asks students indi-
vidually to say the word. 

• Again, teacher says/plays the sound of letters, S will show or pick up the correct 
letter card while listening to the audio.

• Then, teacher writes the words/letters on the board, or sticks the word cards/
letters on the board. Ask Ss to say the initial sound of the letter without saying 
the letter name.

• Parise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.
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Assessnent Indicators - 31
Domain Indicators for the letters (g G, h H)

Knowledge 1. S says the words of familiar objects
2. S recognizes the sounds of the letter

Skill 3. S identifies the sounds of the letter
4. S pronounces the letter correctly

Attitude and Values 5. Works with other children in pair work.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot say the words or sounds of the letters. 
Reassess and make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’ 

Lesson 9: g G  h H

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: C, E 
Page: 30

3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.2 recognize and read aloud the capital letters properly
4.1.3 recognize and read aloud the small letters properly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity C, E; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
audio/video clip (if available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song). 

•    Review the previous lesson playing language games. [Provide support to them 
if necessary.]

3. Presentation of the session: Show/draw a picture of ‘glass’ on the board and write 
the word ‘glass’ under the picture. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage them to say the 
word of the picture. Tell Ss to repeat the word after you 2/3 times. [Provide support 
to them if necessary.]

• Then, put a finger on the initial letter ‘g’ of the word ‘glass’; say the sound of 
the letter ‘g’. Tell Ss ‘Listen and repeat after you’. [If audio is available, play the 
sound of the letter ‘g’]
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• Follow the same steps for introducing the capital letter ‘G’ with the word ‘Glass’.
• Again, follow the same process for introducing the small letter ‘h’ with the 

word ‘hat’; capital letter ‘H’ with the word ‘Hat’. [Provide support to them if 
necessary.]

• Say the sound of the letter ‘h’. Tell Ss ‘Listen and repeat after you’. [If audio is 
available, play the sound of the letter ‘h’]

• Follow the same steps for introducing the initial letter ‘H’ with the word ‘Hat’.
• Activity-C: Now, tell Ss ‘Open your book at page 30’. Then Tell them, ‘Look at 

the letters’.
• Show the letter cards of ‘g, G, h, H’, and ask Ss to repeat the letter names. Do it 

2/3 times.
4. Practice activities: [Provide letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters to Ss to   
        practice the sounds of the letters and learn the names of the letters]

• Divide Ss into pairs. One student shows the pictures (goat, girl, glass, hen, home, 
hat), and the other says the word. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Now, arrange another pairwork. One student shows the letters (g, G, h, H)  
associated with word-pictures/ letters given in the textbook, and the other  
student says the sound of letters (g, G, h, H). Tell them to do it in turns. [Provide 
support to them if necessary.]

• Again, one student says the sound of the letter (g, G, h, H), and the other student 
chooses/picks up/ shows the related letter/word card. Tell them to do it in turns. 
[Provide support to them if necessary.]  

• Then, arrange another pairwork changing the partner. One student shows the 
letters (letter cards/ wooden/ plastic letters of g, G, h, H), and the other student 
says the name of the letters. Tell them to do it in turns. [Provide support to them 
if necessary.]

• Again, one student says the letter name of (g, G, h, H), and the other student 
chooses/picks up/ shows the related letter card/ wooden card/ plastic letter card. 
Tell them to do it in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the  
beginning of the book.]

• Teacher draws pictures with the words on the board/ sticks the word cards on the 
board, asks S individually to say the initial sound of the letter. 

• Then, the teacher shows the letter cards and asks S individually to say the letter 
name. 

• Now, tell Ss to look at the Activity-E. Ask them to read and match the 
small letters with the capital letters. Allow them to do it in their textbook by  
drawing lines. [Techer can provide worksheets or wooden/ plastic letters for this  
Activity.]

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.
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Assessment Indicators - 32
Domain Indicators for the letters (g G, h H)

Knowledge 1. Say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
2. Recognize the small letters properly
3. Recognize the capital letters properly

Skill 4. Read aloud the small letters properly
5. Read aloud the capital letters properly
6. Match the small letters with the capital letters

Attitude and Values 7. Enjoy reading the letters aloud.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot say and read the letters. Reassess and 
make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’

Lesson 9: g G  h H

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 03: D 
Page: 30

7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity D; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
Worksheets; audio/video clip (if available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session: Review the session by singing a song (Alphabet 
song), or playing a language game. [Provide support to them if necessary.]
3. Presentation of the session: Tell Ss, today we are going to learn how to write the 
letters (g, G, h, H) moving our hands.

• Elicit student’s ideas about writing the letters as they have seen the letters (g, G, 
h, H) in the previous classes. Encourage Ss to draw the letters in the air using  
imagination.

• Now, face towards the board. Trace the small letter ‘g’ slowly in the air with a  
finger. Follow the direction (round-down) used in the textbook and say the  
direction aloud while tracing. Then, say the name of the letter /dᵹi:/.
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• Tell Ss to trace in the air 2/3 times after the teacher.
• Now, draw lines on the board (like Activity-D), and write the letter ‘g’ using  

dotted lines. Say the direction aloud ‘round-down’ while writing the letter. Tell Ss 
to look at how you hold the pen/chalk, and write the letter. 

• Then, tell Ss to open their book, and look at the direction of the letter-writing ‘g’ 
in the textbook Activity-D, Page-30. 

• Tell Ss to complete tracing the first two dotted letters in their book. Monitor the 
class, and support Ss if necessary. Praise Ss.

• Follow the same process for writing the letters ‘G’, ‘h’, ‘H’. Monitor the class, and
support Ss if necessary.

[For writing the capital letter ‘G’, the direction (round-across); For writing the small 
letter ‘h’, the direction (down-round); For the capital letter ‘H’, the direction (down-
down-across). And the name of the letter F is / eitᶋ /]
4. Practice activities: Now, tell Ss to complete writing the rest of the dotted letters 
individually in their book.

• Ensure everyone is writing; monitor their writing and support them if necessary.
• Then, divide Ss into pairs. One student says the letter name of (g, G, h, H), and the 

other student writes the letter in their exercise book accordingly. Change their role 
in turns.

[Play a game, if possible, gender sensitivity should be kept in mind. For example - 
Ss draw a letter with their finger on their partner’s back. The partner student has to 
guess the letter. Show Ss how to play the game.]
5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the  
beginning of the book.]

• Ask Ss to write the small letters (g, h) individually in their exercise book. Then, 
ask to write capital letters (G, H) in their exercise book. [Provide worksheet if 
possible.]

• Now, say the letter names randomly, and ask Ss to write individually in their  
exercise book. 

• Then, invite few Ss in front of the class. Tell them to write the letters on the board. 
You can invite them randomly to write.

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Checklist - 33
Domain Indicators for the letters (g G, h H)

Knowledge 1. Know the form of non-cursive small letters
2. Know the form of non-cursive capital letters

Skill 3. Write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly
4. Write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly

Attitude and Values 5. Feel confident in writing small and capital letters.
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6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot write the letters. Reassess and make 
sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Before concluding the session, tell Ss ‘Tomorrow we will 
make fun letters ‘g, G, h, H’ with paper, leaves, sticks, seeds, ropes etc.’ Tell Ss to 
bring the materials from their home if possible. 
Now, conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. See you in the next class.’ 

Lesson 9: g G  h H
 

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 04: F, G 
Page: 31

7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity F; letters cards; worksheets; audio/video clip (if 
available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.
2. Review of the previous session: Review the session with a song (Alphabet song) 
or playing a language game. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Tell, today we are going to make fun letters ‘g, G, h, H’ with paper, leaves, ropes 
etc.

3. Presentation of the session: Before making fun letters, tell Ss we are going to 
review the Activity-D.

• Write the letters (g, G, h, H) on the board, and say the direction aloud when you 
are writing. 

• Then, invite few Ss in front of the class to write the letters on the board.
4. Practice activities: Tell Ss to open their book, and look at the Activity-F, Page-31. 

• Show Ss one example to do the Activity-F.
• Tell Ss to write letters(small/capital) that come before or after given in the box. 
• Show Ss one example- how they write in the boxes. [Monitor and provide support 

if necessary.]
• After finishing the activity, tell Ss, ‘We will make fun letters’. Tell Ss to prepare 

their materials. [Provide materials if possible.]
• Allow Ss some time for this Activity, and Tell every student to do it individually. 

[Monitor and provide support if necessary.]
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• After making the fun letter, Tell Ss to display those letters in the classroom.  
[Support Ss to display the letters.]

• Tell Ss to move around the classroom, and look at the letters. 
5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the  
beginning of the book]

• Check student’s learning when students are writing in the boxes, and observe  
students’ engagement when making fun letters.

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 34
Domain Indicators for the letters (g G, h H)

Knowledge 1. Write non-cursive small letters using dotted lines.
2. Write non-cursive capital letters using dotted lines.

Skill 3. Write non-cursive small letters legibly.
4. Write non-cursive capital letters legibly.
5. Student make fun letters with the available materials.

Attitude and Values 6. Student actively involved in making fun letters.
7. Student enjoyed displaying the learnt letter s.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot write the letters in the boxes. Reassess 
and make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’

Lesson 10: Numbers: 5, 6

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B  
Page: 32

4.1.4 read aloud cardinal numbers in figures properly

Teaching aids: Picture of activity A, B/ number card.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1.Introduction: Do the same as the session 1 of Lesson 4: Numbers:1,2 
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2. Review of the previous session: Show the number card of 1, 2, 3 and 4 or write the 
number 1, 2, 3 and 4 on the board. Ask S1 randomly, “What is it?” Possible answer 
should be 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
3.Presentation of the session: Follow the same process as the session 1 of Lesson 4: 
Numbers:1,2, 

• Replace the number of 1 and 2 with 5 and 6.
4.  Practice activities: Divide Ss into groups. Now practise in group. In every group, 
one student shows the picture of Activity B and then asks, “How many trees/birds/
coaches are there in the picture?” Support other students to reply altogether, “5 trees, 
birds or 6 coaches.” [Monitor group work.] Drill the activity in group at least 2/3 times. 
5. Assessing learning: Tell one student randomly [Reading the number (5, 6) loudly], 
“Listen to the sound of numbers and then point at that numbers.”  
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 35
Domain Indicators

Knowledge 1. S says the cardinal numbers in figures (5, 6).
2. S recognizes the sounds of the number (5, 6).

Skill 3. S counts and says the number (5, 6).
Attitude and Values 4. S enjoys reading the number (5, 6) loudly with the proper 

pronunciation. 

6. Feedback: Support the students who can’t read and count the number properly.
7. Summary of the session: Ask ss, ‘What have we learnt today?’ Help them to  
answer. 
8. Concluding the session: Say “Goodbye all. See you in the next class.”

Lesson 10: Numbers 5-6

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: C, D  
Page: 33

7.2.3 write cardinal numbers in figures neatly and legibly

Teaching aids: Picture of the activity C, D, E/ number card. 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1.Introduction: Do the same as the session 1 of Lesson 4, 
2.Review of the previous session: Follow the session 1 of Lesson 10: Numbers 5-6 
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3.Presentation of the session: Follow the same process as the session 2: C, D of 
Lesson 4, 

• Replace the number of 1 and 2 with 5 and 6 (page-33).
4. Practice activities: Now, tell ss “Write individually the numbers 5 and 6 in the 
blank boxes of textbook.” [Ensure everyone is writing.] 

• Tell ss “Look at the pictures of Activity D (page-33) carefully.” [Monitor them to 
look at.] 

• Pointing at the pictures of balls/eggs/apples/bats/cats ask Ss, “How many balls/
eggs/apples/bats/cats are there in the pictures of Activity D?” [Provide support to 

      them to count properly.]  
• Then, divide them into pairs. Invite one pair in front of the class. Pointing at the 

each picture of Activity D, tell one student to ask another “How many balls/eggs/
apples/bats/cats are there in the picture? Count.” Let them do the activity 2/3 times 
and change their role in turns. 

• Now tell ss, “Write the counted number next to the picture of Activity D.”
5. Assessing learning: Tell ss “Raise your hand if you can write 5/6.” 

• Then, invite randomly one/two students in front of the class. Tell them to write the 
numbers (1/2/3/4/5/6) on the board. 

Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 36
Domain Indicators

Knowledge 1. S traces the cardinal number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6) neatly 
and legibly.

Skill 2. S writes the cardinal number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6) neatly 
and legibly.

Attitude and Values 3. S counts the number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6) appropriately.  

  6. Feedback: Support the students who can’t write the numbers. Reassess their 
learning.
7. Summary of the session: Ask ss, ‘What have we learnt today?’ Help them to an-
swer.
8. Concluding the session: Say “See you in the next class. Bye.”

Lesson 11: i I  j J

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B  
Page: 34

1.1.1 recognize the sounds of the alphabet in familiar words
3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.1 read the pictures of familiar objects and events
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Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity A, B; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
audio/video clip (if available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review prior knowledge: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song). 

•   Review the alphabet playing a language game. [Provide support to them if  
necessary.]

3. Presentation of the session: Tell Ss ‘Open your book at page 34’. Tell them to 
think individually about the objects in the picture given at Activity-A.

• Encourage Ss to say the name of the objects either in Bangla or English. 
• Tell Ss ‘Today we will learn about insects, ice, jug, jeep, and know how to  

pronounce them in English’.
• Now show/draw a picture of ‘insects’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’  

Encourage them to say the word of that picture. Now, say the word. Tell Ss to 
repeat the word after you 2/3 times.

• Show the picture(s) of Activity-B. Tell them ‘Listen to me, and repeat after 
me’. Teacher will put a finger on the word (insects) associated with the picture 
while saying the word. Ss repeat the word 2/3 times. [Provide support to them if  
necessary.]

• Now, put the finger on the initial letter ‘i’ of the word ‘insects’. Say the sound of 
the letter ‘i’ aloud. Tell Ss to listen and repeat after you 2/3 times. Follow the same 
process for the capital letter ‘I’. [If audio is available, play the sound of the letter.] 

• Indicating the letters ‘i’, ‘I’. Ask Ss ‘Do they have the same or different sound?’. 
Now, tell them the sounds are the same for the small ‘i’ and capital ‘I’.

• Follow the same steps for introducing the letter ‘i, I’ with the words ‘ice, Ice’. 
[Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Encourage Ss to think of other words in Bangla that begin with the same sound.
• Tell the Ss that we will know that letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘i, I’ is /ᵃᴵ/. 

Tell Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. Take help from audio if necessary.
• After learning the letter ‘i/I’, tell Ss that we will know the sound of another letter 

‘j/J’.
• Now show/draw a picture of ‘jug’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Then ask Ss, 

‘How do we say that in English?’. Now, say the word. Tell Ss to repeat the word 
after you 2/3 times.

• Then, tell Ss ‘Listen to me, and repeat after me’. Teacher puts the finger on the 
word (jug) associated with the picture while saying the word. Ss repeat the word 
2/3 times.
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• Now, put the finger on the initial letter ‘j’ of the word ‘jug’. Say the sound of the 
letter ‘j’ aloud. Tell Ss to listen and repeat after you 2/3 times. Follow the same 
process for the capital letter ‘J’. [If audio is available, play the sound of the letter.] 

• Follow the same steps for introducing the letter ‘j, J’ with the words ‘jeep, Jeep’. 
[Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Tell Ss we will know the letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘j, J’ is /dᵹeI/. Tell 
Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. Take help from audio if necessary.

• Review the letters (i I, j J ) again. [Provide support to them if necessary.]
4. Practice activities: Pairwork: Divide Ss into pairs. One student will point at the 
pictures in their book (insects, ice, jug, jeep), and the other will say the word. Tell 
them to practice in turns. 

• Now, arrange another pairwork. One student shows the letter card/ letter in the 
textbook, the other student says the sound of letters (i, I, j, J). Tell them to practice 
in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Then, arrange another pairwork changing the partner. One student shows the letter 
card/ letter in the textbook, the other student says the name of the letters (i, I, j, J). 
Tell them to practice in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]   

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the general guideline of assessing learning given at 
the beginning of the book.]

• Teacher first shows the pictures (insects, ice, jug, jeep), and asks student  
individually to say the word. 

• Again, teacher says/plays the sound of letters, S will show or pick up the correct 
letter card while listening to the audio.

• Then, teacher writes the words/letters on the board, or sticks the word cards/letters 
on the board. Ask Ss to say the initial sound of the letter without saying the letter 
name.

• Parise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 37
Domain Indicators for the letters (i I, j J )

Knowledge 1. S says the words of familiar objects.

2. S recognizes the sounds of the letter.

Skill 3. S identifies the sounds of the letter.

4. S pronounces the letter correctly.

Attitude and Values 5. Show interest in learning the letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot say the words or sounds of the letters. 
Reassess and make sure they are learning.
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7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’

Lesson 11: i I  j J

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: C, E 
Page: 35

3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.2 recognize and read aloud the capital letters properly
4.1.3 recognize and read aloud the small letters properly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity C, E; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
audio/video clip (if available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song). 

• Review the previous lesson playing language games. [Provide support to them if 
necessary.]

3. Presentation of the session: Show/draw a picture of ‘ice cream’ on the board and 
write the word ‘ice cream’ under the picture. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage them 
to say the word of the picture. Tell Ss to repeat the word after you 2/3 times.

• Then, put a finger on the initial letter ‘i’ of the word ‘ice cream’; say the sound of 
the letter ‘i’. Tell Ss ‘Listen and repeat after me’. [If audio is available, play the 
sound of the letter ‘i’]

• Follow the same steps for introducing the capital letter ‘I’ with the word ‘Ice 
cream’.

• Again, follow the same process for introducing the small letter ‘j’ with the word 
‘jacket’, capital letter ‘J’ with the word ‘Jacket’. [Provide support to them if  
necessary.]

• Activity-C: Now, tell Ss ‘Open your book at page 35’. Then Tell them, ‘Look at 
the letters’.

• Show the letter cards of ‘i, I, j, J’, and ask Ss to repeat the letter names. Do it 2/3 
times. [Provide support to them if necessary.]
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4. Practice activities: [Provide letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters to Ss to 
practice the sounds of the letters and learn the names of the letters]

• Divide Ss into pairs. One student shows the pictures (insects, ice, ice cream, jug, 
jeep, jacket), and the other says the word. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Now, arrange another pairwork. One student shows the letters (i, I, j, J) associated 
with word-pictures/ letters given in the textbook, and the other student says the 
sound of letters (i, I, j, J). Tell them to do it in turns. Monitor pairwork and support 
them if necessary.

• Again, one student says the sound of the letter (i, I, j, J), and the other student 
chooses/picks up/ shows the related letter/word card. Tell them to do it in turns.  

• Then, arrange another pairwork changing the partner. One student shows the  
letters (letter cards/ wooden/ plastic letters of i, I, j, J), and the other student says 
the name of the letters. Tell them to do it in turns. Monitor pairwork and support 
them if necessary.

• Again, one student says the letter name of (i, I, j, J), and the other student chooses/
picks up/ shows the related letter card/ wooden card/ plastic letter card. Tell them 
to do it in turns.

• Monitor each pairwork and provide support to them if necessary.
5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the  
beginning of the book]

• Teacher draws pictures with the words on the board/ sticks the word cards on the 
board, asks S individually to say the initial sound of the letter. 

• Then, the teacher shows the letter cards and asks S individually to say the letter 
name. 

• Now, tell Ss to look at the Activity-E. Ask them to read and match the small letters 
with the capital letters. Allow them to do it on their textbook by drawing lines. 
[Techer can provide worksheets or wooden/ plastic letters for this Activity.]

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indiactors - 38
Domain Indicators for the letters (i I, j J )

Knowledge 1. Say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words.
2. Recognize the small letters properly.
3. Recognize the capital letters properly.

Skill 4. Read aloud the small letters properly.
5. Read aloud the capital letters properly.
6. Match the small letters with the capital letters.

Attitude and Values 7. Enjoy reading the letters aloud.
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6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot say and read the letters. Reassess and 
make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.

Lesson 11: i I  j J

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 03: D 
Page: 33

7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity-D; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
letter cards; Worksheets; audio/video clip (if available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session: Review the session by singing a song (Alphabet 
song) or playing a language game. [Provide support to them if necessary.]
3. Presentation of the session: Tell Ss, today we are going to learn how to write the 
letters (i, I, j, J) moving our hands.

• Elicit student’s ideas about writing the letters as they have seen the letters (i, I, j, 
J) in the previous classes. Encourage Ss to draw the letters in the air using imagi-
nation.

• Now, face towards the board. Trace the small letter ‘i’ slowly in the air with a 
finger. Follow the direction (down-dot) used in the textbook and say the direction 
aloud while tracing. Then, say the name of the letter /ᵃᴵ/.

• Tell Ss to trace in the air 2/3 times after the teacher. [Provide support to them if 
necessary.]

• Now, draw lines on the board (like Activity-D), and write the letter ‘i’ using dotted 
lines. Say the direction aloud ‘down-dot’ while writing the letter. Tell Ss to look at 
how you hold the pen/chalk, and write the letter. 

• Then, tell Ss to open their book, and look at the direction of the letter-writing ‘i’ 
in the textbook Activity-D, Page-35

• Tell Ss to complete tracing the first two dotted letters in their book. Monitor the 
class, and support Ss if necessary. Praise Ss.
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. • Follow the same process for writing the letters ‘I’, ‘j’, ‘J’. Monitor the class, and 
support Ss if necessary.

[For writing the capital letter ‘I’, the direction (across-down-across); For writing 
the small letter ‘j’, the direction (down-dot); For the capital letter ‘F’, the direction 
(down-across). And the name of the letter J is / dᵹeI /]
4. Practice activities: Now, tell Ss to complete writing the rest of the dotted letters 
individually in their book.

• Ensure everyone is writing; monitor their writing and support them if necessary.
• Then, divide Ss into pairs. One student says the letter name of (i, I, j, J), and the
      other student writes the letter in their exercise book accordingly. Change their role 

in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]
[Play a game, if possible, gender sensitivity should be kept in mind. For example - Ss 
draw a letter with their finger on their partner’s back. The partner student has to guess 
the letter. Show Ss how to play the game.]
5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the  
beginning of the book.]

• Ask Ss to write the small letters (i, j) individually in their exercise book. Then, ask 
to write capital letters (I, J) in their exercise book. [Provide worksheet if possible.]

• Now, say the letter names randomly, and ask Ss to write individually in their exer-
cise book. 

• Then, invite few Ss in front of the class. Tell them to write the letters on the board. 
You can invite them randomly to write.

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.
 

Assessment Indicators - 39
Domain Indicators for the letters (i I, j J )

Knowledge 1. Know the form of non-cursive small letters

2. Know the form of non-cursive capital letters

Skill 3. Write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

4. Write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly

Attitude and Values 5. Feel comfident in writing small and capital letters

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot write the letters. Reassess and make 
sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
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8. Concluding the session: Before concluding the session, tell Ss ‘Tomorrow we will 
make fun letters ‘i, I, j, J’ with paper, leaves, sticks, seeds, ropes etc.’ Tell Ss to bring 
the materials from their home if possible. 
Now, conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. See you in the next 
class.’ 

Lesson 11: i I j J

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 04: F, G 
Page: 36

7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity F; letters cards; worksheets; audio/video clip (if 
available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.
2. Review of the previous session: Review the session with a song (Alphabet song) 
or playing a language game. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Tell, today we are going to make fun letters ‘i, I, j, J’ with paper, leaves, ropes etc.
3. Presentation of the session: Before making fun letters, tell Ss we are going to 
review the Activity-D.

• Write the letters (i, I, j, J) on the board, and say the direction aloud when you are 
writing.

• Then, invite a few Ss in front of the class to write the letters on the board.
4. Practice activities: Tell Ss to open their book, and look at the Activity-F, Page-34. 

• Show Ss one example to do the Activity-F.
• Ask Ss to say and write the initial letters (small and capital) for each picture in the 

box. [Monitor and provide support if necessary.]
• Show Ss one example- how they write the initial letter in the box.
• After finishing the activity, tell Ss, ‘We will make fun letters’. Tell Ss to prepare 

their materials. [Provide materials if possible.]
• Allow Ss some time for this Activity, and ask every student to do it individually. 

[Monitor and provide support if necessary.]
• After making the fun letter, tell Ss to display those letters in the classroom. [Sup-

port Ss to display the letters.]
• Tell Ss to move around the classroom, and look at the letters. 
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5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the  
beginning of the book]

• Check student’s learning when students are writing in the boxes, and observe  
students’ engagement when making fun letters.

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 40
Domain Indicators for the letters (i I, j J )

Knowledge 1. Write non-cursive small letters using dotted lines.
2. Write non-cursive capital letters using dotted lines.

Skill 3. Write non-cursive small letters legibly.
4. Write non-cursive capital letters legibly.
5. Student make fun letters with the available materials.

Attitude and Values 6. Student actively involved in making fun letters.
7. Student enjoyed displaying the learnt letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot write the letters in the boxes. Reassess 
and make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’

Lesson 12: Numbers: 7, 8

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B 
Page: 37

4.1.4 read aloud cardinal numbers in figures properly

Teaching aids: Picture of activity A, B/ number card
.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1.Introduction: Do the same as the session 1 of Lesson 4: Numbers:1,2 
2. Review of the previous session: Show the number cards of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 or 
write the number 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 on the board. Ask S1 randomly, “What is it?” 
Possible answer should be 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. 
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3.Presentation of the session: Showing Activity A ask Ss, “What can you see in the 
picture?” [Allow them to say the names of objects in Bangla.]

• Say, “Open page 37. [Help them to open their book. Check if everyone has 
opened.] 

• Tell ss “Look at the picture carefully.” [Allow them to look at the objects of the 
picture individually.] Ask ss “How many boys/girls/flowers/birds/trees etc are 
there in the picture?” 

• Encourage ss to say the names and numbers of the objects. 
• Tell ss “Today we are going to learn about the numbers 7, 8 and know how to 

count and say in English.” 
4. Practice activities: Divide them into groups. Now practise in a group. In group, 
one student shows the picture of a flower bouquet and girls of Activity B and then 
asks, “How many flowers/girls are there in the picture?” Support other students to 
reply altogether 7 flowers and 8 girls.” [Monitor group work.] Drill the activity in 
group 2/3 times.  
5. Assessing learning: Ask one student randomly [Reading the number (7, 8) loudly], 
“Listen to the sound of numbers and then point that numbers.”  
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 41
Domain Indicators

Knowledge 1. S says the cardinal numbers in figures (7, 8).
2. S recognizes the sounds of the number (7, 8).

Skill 3. S counts and says the number (7, 8).
Attitude and Values 4. S enjoys reading the number (7, 8) loudly with the proper 

pronunciation.

6. Feedback: Support the students who can’t read and count the number properly. 
7. Summary of the session: Ask ss, ‘What have we learnt today?’ Help them to answer. 
8. Concluding the session: Say “Goodbye all. See you in the next class.”

  

Lesson 12: Numbers: 7, 8

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: C, D 
Page: 38

7.2.3 write cardinal numbers in figures neatly and legibly

Teaching aids: Picture of the activity C, D/ number card.
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Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Do the same as the session 1 of Lesson 4, 
2. Review of the previous session: Follow the session 1 of Lesson 10: Numbers 5-6 
3. Presentation of the session: Follow the session 2: C, D of Lesson 4, 

• Replace the number of 1 and 2 with 7 and 8 (page-38).
4. Practice activities: Now, tell Ss “Write the number 7 and 8 in the blank boxes of 
the textbook.” [Ensure everyone is writing.] 

• Tell ss “Look at the pictures of Activity D (page 38) carefully.” [Monitor them to 
look at.] 

• Pointing at the different objects of Activity D. Ask Ss, “How many goats/birds/
hens/jugs/insects/houses/cars are there in the pictures of Activity D?” To answer 
correctly, tell Ss “Count.” [Support them to count properly.]

• Then, divide ss into pairs. Invite one pair in front of the class. Pointing at the  
pictures of Activity D, tell one student to ask another “How many goats/birds/
hens/jugs/insects/houses/cars are there in the pictures? Count.” Do the activity at 
least 2/3 times. Tell them to change their role in turns. 

• Now tell Ss, “Count the pictures and match with the number individually.”
5. Assessing learning: Tell Ss “Raise your hand if you can write 7/8.” 

• Then, invite randomly one/two students in front of the class. Ask them to write the 
numbers (1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8) on the board. 

Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 42
Domain Indicators

Knowledge 1. S traces the cardinal number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8)  
     neatly and legibly.

Skill 2. S writes the cardinal number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8)  
     neatly and legibly.

Attitude and Values 3. S feels confident to write the number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and    
     8) appropriately.

6. Feedback: Support the students who can’t write the numbers. 
7. Summary of the session: Ask ss, ‘What have we learnt today?’ Help them to  
answer.
8. Concluding the session: Say “See you in the next class. Bye.”
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Lesson 13: K k  L l

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B 
Page: 39

1.1.1 recognize the sounds of the alphabet in familiar words
3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.1 read the pictures of familiar objects and events

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity A, B; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
audio/video clip (if available)

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review prior knowledge: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song). 

• Review the alphabet playing a language game. [Provide support to them if  
necessary.]

3. Presentation of the session: Tell Ss ‘Open your book at page 39’. Tell them to 
think individually about the objects in the picture given at Activity-A.

• Encourage Ss to say the name of the objects either in Bangla or English. 
• Tell Ss ‘Today we will learn about kite, lotus, kingfisher, leaf, and know how to 

pronounce them in English’.
• Now show/draw a picture of ‘kite’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage 

them to say the word of that picture. Now, say the word. Tell Ss to repeat the word 
after you 2/3 times. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Show the picture(s) of Activity-B. Tell them ‘Listen to me, and repeat after me’. 
Teacher will put a finger on the word (kite) associated with the picture while  
saying the word. Ss repeat the word 2/3 times.

• Now, put the finger on the initial letter ‘k’ of the word ‘kite’. Say the sound of the 
letter ‘k’ aloud. Tell Ss to listen and repeat after you 2/3 times. Follow the same 
process for the capital letter ‘K’. [If audio is available, play the sound of the letter.] 

• Indicating the letters ‘k’, ‘K’. Ask Ss ‘Do they have the same or different sound?’. 
Now, tell them the sounds are the same for the small ‘k’ and capital ‘K’.

• Follow the same steps for introducing the letter ‘k, K’ with the words ‘kingfisher, 
Kingfisher’. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Tell Ss that we will know the letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘k, K’ is /keI/. 
Tell Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. Take help from audio if necessary.

• After learning the letter ‘k/K’, tell Ss that we will know the sound of another letter 
‘l/L’.

• Now show/draw a picture of ‘lotus’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage 
them to say the word of that picture. [Allow Ss to say in Bangla]. Then ask Ss, 
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    ‘How do we say that in English?’. Now, say the word. Tell Ss to repeat the word 
after you 2/3 times.

• Then, tell Ss ‘Listen to me, and repeat after me’. Teacher puts the finger on the 
word (lotus) associated with the picture while saying the word. Ss repeat the word 
2/3 times.

• Now, put the finger on the initial letter ‘l’ of the word ‘lotus’. Say the sound of the 
letter ‘l’ aloud. Tell Ss to listen and repeat after you 2/3 times. Follow the same 
process for the capital letter ‘L’. [If audio is available, play the sound of the letter.] 

• Follow the same steps for introducing the letter ‘l, L’ with the words ‘leaf, Leaf’. 
[Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Tell Ss we will know the letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘l, L’ is /el/. Tell Ss 
to repeat after you 2/3 times. Take help from audio if necessary.

• Review the letters (k K, l L) again.
4. Practice activities: Divide Ss into pairs. One student will point at the pictures in 
their book (kite, kingfisher, lotus, leaf), and the other will say the word. Tell them to 
practice in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them if necessary. 

• Now, arrange another pairwork. One student shows the letter card/ letter in the 
textbook, the other student says the sound of letters (k, K, l, L). Tell them to  
practice in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them if necessary.   

• Then, arrange another pairwork changing the partner. One student shows the letter 
card/ letter in the textbook, the other student says the name of the letters (k, K, l, 
L). Tell them to practice in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]   

5. Assessing learning: Teacher first shows the pictures (kite, kingfisher, lotus, leaf), 
and asks students individually to say the word. 

• Again, teacher says/plays the sound of letters, S will show or pick up the correct 
letter card while listening to the audio.

• Then, teacher writes the words/letters on the board, or sticks the word cards/letters 
on the board. Ask Ss to say the initial sound of the letter without saying the letter 
name.

• Parise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 43
Domain Indicators for the letters (k K, l L)

Knowledge 1. S says the words of familiar objects
2. S recognizes the sounds of the letter

Skill 3. S identifies the sounds of the letter
4. S pronounces the letter correctly

Attitude and Values 5. S whows interest in learning the letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot say the words or sounds of the letters. 
Reassess and make sure they are learning.
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7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’

Lesson 13: k K  l L
 

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: C, E 
Page: 40

3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.2 recognize and read aloud the capital letters properly
4.1.3 recognize and read aloud the small letters properly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity C, E; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
audio/video clip (if available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song). 

• Review the previous lesson playing language games. [Provide support to them if 
necessary.]

3. Presentation of the session: Show/draw a picture of ‘key’ on the board and write 
the word ‘key’ under the picture. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage them to say the 
word of the picture. Tell Ss to repeat the word after you 2/3 times. [Provide support 
to them if necessary.]

• Then, put a finger on the initial letter ‘k’ of the word ‘key’; say the sound of the 
letter ‘k’. Tell Ss ‘Listen and repeat after me’. [If audio is available, play the sound 
of the letter ‘k’]

• Follow the same steps for introducing the capital letter ‘K’ with the word ‘Key’. 
[Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Again, follow the same process for introducing the small letter ‘l’ with the word 
‘leg’, the capital letter ‘L’ with the word ‘Leg’.

• Activity-C: Now, tell Ss ‘Open your book at page 40’. Then Tell them, ‘Look at 
the letters’.

• Show the letter cards of ‘k, K, l, L’, ask tell Ss to repeat the letter names. Do it 2/3 
times. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

4. Practice activities: [Provide letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters to Ss to 
practice the sounds of the letters and learn the names of the letters]
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• Divide Ss into pairs. One student shows the pictures (kite, kingfisher, key, lotus, 
leaf, leg), and the other says the word. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Now, arrange another pairwork. One student shows the letters (k, K, l, L)  
associated with word-pictures/ letters given in the textbook, and the other student 
says the sound of letters (k, K, l, L). Tell them to do it in turns. Monitor pairwork 
and support them if necessary. 

• Again, one student says the sound of the letter (k, K, l, L), and the other student 
chooses/picks up/ shows the related letter/word card. Tell them to do it in turns.  

• Then, arrange another pairwork changing the partner. One student shows the  
letters (letter cards/ wooden/ plastic letters of k, K, l, L), and the other student says 
the name of letters. Tell them to do it in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them 
if necessary.

• Again, one student says the letter name of (k, K, l, L), and the other student  
chooses/picks up/ shows the related letter card, wooden card/ plastic letter card. 
Tell them to do it in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the  
beginning of the book.]

• Teacher draws pictures with the words on the board/ sticks the word cards on the 
board, asks S individually to say the initial sound of the letter. 

• Then, the teacher shows the letter cards and asks S individually to say the letter 
name. 

• Now, tell Ss to look at the Activity-E. Ask them to read and match the small letters 
with the capital letters. Allow them to do it on their textbook by drawing lines. 
[Techer can provide worksheets or wooden/ plastic letters for this Activity.]

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 44
Domain Indicators for the letters (k K, l L)

Knowledge 1. Say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
2. Recognize the small letters properly
3. Recognize the capital letters properly

Skill 4. Read aloud the small letters properly
5. Read aloud the capital letters properly
6. Match the small letters with the capital letters

Attitude and Values 7. Enjoy reading the letters aloud.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot say and read the letters. Reassess and 
make sure they are learning.
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7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’

Lesson 13: k K  l L

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 03: D 
Page: 40

7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity D; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
Worksheets; audio/video clip (if available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session: Review the session by singing a song (Alphabet 
song), or playing a language game. [Provide support to them if necessary.]
3. Presentation of the session: Tell Ss, today we are going to learn how to write the 
letters (k, K, l, L) moving our hands.

• Elicit student’s ideas about writing the letters as they have seen the letters (k, 
K, l, L) in the previous classes. Encourage Ss to draw the letters in the air using  
imagination.

• Now, face towards the board. Trace the small letter ‘k’ slowly in the air with  
finger. Follow the direction (down-down left-down right) used in the textbook and 
say the direction aloud while tracing. Then, say the name of the letter /kei/.

• Tell Ss to trace in the air 2/3 times after the teacher. [Provide support to them if 
necessary.]

• Now, draw lines on the board (like Activity-D), and write the letter ‘k’ using  
dotted lines. Say the direction aloud ‘down- down left- down right’ while writing 
the letter. Tell Ss to look at how you hold the pen/chalk, and write the letter. 

• Then, tell Ss to open their book, and look at the direction of the letter-writing ‘k’ 
in the textbook Activity-D, Page-40. 

• Tell Ss to complete tracing the first two dotted letters in their book. Monitor the 
class, and support Ss if necessary. Praise Ss.

• Follow the same process for writing the letters ‘K’, ‘l’, ‘L’. Monitor the class, and 
support Ss if necessary.
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[For writing the capital letter ‘K’, the direction (down- down left- down right)); 
For writing the small letter ‘l’, the direction (down)); For the capital letter ‘L’, the  
direction (down-across). And the name of the letter L is / el /]
4. Practice activities: Now, tell Ss to complete writing the rest of the dotted letters 
individually in their book.

• Ensure everyone is writing; monitor their writing and support them if necessary.
• Then, divide Ss into pairs. One student says the letter name of (k, K, l, L), and the
      other student writes the letter in their exercise book accordingly. Change their role 

in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]
[Play a game, if possible, gender sensitivity should be kept in mind. For example - 
Ss draw a letter with their finger on their partner’s back. The partner student has to 
guess the letter. Show Ss how to play the game.]
5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the  
beginning of the book.]

• Ask Ss to write the small letters (k, l) individually in their exercise book. Then, 
ask them to write capital letters (K, L) in their exercise book. [Provide worksheet 
if possible.]

• Now, say the letter names randomly, and ask Ss to write individually in their  
exercise book. 

• Then, invite few Ss in front of the class. Tell them to write the letters on the board. 
You can invite them randomly to write.

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 45
Domain Indicators for the letters (k K, l L)

Knowledge 1. Know the form of non-cursive small letters
2. Know the form of non-cursive capital letters

Skill 3. Write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly
4. Write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly

Attitude and Values 5. Feel confident in writing small and capital letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot write the letters. Reassess and make 
sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, 
‘What have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Now, conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my 
dear Ss. See you in the next class.’
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Lesson 13: k K  l L

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 04: F, G 
Page: 41

4.1.2 recognize and read aloud the capital letters properly
4.1.3 recognize and read aloud the small letters properly
7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity F; letters cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters, 
worksheets

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.
2. Review of the previous session: Review the session with a song (Alphabet song) 
or playing a language game. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

•   Tell, today we will play a game at the end of the class with the letters ‘k, K, l, L’.
3. Presentation of the session: Review the Activity-D.

• Write the letters (k, K, l, L) on the board, and say the direction aloud when you are 
writing.

• Then, invite a student in front of the class. Ask him to close his eyes and pick up 
one wooden/plastic letter. Then, the student will write the letter on the board.

• Ask students to play this game in pairs, and write the letters in their book  
(Activity-F, page-41)

4. Practice activities: Tell Ss to open their book, and look at the Activity-G, Page-41. 
• Show Ss one example- how they will do this Activity. 
• Tell Ss to look at pictures. Then, match the pictures with the respective initial  

letter of the word.
• After completing the Activity, now say, ‘We will play a game with letters’. Tell Ss 

to make pairs. [Provide materials if possible.]
• Tell Ss to play the game with their partner. Show them how to play the game.
• One student will close her/his eyes, and touch the wooden/plastic letters. Then say 

the letter aloud, and write it on her/his khata. Do it in turns.
• Monitor and provide support if necessary.

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the  
beginning of the book.]

• Check student’s learning when students are writing in the boxes, and observe  
students’ engagement when playing the game with letters.

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.
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Assessment Indicators - 46
Domain Indicators for the letters (k K, l L)

Knowledge 1. Write non-cursive small letters using dotted lines.
2. Write non-cursive capital letters using dotted lines.

Skill 3. Write non-cursive small letters legibly.
4. Write non-cursive capital letters legibly.
5. S makes fun letters with the available materials.

Attitude and Values 6. S actively involves in making fun letters.
7. S enjoys displaying the learnt letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot write the letters in the boxes. Reassess 
and make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’

Review 
Lesson 13: G-L g-l

 
Session Learning Outcomes

Session 05: 1.1.1 recognize the sounds of the alphabet in familiar words
3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.2 recognize and read aloud the capital letters properly
4.1.3 recognize and read aloud the small letters properly
7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Pictures; letter cards; plastic/ wooden letters; audio/video clip  (if 
available)

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.
2. Review prior knowledge: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song) or a  
language game.
3. Presentation of the session: Show the pictures/ images related to the letters (G-L). 
Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage them to say the word of that picture. 
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• Then, put the finger on the initial letters (small/ capital) of each word; say the 
sound of the letters. Tell Ss ‘Listen and repeat after me’.

• Again, indicate the initial letters (small/capital), and ask Ss to say the sound of the 
letters.

• After reviewing the sound of the letter ‘G-L’, tell Ss that we will say the letter’s 
name (G-L) now. Take help from audio if necessary.

• Praise Ss at the end of this Activity.
4. Practice activities: Divide Ss into pairs (mixing slow learner and advanced  
learner). One student shows letter cards or wooden/plastic letters, the other student 
says the name of the letters. Tell them to practice in turns. Monitor pairwork and  
support them if necessary. 

• Again, one student says the letter name (G-L), and the other student chooses/picks 
up/ shows the related letter card, wooden card/ plastic letter card. Tell them to do 
it in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them if necessary.

[Play a game, if possible, an gender sensitivity should be kept in mind. For example 
- Ss draw a letter with their finger on their partner’s back. The partner student has 
to guess the letter, and say the letter name aloud. Show Ss how to play the game.]  

• Then, divide Ss into pairs (mixing slow learner and advanced learner). One  
student says the letter name(G-L), and the other student writes the letter in their 
exercise book accordingly. Change their role in turns. [Provide support to them if 
necessary.]

[Support Ss individually who did not achieve the learning outcomes in the previous 
classes. Go back to the assessment checklists of the previous sessions to identify Ss 
who cannot read and write the Alphabet. Make sure every student can say, read and 
write the letters (G-L) properly.]
5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the  
beginning of the book]

• Check student’s learning when students are reading and writing the letters (G-L) 
in pairs.

•  Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 47
Domain Indicators for the letters (g—l, G—L)

Knowledge 1. Say the letter sound properly
2. Say the letter name

Skill 3. Read the letter aloud properly
4. Write non-cursive small letters legibly
5. Write non-cursive capital letters legibly

Attitude and Values 6. Feel cinfident in writing the letters neatly and legibly.
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6. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
7. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’ 

Lesson 14: M m N n

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B 
Page: 42

1.1.1 recognize the sounds of the alphabet in familiar words
3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.1 read the pictures of familiar objects and events

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity A, B; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
audio/video clip (if available)

 
Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes

Teaching Learning Activity
1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song). 

• Review the alphabet playing a language game. [Provide support to them if  
necessary.]

3. Presentation of the session: Tell Ss ‘Open your book at page 42’. Tell them to 
think individually about the objects in the picture given at Activity-A.

• Encourage Ss to say the name of the objects either in Bangla or English. 
• Tell Ss ‘Today we will learn about moon, mango, net, nest, and know how to  

pronounce them in English’.
• Now show/draw a picture of ‘moon’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’  

Encourage them to say the word of that picture. [Allow Ss to say in Bangla]. Now, 
say the word. Tell Ss to repeat the word after you 2/3 times.

• Show the picture(s) of Activity-B. Tell them ‘Listen to me, and repeat after 
me’. Teacher will put a finger on the word (moon) associated with the picture 
while saying the word. Ss repeat the word 2/3 times. [Provide support to them if  
necessary.]

• Now, put the finger on the initial letter ‘m’ of the word ‘moon’. Say the sound of 
the letter ‘m’ aloud. Tell Ss to listen and repeat after you 2/3 times. Follow the 
same process for the capital letter ‘M’. [If audio is available, play the sound of the 
letter.]

• Indicating the letters ‘m’, ‘M’. Ask Ss ‘Do they have the same or different sound?’. 
Now, tell them the sounds are the same for the small ‘m’ and capital ‘M’.
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 • Follow the same steps for introducing lthe etter ‘m, M’ with the words ‘mango, 
Mango’. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Tell Ss that we will know the letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘m, M’ is /em/. 
Tell Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. Take help from audio if necessary.

• After learning the letter ‘m/M’, tell Ss that we will know the sound of another 
letter ‘n/N’.

• Now show/draw a picture of ‘net’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage 
them to say the word of that picture. [Allow Ss to say in Bangla]. Then ask Ss, 
‘How do we say that in English?’. Now, say the word. Tell Ss to repeat the word 
after you 2/3 times.

• Then, tell Ss ‘Listen to me, and repeat after me’. Teacher puts the finger on the 
word (net) associated with the picture while saying the word. Ss repeat the word 
2/3 times.

• Now, put the finger on the initial letter ‘n’ of the word ‘net’. Say the sound of the 
letter ‘n’ aloud. Tell Ss to listen and repeat after you 2/3 times. Follow the same 
process for capital letter ‘N’. [If audio is available, play the sound of the letter.] 

• Follow the same stepsfor introducing the letter ‘n, N’ with the words ‘nest, Nest’. 
[Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Tell Ss that we will know the letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘n, N’ is /en/. 
Tell Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. Take help from audio if necessary.

• Review the letters (m M, n N) again. [Provide support to them if necessary.]
4. Practice activities: Pairwork: Divide Ss into pairs. One student will point at the 
pictures in their book (moon, mango, net, nest), and the other will say the word. Tell 
them to practice in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them if necessary. 

• Now, arrange another pairwork. One student shows the letter card/ letter in the 
textbook, the other student says the sound of letters (m, M, n, N). Tell them to 
practice in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them if necessary.   

• Then, arrange another pairwork changing the partner. One student shows the letter 
card/ letter in the textbook, the other student says the name of the letters (m, M, n, 
N). Tell them to practice in turns. Monitor pairwork and provide support to them 
if necessary.   

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the begin-
ning of the book.]

• Teacher first shows the pictures (cat, cow, dog, duck), and asks student  
individually to say the words. 

• Again, teacher says/plays the sound of letters, S will show or pick up the correct 
letter card while listening to the audio.

• Then, teacher writes the words/letters on the board, or sticks the word cards/letters 
on the board. Ask Ss to say the initial sound of the letter without saying the letter 
name.

• Parise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.
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Assessment Indicators - 48
Domain Indicators for the letters (m M, n N)

Knowledge 1. S says the words of familiar objects.
2. S recognizes the sounds of the letter.

Skill 3. S identifies the sounds of the letter.
4. S pronounces the letter correctly.

Attitude and Values 5. S shows interest in learning the letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot say the words or sounds of the letters. 
Reassess and make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Say, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. See you in the next class.’ 

Lesson 14: m M n N

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: C, E 
Page: 43

3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.2 recognize and read aloud the capital letters properly
4.1.3 recognize and read aloud the small letters properly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity C, E; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
audio/video clip (if available)

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song). 

• Review the previous lesson playing language games. [Provide support to them if 
necessary.]

3. Presentation of the session: Show/draw a picture of ‘mat’ on the board and write 
the word ‘mat’ under the picture. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage them to say the 
word of the picture. Tell Ss to repeat the word after you 2/3 times. [Provide support 
to them if necessary.]

• Then, put a finger on the initial letter ‘m’ of the word ‘mat’; say the sound of the 
letter ‘m’. Tell Ss ‘Listen and repeat after me’. [If audio is available, play the 
sound of the letter ‘m’]

• Follow the same steps for introducing the capital letter ‘M’ with the word ‘Mat’.
• Again, follow the same process for introducing the small letter ‘n’ with the word
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     ‘nose’, capital letter ‘N’ with the word ‘Nose’.
• Activity-C: Now, tell Ss ‘Open your book at page 43’. Then, tell them, ‘Look at 

the letters’.
• Show the letter cards of ‘m, M, n, N’, and ask Ss to say the letter names. Do it 2/3 

times. [Provide support to them if necessary.]
4. Practice activities: [Provide letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters to Ss to 
practice the sounds of the letters and learn the names of the letters]

• Divide Ss into pairs. One student shows the pictures (moon, mango, mat, net, nest, 
nose), and the other says the word. [Provide support them if necessary.]

• Now, arrange another pairwork. One student shows the letters (m, M, n, N)  
associated with word-pictures/ letters given in the textbook, and the other student 
says the sound of letters (m, M, n, N). Tell them to do it in turns. Monitor pairwork 
and support them if necessary. 

• Again, one student says the sound of the letter (m, M, n, N), and the other student 
chooses/picks up/ shows the related letter/word card. Tell them to do it in turns.  
[Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Then, arrange another pairwork changing the partner. One student shows the  
letters (letter cards/ wooden/ plastic letters of m, M, n, N), and the other student 
says the name of the letters. Tell them to do it in turns. Monitor pairwork and  
support them if necessary.

• Again, one student says the letter name of (m, M, n, N), and the other student 
chooses/picks up/ shows the related letter card/ wooden card/ plastic letter card. 
Tell them to do it in turns. Monitor pairwork and provide support to them if  
necessary.

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the  
beginning of the book.]

• Teacher draws pictures with the words on the board/ sticks the word cards on the 
      board, asks S individually to say the initial sound of the letter.  
• Then, the teacher shows the letter cards and asks S individually to say the letter 

name. 
• Now, tell Ss to look at the Activity-E (page-43). Ask them to read and match 

the small letters with the capital letters. Allow them to do it on their textbook by 
drawing lines. [Techer can provide worksheets or wooden/ plastic letters for this 
Activity.]

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.
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Assessment Indicators - 49
Domain Indicators for the letters (m M, n N)

Knowledge 1. Say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words.
2. Recognize the small letters properly.
3. Recognize the capital letters properly.

Skill 4. Read aloud the small letters properly.
5. Read aloud the capital letters properly.
6. Match the small letters with the capital letters.

Attitude and Values 7. Enjoy reading the letters aloud.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot say and read the letters. Reassess and 
make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’

 

Lesson 14: M m N n

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 03: D 
Page: 43

7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity D; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
Worksheets; audio/video clip (if available)

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session: Review the session by singing a song (Alphabet 
song) or playing a language game. [Provide support to them if necessary.]
3. Presentation of the session: Tell Ss, today we are going to learn how to write the 
letters (m, M, n, N) moving our hands.

• Elicit student’s ideas about writing the letters as they have seen the letters (m, 
M, n, N) in the previous classes. Encourage Ss to draw the letters in the air using 
imagination.

• Now, face towards the board. Trace the small letter ‘m’ slowly in the air with a 
finger. Follow the direction (down-round down-round down) used in the textbook 
and say the direction aloud while tracing. Then, say the name of the letter /em/.
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• Tell Ss to trace in the air 2/3 times after the teacher.
• Now, draw lines on the board (like Activity-D), and write the letter ‘m’ using  

dotted lines. Say the direction aloud ‘down-round down- round down’ while  
writing the letter. Tell Ss to look at how you hold the pen/chalk, and write the 
letter. 

• Then, tell Ss to open their book, and look at the direction of the letter-writing ‘m’ 
in the textbook Activity-D, Page-43. 

• Tell Ss to complete tracing the first two dotted letters in their book. Monitor the 
class, and support Ss if necessary. Praise Ss.

• Follow the same process for writing the letters ‘M’, ‘n’, ‘N’. Monitor the class, 
and support Ss if necessary.

[For writing the capital letter ‘M’, the direction (down-down-up-down); For writing 
the small letter ‘n’, the direction (down-round down); For the capital letter ‘N’, the 
direction (down-down-up). And the name of the letter N is / en /]
4. Practice activities: Now, tell Ss to complete writing the rest of the dotted letters 
individually in their book.

• Ensure everyone is writing; monitor their writing and support them if necessary.
• Then, divide Ss into pairs. One student says the letter name of (m, M, n, N), and 

the other student writes the letter in their exercise book accordingly. Change their 
role in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

[Play a game, if possible, gender sensitivity should be kept in mind. For example - Ss 
draw a letter with their finger on their partner’s back. The partner student has to guess 
the letter. Show Ss how to play the game.]
5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the  
beginning of the book.]

• Ask Ss to write the small letters (m, n) individually in their exercise book. Then, 
ask them to write capital letters (M, N) in their exercise book. [Provide worksheet 
if possible.]

• Now, say the letter names randomly, and ask Ss to write individually in their  
exercise book. 

• Then, invite few Ss in front of the class. Tell them to write the letters on the board. 
You can invite them randomly to write.

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.
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Assessment Indicators - 50
Domain Indicators for the letters (m M, n N)

Knowledge 1. Know the form of non-cursive small letters.
2. Know the form of non-cursive capital letters.

Skill 3. Write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly.
4. Write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly.

Attitude and Values 5. Feel confident in writing small and capital letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot write the letters. Reassess and make 
sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Before concluding the session, tell Ss ‘Tomorrow we 
will make fun letters ‘m, M, n, N’ with paper, leaves, sticks, seeds, ropes etc.’ Tell 
Ss to bring the materials from their home if possible. Now, conclude today’s session 
saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. See you in the next class.’

Lesson 14: M m N n

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 04: F, G 
Page: 44

7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity F; letters cards; worksheets; audio/video clip (if 
available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session: Review the session with a song (Alphabet song) 
or playing a language game. [Provide support to them if necessary.]  

• Tell, today we are going to make fun letters ‘m, M, n, N’ with paper, leaves, ropes etc.
3. Presentation of the session: Before making fun letters, tell Ss we are going to 
review the Activity-D.

• Write the letters (m, M, n, N) on the board, and say the direction aloud when you
      are writing.
• Then, invite few Ss in front of the class to write the letters on the board.
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4. Practice activities: Tell Ss to open their book, and look at the Activity-F, Page-44. 
• Show Ss one example to do the Activity-F.
• Ask Ss to write the missing letters(small/) to make a word. [Monitor and provide 

support if necessary.]
• After finishing the Activity, now tell, ‘We will make fun letters’. Tell Ss to prepare 

their materials. [Provide materials if possible.]
• Allow Ss some time for this Activity, and ask every student to do it individually. 

[Monitor and provide support if necessary.]
• After making the fun letter, Tell Ss to display those letters in the classroom.  

[Support Ss to display the letters.]
• Tell Ss to move around the classroom, and look at the letters. 

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the  
beginning of the book]

• Check student’s learning when students are writing in the boxes, and observe  
students’ engagement when making fun letters.

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 51
Domain Indicators for the letters (m M, n N)

Knowledge 1. Write non-cursive small letters using dotted lines.
2. Write non-cursive capital letters using dotted lines.

Skill 3. Write non-cursive small letters legibly.
4. Write non-cursive capital letters legibly.
5. Student make fun letters with the available materials.

Attitude and Values 6. Student actively involved in making fun letters.

7. Student enjoyed displaying the learnt letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot write the letters in the boxes. Reassess 
and make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’
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Lesson 15: Numbers 9-10

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B 
Page: 45

4.1.4 read aloud cardinal numbers in figures properly

Teaching aids: Picture of activity A, B/ number card.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Do the same as the session 1 of Lesson 4: Numbers:1,2 
2. Review of the previous session: Show the number cards of 1 to 8 or write randomly 
any number from 1 to 8 on the board. Ask S1 randomly, “What is it?” Possible
answer should be 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8.
3. Presentation of the session: Follow the session 1 of Lesson 4: Numbers:1,2, 

• Replace the number of 1 and 2 with 9 and 10. 
4. Practice activities: Divide ss into groups. Now practise in a group. In group, one 
student shows the 1st picture of the Activity B(page-45) and then asks, “How many 
pigeons/hens are there in the picture?” Support other students to reply altogether, “9 
pigeons/10 hens.” [Monitor group work.] Drill the activity in group 2/3 times.  

5. Assessing learning: Tell one student randomly [Reading the number (9, 10) loud-
ly], “Listen to the sound of numbers and then point that numbers.”  
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 52
Domain Indicators

Knowledge 1. S says the cardinal numbers in figures (9, 10).

2. S recognizes the sounds of the number (9, 10).

Skill 3. S counts and says the number (9, 10).

Attitude and Values 4. S enjoys reading the number (9, 10) loudly with the proper 
pronunciation. 

6. Feedback: Support the students who can’t read and count the number properly. 
7. Summary of the session: Ask ss, ‘What have we learnt today?’ Help them to an-
swer. 
8. Concluding the session: Say “Goodbye all. See you in the next class.”
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Lesson 15: Numbers: 9, 10

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: C, D 
Page: 46

7.2.3 write cardinal numbers in figures neatly and legibly

Teaching aids: Picture of activity A, B/ number card.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1.Introduction: Do the same as the session 1 of Lesson 4: Numbers:1,2 
2. Review of the previous session: Show the number card of 1-10 or write the num-
ber from 1 to 10 on the board. Ask S1 randomly, “What is it?” Possible answer should 
be 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10. 
3. Presentation of the session: Follow the same process as the session 1 of Lesson 
4: Numbers:1,2, 

• Replace the number of 1 and 2 with 9 and 10 (page-46). 
4. Practice activities: Now, ask ss “Write the number 9 and 10 in the blank boxes of 
textbook.” [Ensure everyone is writing.]

• Tell ss “Look at the pictures of Activity D(page-46) carefully.” [Monitor them to 
look at.] 

• Pointing at the different objects of Activity D, ask ss, “How many bat/eggs/ 
pigeons/houses/hens/apples/cats/balls/insects/jugs are there in each picture of Ac-
tivity D?” To answer correctly, tell Ss “Count” [Support them to count properly.] 

• Now tell them “Count the pictures and write the number individually in the blank 
box against it/them.”

5. Assessing learning: Ask Ss “Raise your hand if you can write 9 or 10.”  
• Then, invite randomly one/two students in front of the class. Ask them to write the 

numbers from 1 to 10 on the board. 
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment indicators - 53
Domain Indicators

Knowledge 1. S traces the cardinal number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 
10) neatly and legibly.

Skill 2. S writes the cardinal number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 
10) neatly and legibly.

Attitude and Values 3. S feels confident to write the number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9, and 10) appropriately. 
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6. Feedback: Support the students who can’t write the numbers. 
7. Summary of the session: Ask Ss randomly, “What have we learnt today?” Help 
ss to respond.
8. Concluding the session: Say “See you in the next class. Bye.”

Lesson 15: Numbers: 9, 10

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 03: E, F 
Page: 47 2.1.1 Listen to rhymes and respond with joy.  

Teaching aids: Picture of the activity E, F/audio/video clip.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange the greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session: Show the number card of 1-10 or write the number 
from 1 to 10 on the board. Ask S1 randomly, “What is it?” Possible answers should be 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10. 
3. Presentation of the session: Show the pictures from Activity E at page 47. 

• Ask ss “What can you see in the picture? How many fish/pond/trees etc is/are there 
in the picture?  

• Next say “Today we are going to recite a rhyme “One two three four five.” 
• Say, “Listen to the rhyme and observe carefully how I recite.” [Recite the rhyme 

with gesture. Play the audio/video clip of the rhyme if available.]  
• Tell them, “Follow and repeat”. [Recite the rhyme with gesture again.] Let them do 

it twice at least in chorus with gesture. 
4. Practice activities: Invite S1 in front of the class. Tell S1, “Recite and act out the 
rhyme with me.” Tell other ss “Follow the activity.”

• Following the Activity F, say S1, “Repeat after me.” 
• [With action] Say, “One two three four five” Encourage S1 to reply, “One two 

three four five” Say, “Once I caught a fish alive.” Encourage S1 to reply, “Once I 
caught a fish alive.” Provide support for S1 to recite the whole rhyme with action 
following the same way.   

• Divide ss into pairs. Invite P1 in front of the class. Say P1, “Recite the rhyme with 
action in pair.” [Support P1 to recite with gesture.]

• Now let them recite the rhyme in pairs. [Monitor and support their pairwork.] 
• Divide ss into groups and tell them “Practise the rhyme in groups with gesture.” 
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• Tell them, “Practise in a group with gesture one by one.”
• Tell the class to practice individually when the teacher says ‘start’.

5. Assessing learning: Invite students one by one and say “Recite the rhyme with 
action.”
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 54
Domain Indicator

Knowledge 1. S recalls the number. 

Skill 2. S sings the song recalling the number.

Attitude and Values 3. S enjoys singing the song with action.

6. Feedback: Support the students who can’t recite the rhyme. 
7. Summary of the session: Ask ss, ‘What have we learnt today?’ Help them to answer. 
8. Concluding the session: Say “See you in the next class. Bye.”

Lesson 16: o O  p P
 

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B 
Page: 48

1.1.1 recognize the sounds of the alphabet in familiar words
3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.1 read the pictures of familiar objects and events

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity A, B; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
audio/video clip (if available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 

2. Review prior knowledge: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song). 
• Review the alphabet playing a language game. [Provide support to them if  

necessary.]
3. Presentation of the session: Tell Ss ‘Open your book at page 48’. Tell them to 
think individually about the objects in the picture given at Activity-A.

• Encourage Ss to say the name of the objects either in Bangla or English. 
• Tell Ss ‘Today we will learn about ox, oil, pen, pot, and know how to pronounce 

them in English’.
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• Now show/draw a picture of ‘ox’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage 
them to say the word of that picture. Now, say the word. Tell Ss to repeat the 
word after you 2/3 times.

• Show the picture(s) of Activity-B. Tell them ‘Listen to me, and repeat after 
me’. Teacher will put a finger on the word (ox) associated with the picture while 
saying the word. Ss repeat the word 2/3 times. [Provide support to them if nec-
essary.]

• Now, put the finger on the initial letter ‘o’ of the word ‘ox’. Say the sound of the 
letter ‘o’ aloud. Tell Ss to listen and repeat after you 2/3 times. Follow the same 
process for thecapital letter ‘O’. [If audio is available, play the sound of the let-
ter.] 

• Indicating the letters ‘o’, ‘O’. Ask Ss ‘Do they have the same or different sound?’. 
Now, tell them that the sounds are the same for small ‘o’ and capital ‘O’.

• Follow the same steps for introducing the letter ‘o, O’ with the words ‘oil, Oil’. 
[Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Tell Ss that we will know the letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘o, O’ is /ᵊᶷ/. 
Tell Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. Take help from audio if necessary.

• After learning the letter ‘o/O’; tell Ss, we will know the sound of another letter ‘p/P’.
• Now show/draw a picture of ‘pen’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’
    Encourage them to say the word of that picture. Now, say the word. Tell Ss to 

repeat the word after you 2/3 times.
• Now, put the finger on the initial letter ‘p’ of the word ‘pen’. Say the sound of the 

letter ‘p’ aloud. Tell Ss to listen and repeat after you 2/3 times. Follow the same 
process for capital letter ‘P’. [If audio is available, play the sound of the letter.] 

• Follow the same steps for introducing the letter ‘p, P’ with the words ‘pot, Pot’. 
[Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Tell Ss that we will know the letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘p, P’ is /pi:/. 
Tell Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. Take help from audio if necessary.

• Review the letters (o O, p P) again. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

4. Practice activities: Pairwork: Divide Ss into pairs. One student will point at the 
pictures in their book (ox, oil, pen, pot), and the other will say the word. Tell them to 
practice in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them if necessary. 

• Now, arrange another pairwork. One student shows the letter card/ letter in the 
textbook, the other student says the sound of letters (o, O, p, P). Tell them to 
practice in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them if necessary.   

• Then, arrange another pairwork changing the partner. One student shows the 
letter card/ letter in the textbook, the other student says the name of the letters 
(o, O, p, P). Tell them to practice in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them if 
necessary. 

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the general guidelines for assessing learning given at 
the beginning of the book.]
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• Teacher first shows the pictures (ox, oil, pen, pot), and asks student individually
      to say the words. 
• Again, teacher says/plays the sound of letters, S will show or pick up the correct 

letter card while listening to the audio.
• Then, teacher writes the words/letters on the board, or sticks the word cards/

letters on the board. Ask Ss to say the initial sound of the letter without saying 
the letter name.

• Parise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 55
Domain Indicators for the letters (o O, p P)

Knowledge 1. S says the words of familiar objects.
2. S recognizes the sounds of the letter.

Skill 3. S identifies the sounds of the letter.
4. S pronounces the letter correctly.

Attitude and Values 5. S shows interest in learning the letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot say the words or sounds of the letters. 
Reassess and make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’ 

  

Lesson 16: o O  p P
 

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: C, E 
Page: 49

3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.2 recognize and read aloud the capital letters properly
4.1.3 recognize and read aloud the small letters properly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity C, E; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
audio/video clip (if available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
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2. Review of the previous session: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song). 
• Review the previous lesson playing language games. [Provide support to them if 

necessary.]
3. Presentation of the session: Show/draw a picture of ‘orange’ on the board and 
write the word ‘orange’ under the picture. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage them to 
say the word of the picture. Tell Ss to repeat the word after you 2/3 times.

• Then, put a finger on the initial letter ‘o’ of the word ‘orange’; say the sound of 
the letter ‘o’. Tell Ss ‘Listen and repeat after me’. [If audio is available, play the 
sound of the letter ‘o’]

• Follow the same steps for introducing the capital letter ‘O’ with the word ‘Orange’.

• Again, follow the same process for introducing the small letter ‘p’ with the word 
‘plate’, the capital letter ‘P’ with the word ‘Plate’.

• Do the same for introducing the initial letter ‘P’ with the word ‘Plate’.
• Activity-C: Now, tell Ss ‘Open your book at page 49’. Then Tell them, ‘Look at 

the letters of Activity-C’.
• Show the letter cards of ‘o, O, p, P’, and ask Ss to repeat the letter names. Do it 

2/3 times. [Provide support to them if necessary.]
4. Practice activities: [Provide letter cards/wooden letters/plastic letters to Ss to 
practice the sounds of the letters and learn the names of the letters]

• Divide Ss into pairs. One student shows the pictures (ox, oil, orange, pen, pot, 
plate), and the other says the word. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Now, arrange another pairwork. One student shows the letters (o, O, p, P) associ-
ated with word-pictures/ letters given in the textbook, and the other student says 
the sound of letters (o, O, p, P). Tell them to do it in turns. Monitor pairwork and 
support them if necessary. 

• Again, one student says the sound of the letter (o, O, p, P), and the other student 
chooses/picks up/ shows the related letter/word card. Tell them to do it in turns.  

• Then, arrange another pairwork changing the partner. One student shows the let-
ters (letter cards/ wooden/ plastic letters of o, O, p, P), and the other student says 
the name of the letters. Tell them to do it in turns. Monitor pairwork and support 
them if necessary.

• Again, one student says the letter name of (o, O, p, P), and the other student 
chooses/picks up/ shows the related letter card/ wooden card/ plastic letter card. 
Tell them to do it in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them if necessary.

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the begin-
ning of the book.]

• Teacher draws pictures with the words on the board/ sticks the word cards on the 
board, asks S individually to say the initial sound of the letter. 

• Then, the teacher shows the letter cards and asks S individually to say the letter 
name.
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• Now, tell Ss to look at the Activity-E. Ask them to read and match the small let-
ters with the capital letters. Allow them to do it in their textbook by drawing lines. 
[Techer can provide worksheets or wooden/ plastic letters for this Activity.]

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 56
Domain Indicators for the letters (o O, p P)

Knowledge 1. Say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words.
2. Recognize the small letters properly.
3. Recognize the capital letters properly.

Skill 4. Read aloud the small letters properly.
5. Read aloud the capital letters properly.
6. Match the small letters with the capital letters.

Attitude and Values 7. Enjoy reading the letters aloud.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot say and read the letters. Reassess and 
make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’ 

Lesson 16: o O  p P

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 03: D 
Page: 49

7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity D; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
Worksheets; audio/video clip (if available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes

Teaching Learning Activity
1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session: Review the session by singing a song (Alphabet 
song) or playing a language game. [Provide support to them if necessary.]
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3. Presentation of the session: Tell Ss, today we are going to learn how to write the 
letters (o, O, p, P) moving our hands.

• Elicit student’s ideas about writing the letters as they have seen the letters (o, 
O, p, P) in the previous classes. Encourage Ss to draw the letters in the air using 
imagination.

• Now, face towards the board. Trace the small letter ‘o’ slowly in the air with 
afinger. Follow the direction (round) used in the textbook and say the direction 
aloud while tracing. Then, say the name of the letter /ᵊᶷ/.

• Tell Ss to trace in the air 2/3 times after the teacher.
• Now, draw lines on the board (like Activity-D), and write the letter ‘o’ using 

dotted lines. Say the direction aloud ‘round’ while writing the letter. Tell Ss to 
look at how you hold the pen/chalk, and write the letter. 

• Then, tell Ss to open their book, and look at the direction of the letter-writing ‘o’ 
in the textbook Activity-D, Page-49. 

• Tell Ss to complete tracing the first two dotted letters in their book. Monitor the 
class, and support Ss if necessary. Praise Ss.

• Follow the same process for writing the letters ‘O’, ‘p’, ‘P’. Monitor the class, 
and support Ss if necessary.

[For writing the capital letter ‘O’, the direction (round).
For writing the small letter ‘p’, the direction (down-up-round); For the capital letter 
‘P’, the direction (down-round). And the name of the letter P is / pi: /]

4. Practice activities: Now, tell Ss to complete writing the rest of the dotted letters 
individually in their book.

• Ensure everyone is writing; monitor their writing and support them if necessary.
• Then, divide Ss into pairs. One student says the letter name of (o, O, p, P), and 

the other student writes the letter in their exercise book accordingly. Change 
their role in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

[Play a game, if possible, gender sensitivity should be kept in mind. For example- Ss 
draw a letter with their finger on their partner’s back. The partner student has to guess 
the letter. Show Ss how to play the game.]

• Now, say the letter names randomly, and ask Ss to write individually in their 
exercise book. 

• Then, invite few Ss in front of the class. Tell them to write the letters on the 
board. You can invite them randomly to write.

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the begin-
ning of the book.]

• Ask Ss to write the small letters (o, p) individually in their exercise book. Then, 
ask them to write capital letters (O, P) in their exercise book. [Provide worksheet 
if possible.]
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Assement Indicators - 57
Domain Indicators for the letters (o O, p P)

Knowledge 1. Know the form of non-cursive small letters.
2. Know the form of non-cursive capital letters.

Skill 3. Write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly.
4. Write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly.

Attitude  and Values 5. Feel confident in writing small and capital letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot write the letters. Reassess and make 
sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Before concluding the session, tell Ss ‘Tomorrow we will 
make fun letters ‘o, O, p, P’ with paper, leaves, sticks, seeds, ropes etc.’ Tell Ss to 
bring the materials from their home if possible. 
Now, conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. See you in the next 
class.’

Lesson 16: o O  p P
 

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 04: F, G 
Page: 50

7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity F; letters cards; worksheets; audio/video clip (if 
available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.
2. Review of the previous session: Review the session with a song (Alphabet song) 
or playing a language game. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Tell, today we are going to make fun letters ‘o, O, p, P’ with paper, leaves, ropes etc.
3. Presentation of the session: Before making fun letters, tell Ss we are going to 
review the Activity-D.

• Write the letters (o, O, p, P) on the board, and say the direction aloud when you 
are writing.

• Then, invite few Ss in front of the class to write the letters on the board.
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4. Practice activities: Tell Ss to open their book, and look at the Activity-F, Page-50.
• Show Ss one example to do the Activity-F.
• Ask Ss to write the missing letters(small/capital) of each word in the box. [Mon-

itor and provide support if necessary.]
• After finishing the activity, tell Ss, ‘We will make fun letters’. Tell Ss to prepare 

their materials. [Provide materials if possible.]
• Allow Ss some time for this Activity, and ask every student to do it individually. 

[Monitor and provide support if necessary.]
• After making the fun letter, Tell Ss to display those letters in the classroom. 

[Support Ss to display the letters.]
• Tell Ss to move around the classroom, and look at the letters. 

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the begin-
ning of the book]

• Check student’s learning when students are writing in the boxes, and observe 
students’ engagement when making fun letters.

• Praise Ss at the end.

Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 58
Domain Indicators for the letters (o O, p P)

Knowledge 1. Write non-cursive small letters using dotted lines.

2. Write non-cursive capital letters using dotted lines.

Skill 3. Write non-cursive small letters legibly.

4. Write non-cursive capital letters legibly.

5. Student makes fun letters with the available materials.

Attitude and Values 6. Student actively involves in making fun letters.

7. Student enjoys displaying the learnt letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot write the letters in the boxes. Reassess 
and make sure they are learning.

7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]

8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’
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Lesson 17: q Q  r R

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B 
Page: 51

1.1.1 recognize the sounds of the alphabet in familiar words
3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.1 read the pictures of familiar objects and events

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity A, B; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
audio/video clip (if available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 

2. Review prior knowledge: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song). 
• Review the alphabet playing a language game. [Provide support to them if  

necessary.]

3. Presentation of the session: Tell Ss ‘Open your book at page 49’. Tell them to 
think individually about the objects in the picture given at Activity-A.

• Encourage Ss to say the name of the objects either in Bangla or English. 

• Tell Ss ‘Today we will learn about Quilt, Queen, Ruler, Rat, and know how to 
pronounce them in English’.

• Now show/draw a picture of ‘quilt’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’  
Encourage them to say the word of that picture. Now, say the word. Tell Ss to 
repeat the word after you 2/3 times.

• Show the picture(s) of Activity-B. Tell them ‘Listen to me, and repeat after 
me’. Teacher will put a finger on the word (quilt) associated with the picture 
while saying the word. Ss repeat the word 2/3 times. [Provide support to them if  
necessary.]

• Now, put the finger on the initial letter ‘q’ of the word ‘quilt’. Say the sound of the 
letter ‘q’ aloud. Tell Ss to listen and repeat after you 2/3 times. Follow the same 
process for capital letter ‘Q’. [If audio is available, play the sound of the letter.] 

• Indicating the letters ‘q’, ‘Q’. Ask Ss ‘Do they have the same or different sound?’. 
Now, tell them the sounds are the same for the small ‘q’ and capital ‘Q’.

• Follow the same steps for introducing the letter ‘q, Q’ with the words ‘queen, 
Queen’. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Tell the Ss that we will know that letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘q, Q’ is 
/kju:/. Tell Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. Take help from audio if necessary.

• After learning the letter ‘q/Q’, tell Ss that we will know the sound of another 
letter ‘r/R’.
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• Now show/draw a picture of ‘ruler’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encour-
age them to say the word of that picture. Now, say the word. Tell Ss to repeat the 
word after you 2/3 times.

• Then, tell Ss ‘Listen to me, and repeat after me’. Teacher puts the finger on the 
word (ruler) associated with the picture while saying the word. Ss repeat the word 
2/3 times.

• Now, put the finger on the initial letter ‘r’ of the word ‘ruler’. Say the sound of the 
letter ‘r’ aloud. Tell Ss to listen and repeat after you 2/3 times. Follow the same 
process for capital letter ‘R’. [If audio is available, play the sound of the letter.] 

• Follow the same steps for introducing the letter ‘r, R’ with the words ‘rat, Rat’. 
[Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Tell Ss that we will know the letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘r, R’ is /ᶐ:/. 
Tell Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. Take help from audio if necessary.

• Review the letters (q Q, r R) again. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

4. Practice activities: Pairwork: Divide Ss into pairs. One student will point at the 
pictures in their book (quilt, queen, ruler, rat), and the other will say the word. Tell 
them to practice in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them if necessary. 

• Now, arrange another pairwork. One student shows the letter card/ letter in the 
textbook, the other student says the sound of letters (q, Q, r, R). Tell them to 
practice in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them if necessary. 

• Then, arrange another pairwork changing the partner. One student shows the 
letter card/ letter in the textbook, the other student says the name of the letters

     (q, Q, r, R). Tell them to practice in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them 
if necessary.   

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the general guidelines for assessing learning given at 
the beginning of the book.]

• Teacher first shows the pictures (quilt, queen, ruler, rat), and asks student indi-
vidually to say the words. 

• Again, teacher says/plays the sound of letters, S will show or pick up the correct 
letter card while listening to the audio.

• Then, teacher writes the words/letters on the board, or sticks the word cards/
letters on the board. Ask Ss to say the initial sound of the letter without saying 
the letter name.

• Parise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.
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Assessment Indicators - 59
Domain Indicators for the letters (q Q, r R)

Knowledge 1. S says the words of familiar objects.
2. S recognizes the sounds of the letter.

Skill 3. S identifies the sounds of the letter.
4. S pronounces the letter correctly.

Attitude and Values 5. Shows interest in learning the letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot say the words or sounds of the letters. 
Reassess and make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’

Lesson 17: q Q  r R

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: C, E 
Page: 52

3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.2 recognize and read aloud the capital letters properly
4.1.3 recognize and read aloud the small letters properly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity C, E; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
audio/video clip (if available)

 
Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes

Teaching Learning Activity
1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song). 

• Review the previous lesson playing language games. [Provide support to them if 
necessary.]

3. Presentation of the session: Show/draw a picture of a bird ‘quail’ on the board and 
write the word ‘quail’ under the picture. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage them to say 
the word of the picture. Tell Ss to repeat the word after you 2/3 times.

• Then, put a finger on the initial letter ‘q’ of the word ‘quail’; say the sound of 
the letter ‘q’. Tell Ss ‘Listen and repeat after me’. [If audio is available, play the 
sound of the letter ‘q’]
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• Follow the same steps for introducing the capital letter ‘Q’ with the word ‘Quail’.
• Again, follow the same process for introducing the small letter ‘r’ with the word 

‘rain’, the capital letter ‘R’ with the word ‘Rain’. [Provide support to them if 
necessary.]

• Activity-C: Now, tell Ss ‘Open your book at page 52’. Then Tell them, ‘Look at 
the letters’.

• Show the letter cards of ‘q, Q, r, R’, and ask Ss to repeat the letter names. Do it 
2/3 times. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

4. Practice activities: [Provide letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters to Ss to 
practice the sounds of the letters and learn the names of the letters]

• Divide Ss into pairs. One student shows the pictures (quilt, queen, quail, ruler, 
rat, rain), and the other says the word. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Now, arrange another pairwork. One student shows the letters (q, Q, r, R) associ-
ated with word-pictures/ letters given in the textbook, and the other student says 
the sound of letters (q, Q, r, R). Tell them to do it in turns. Monitor pairwork and 
support them if necessary. 

• Again, one student says the sound of the letter (q, Q, r, R), and the other student 
chooses/picks up/ shows the related letter/word card. Tell them to do it in turns. 
[Provide support to them if necessary.]  

• Then, arrange another pairwork changing the partner. One student shows the let-
ters (letter cards/ wooden/ plastic letters of q, Q, r, R), and the other student says 
the name of the letters. Tell them to do it in turns. Monitor pairwork and support  
them if necessary.

• Again, one student says the letter name of (q, Q, r, R), and the other student 
chooses/picks up/ shows the related letter card, wooden card/ plastic letter card. 
Tell them to do it in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them if necessary.

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the begin-
ning of the book.]

• Teacher draws pictures with the words on the board/ sticks the word cards on the 
board, asks S individually to say the initial sound of the letter. 

• Then, the teacher shows the letter cards and asks S individually to say the letter 
name. 

• Now, tell Ss to look at the Activity-E. Ask them to read and match the small let-
ters with the capital letters. Allow them to do it in their textbook by drawing lines. 
[Techer can provide worksheets or wooden/ plastic letters for this Activity.]

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.
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Assessment Indicators - 60
Domain Indicators for the letters (q Q, r R)

Knowledge 1. Say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words.
2. Recognize the small letters properly.
3. Recognize the capital letters properly.

Skill 4. Read aloud the small letters properly.
5. Read aloud the capital letters properly.
6. Match the small letters with the capital letters.

Attitude and Values 7. Enjoy reading the letters aloud.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot say and read the letters. Reassess and 
make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’ 

Lesson 17: q Q  r R

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 03: D 
Page: 52

7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity D; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
letter cards; Worksheets; audio/video clip (if available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session: Review the session by singing a song (Alphabet 
song) or playing a language game. [Provide support to them if necessary.]
3. Presentation of the session: Tell Ss, today we are going to learn how to write the 
letters (q, Q, r, R) moving our hands.

• Elicit student’s ideas about writing the letters as they have seen the letters (q, 
Q, r, R) in the previous classes. Encourage Ss to draw the letters in the air using 
imagination.

• Now, face towards the board. Trace the small letter ‘q’ slowly in the air with a 
finger. Follow the direction (round-down) used in the textbook and say the direc-
tion aloud while tracing. Then, say the name of the letter /kju:/.
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 • Tell Ss to trace in the air 2/3 times after the teacher. [Provide support to them if 
necessary.]

• Now, draw lines on the board (like Activity-D), and write the letter ‘q’ using 
dotted lines. Say the direction aloud ‘round-down’ while writing the letter. Tell 
Ss to look at how you hold the pen/chalk, and write the letter. 

• Then, tell Ss to open their book, and look at the direction of the letter-writing ‘q’ 
in the textbook Activity-D, Page-52. 

• Tell Ss to complete tracing the first two dotted letters in their book. Monitor the 
class, and support Ss if necessary. Praise Ss.

• Follow the same process for writing the letters ‘Q’, ‘r’, ‘R’. Monitor the class, 
and support Ss if necessary.

[For writing the capital letter ‘Q’, the direction (round-down right); 
For writing the small letter ‘r’, the direction (down – up-round); For the capital letter 
‘R’, the direction (down-round- down right). And the name of the letter R is / ᶐ:/]
4. Practice activities: Now, tell Ss to complete writing the rest of the dotted letters 
individually in their book.

• Ensure everyone is writing; monitor their writing and support them if necessary.
• Then, divide Ss into pairs. One student says the letter name of (q, Q, r, R), and 

the other student writes the letter in their exercise book accordingly. Change 
their role in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

[Play a game, if possible, and gender sensitivity should be kept in mind. For example 
- Ss draw a letter with their finger on their partner’s back. The partner student has to 
guess the letter. Show Ss how to play the game.]
5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the begin-
ning of the book.]

• Ask Ss to write the small letters (q, r) individually in their exercise book. Then, 
ask to write capital letters (Q, R) in their exercise book. [Provide worksheet if 
possible.]

• Now, say the letter names randomly, and ask Ss to write individually in their 
exercise book. 

• Then, invite few Ss in front of the class. Tell them to write the letters on the 
board. You can invite them randomly to write.

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 61
Domain Indicators for the letters (q Q, r R)

Knowledge 1. Know the form of non-cursive small letters.
2. Know the form of non-cursive capital letters.

Skill 3. Write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly.
4. Write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly.

Attitude and Values 5. Feel confident in writing small and capital letters
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6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot write the letters. Reassess and make 
sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Before concluding the session, tell Ss ‘Tomorrow we 
will make fun letters ‘q, Q, r, R’ with paper, leaves, sticks, seeds, ropes etc.’ Tell Ss to 
bring the materials from their home if possible. 
Now, conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. See you in the next 
class.’

Lesson 17: q Q r R
 

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 04: F, G 
Page: 53

7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity F; letters cards; worksheets; audio/video clip (if 
available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session: Review the session with a song (Alphabet song), 
or playing a language game. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Tell, today we are going to make fun letters ‘q, Q, r, R’ with paper, leaves, ropes etc.
3. Presentation of the session: Before making fun letters, tell Ss we are going to 
review the Activity-D.

• Write the letters (q, Q, r, R) on the board, and say the direction aloud when you 
are writing. 

• Then, invite few Ss in front of the class to write the letters on the board.
4. Practice activities: Tell Ss to open their book, and look at the Activity-F, Page-53. 

• Show Ss one example to do the Activity-F.
• Ask Ss to write the missing letters(small/capital) of each word in the box. [Mon-

itor and provide support if necessary.]
• After finishing the activity, tell Ss, ‘We will make fun letters’. Tell Ss to prepare 

their materials. [Provide materials if possible.]
• Allow Ss some time for this Activity, and ask every student to do it individually. 

[Monitor and provide support if necessary.]
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• After making the fun letter, Tell Ss to display those letters in the classroom. 
[Support Ss to display the letters.]

• Tell Ss to move around the classroom, and look at the letters. 

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the begin-
ning of the book]

• Check student’s learning when students are writing the missing letters in the 
boxes, and observe students’ engagement when making fun letters.

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 62
Domain Indicators for the letters (q Q, r R)

Knowledge 1. Write non-cursive small letters using dotted lines.
2. Write non-cursive capital letters using dotted lines.

Skill 3. Write non-cursive small letters legibly.
4. Write non-cursive capital letters legibly.
5. Student make fun letters with the available materials.

Attitude and Values 6. Student actively involved in making fun letters.
7. Student enjoyed displaying the learnt letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot write the letters in the boxes. Reas-
sess and make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, 
‘What have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear 
Ss. See you in the next class.’ 

Review
Lesson 17: m-r M-R

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 05: 1.1.1 recognize the sounds of the alphabet in familiar words

3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.2 recognize and read aloud the capital letters properly
4.1.3 recognize and read aloud the small letters properly
7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly
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Teaching Aids: Pictures; letter cards; plastic/ wooden letters; audio/video clip (if 
available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.
2. Review prior knowledge: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song) or play a 
language game.
3. Presentation of the session: Show the pictures/ images related to the letters (M-
R). Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage them to say the word of that picture. 

• Then, put the finger on the initial letters (small/ capital) of each word; say the 
sound of the letters. Tell Ss ‘Listen and repeat after me’.

• Again, indicate the initial letters (small/capital), and ask Ss to say the sound of 
the letters.

• After reviewing the sound of the letter ‘M-R’, tell Ss that we will say the letter’s 
name (M-R) now. Take help from audio if necessary.

• Praise Ss at the end of this Activity.
4. Practice activities: Divide Ss into pairs (mixing slow learner and advanced learn-
er). One student shows letter cards or wooden/plastic letters, the other student says 
the name of the letters. Tell them to practice in turns. Monitor pairwork and support 
them if necessary. 

• Again, one student says the letter name (M-R), and the other student chooses/
picks up/ shows the related letter card, wooden card/ plastic letter card. Tell them 
to do it in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them if necessary.

[Play a game, if possible, and gender sensitivity should be kept in mind. For example- 
Ss draw a letter with their finger on their partner’s back. The partner student has to 
guess the letter, and say the letter name aloud. Show Ss how to play the game.] 

 • Then, again divide Ss into pairs (mixing slow learner and advanced learner), 
and Tell them ‘Practise in pairs’. One student says the letter name(M-R), and the 
other student writes the letter in their exercise book accordingly. Change their 
role in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

[Support Ss individually who did not achieve the learning outcomes in the previous 
classes. Go back to the assessment checklists of the previous sessions to identify Ss 
who cannot read and write the Alphabet. Make sure every student can say, read and 
write the letters (M-R) properly.]

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the begin-
ning of the book.]

• Check student’s learning when students are reading and writing the letters (M-R) 
in pairs.
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•  Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 63
Domain Indicators for the letters (m—r, M—R)

Knowledge
1. Say the letter sound properly.
2. Say the letter name.

Skill
3. Read the letter aloud properly.
4. Write non-cursive small letters legibly.
5. Write non-cursive capital letters legibly.

Attitude and Values 6. Fell confident in writing the letters neatly and legibily.

6. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
7. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’

Lesson 18: s S  t T

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B 
Page: 54

1.1.1 recognize the sounds of the alphabet in familiar words
3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.1 read the pictures of familiar objects and events

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity A, B; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
audio/video clip (if available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review prior knowledge: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song). 

• Review the alphabet playing a language game. [Provide support to them if  
necessary.]

3. Presentation of the session: Tell Ss ‘Open your book at page 54’. Tell them to 
think individually about the objects in the picture given at Activity-A.

• Encourage Ss to say the name of the objects either in Bangla or English. 
• Tell Ss ‘Today we will learn about Sun, Sky, Tomato, Tap, and know how to 

pronounce them in English’.
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• Now show/draw a picture of ‘sun’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage 
them to say the word of that picture. Now, say the word. Tell Ss to repeat the 
word after you 2/3 times.

• Show the picture(s) of Activity-B. Tell them ‘Listen to me, and repeat after me’. 
Teacher will put a finger on the word (sun) associated with the picture while 
saying the word. Ss repeat the word 2/3 times. [Provide support to them if nec-
essary.]

• Now, put your finger on the initial letter ‘s’ of the word ‘sun’. Say the sound of 
the letter ‘s’ aloud. Tell Ss to listen and repeat after you 2/3 times. Follow the 
same process for the capital letter ‘S’. [If audio is available, play the sound of the 
letter.] 

• Indicating the letters‘s’, ‘S’. Ask Ss ‘Do they have the same or different sound?’. 
Now, tell them the sounds are the same for small ‘s’ and capital ‘S’.

• Follow the same steps for introducing letter‘s, S’ with the words ‘sky, Sky’. 
[Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Tell Ss that we will know the letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘s, S’ is /es/. 
Tell Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. Take help from audio if necessary.

• After learning the letter ‘s/S’, tell Ss that we will know the sound of another 
letter ‘t/T’.

• Now show/draw a picture of ‘tomato’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ En-
courage them to say the word of that picture. [Allow Ss to say in Bangla]. Then 
tell Ss, ‘How do we say that in English?’. Now, say the word. Tell Ss to repeat 
the word after you 2/3 times.

• Then, tell Ss ‘Listen to me, and repeat after me’. Teacher puts the finger on the 
word (tomato) associated with the picture while saying the word. Ss repeat the 
word 2/3 times.

• Now, put your finger on the initial letter ‘t’ of the word ‘tomato’. Say the sound of 
the letter ‘t’ aloud. Tell Ss to listen and repeat after you 2/3 times. Follow the same 
process for the capital letter ‘T’. [If audio is available, play the sound of the letter.] 

• Follow the same steps for introducing the letter ‘t, T’ with the words ‘tap, Tap’. 
[Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Tell Ss that we will know the letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘t, T’ is /ti:/. 
Tell Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. Take help from audio if necessary.

• Review the letters (s, S, t T) again. [Provide support them if necessary.]

4. Practice activities: Pairwork: Divide Ss into pairs. One student will point at the 
pictures in their book (sun, sky, tomato, tap), and the other will say the word. Tell 
them to practice in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them if necessary. 

• Now, arrange another pairwork. One student shows the letter card/ letter in the 
textbook, the other student says the sound of letters (s, S, t, T). Tell them to prac-
tice in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them if necessary. 
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  • Then, arrange another pairwork changing the partner. One student shows the 
letter card/ letter in the textbook, the other student says the name of the letters 
(s, S, t, T). Tell them to practice in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them if 
necessary.   

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the begin-
ning of the book.]

• Teacher first shows the pictures (cat, cow, dog, duck), and asks student individ-
ually to say the words. 

• Again, teacher says/plays the sound of letters, S will show or pick up the correct 
letter card while listening to the audio.

• Then, teacher writes the words/letters on the board, or sticks the word cards/
letters on the board. Ask Ss to say the initial sound of the letter without saying 
the letter name.

• Parise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 64
Domain Indicators for the letters (s, S, t T)

Knowledge 1. S says the words of familiar objects.
2. S recognizes the sounds of the letter.

Skill 3. S identifies the sounds of the letter.
4. S pronounces the letter correctly.

Attitude and Values 5. S shoows interest in learning the letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot say the words or sounds of the letters. 
Reassess and make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’ 

Lesson 18: s S t T
 

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: C, E 
Page: 55

3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.2 recognize and read aloud the capital letters properly
4.1.3 recognize and read aloud the small letters properly
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Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song).

• Review the previous lesson playing language games. [Provide support to them if 
necessary.] 

3. Presentation of the session: Show/draw a picture of ‘spider’ on the board and 
write the word ‘spider’ under the picture. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage them to 
say the word of the picture. Tell Ss to repeat the word after you 2/3 times.

• Then, put a finger on the initial letter ‘s’ of the word ‘spider’; say the sound of 
the letter ‘s’. Tell Ss ‘Listen and repeat after me’. [If audio is available, play the 
sound of the letter ‘s’]

• Follow the same steps for introducing the capital letter ‘S’ with the word ‘Spider’.
• Again, follow the same process for introducing the small letter ‘t’ with the word 

‘table’, the capital letter ‘T’ with the word ‘Table’.
• Activity-C: Now, tell Ss ‘Open your book at page 55’. Then tell them, ‘Look at 

the letters of Activity-C’.
• Show the letter cards of ‘s, S, t, T’, and ask Ss to say the letter names. Do it 2/3 

times. [Provide support to them if necessary.]
4. Practice activities: [Provide letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters to Ss to 
practice the sounds of the letters and learn the names of the letters]

• Divide Ss into pairs. One student shows the pictures (sun, sky, spider, tomato, 
tap, table), and the other says the word. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Now, arrange another pairwork. One student shows the letters (s, S, t, T) associ-
ated with word-pictures/ letters given in the textbook, and the other student says 
the sound of letters (s, S, t, T). Tell them to do it in turns. Monitor pairwork and 
support them if necessary. 

• Again, one student says the sound of the letter (s, S, t, T), and the other student 
chooses/picks up/ shows the related letter/word card. Tell them to do it in turns.  

• Then, arrange another pairwork changing the partner. One student shows the let-
ters (letter cards/ wooden/ plastic letters of s, S, t, T), and the other student says 
the name of the letters. Tell them to do it in turns. Monitor pairwork and support 
them if necessary.

• Again, one student says the letter name of (s, S, t, T), and the other student 
chooses/picks up/ shows the related letter card/ wooden card/ plastic letter card. 
Tell them to do it in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them if necessary.

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the                  
         beginning of the book.]

• Teacher draws pictures with the words on the board/ sticks the word cards on the 
board, asks S individually to say the initial sound of the letter. 

• Then, the teacher shows the letter cards and asks S individually to say the letter 
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      name. 
• Now, tell Ss to look at the Activity-E. Ask them to read and match the small 

letters with the capital letters. Allow them to do it in their textbook by drawing 
lines. [Techer can provide worksheets or wooden/ plastic letters for this Activi-
ty.]

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 65
Domain Indicators for the letters (s, S, t T)

Knowledge 1. Say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words.
2. Recognize the small letters properly.
3. Recognize the capital letters properly.

Skill 4. Read aloud the small letters properly.
5. Read aloud the capital letters properly.
6. Match the small letters with the capital letters.

Attitude and Values 7. Enjoy reading the letters aloud.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot say and read the letters. Reassess and 
make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’ 

Lesson 18: s S  t T
 

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 03: D 
Page: 55

7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity D; model of apple and ball; letter cards; Work-
sheets; audio/video clip (if available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
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2. Review of the previous session: Review the session by singing a song (Alphabet 
song) or playing a language game. [Provide support to them if necessary.]
3. Presentation of the session: Tell Ss, today we are going to learn how to write the 
letters (s, S, t, T) moving our hands.

• Elicit student’s ideas about writing the letters as they have seen the letters (s, 
S, t, T) in the previous classes. Encourage Ss to draw the letters in the air using 
imagination.

• Now, face towards the board. Trace the small letter ‘s’ slowly in the air with a 
finger. Follow the direction (round-round) used in the textbook and say the di-
rection aloud while tracing. Then, say the name of the letter /es/.

• Tell Ss to trace in the air 2/3 times after the teacher. [Provide support to them if 
necessary.]

• Now, draw lines on the board (like Activity-D), and write the letter ‘s’ using 
dotted lines. Say the direction aloud ‘round-round’ while writing the letter. Tell 
Ss to look at how you hold the pen/chalk, and write the letter. 

• Then, tell Ss to open their book, and look at the direction of the letter-writing ‘s’ 
in the textbook Activity-D, Page-55. 

• Tell Ss to complete tracing the first two dotted letters in their book. Monitor the 
class, and support Ss if necessary. Praise Ss.

• Follow the same process for writing the letters ‘S’, ‘t’, ‘T’. Monitor the class, 
and support Ss if necessary.

[For writing the capital letter ‘S’, the direction (round-round); For writing the small 
letter ‘t’, the direction (down-across); For the capital letter ‘T’, the direction (down-
across). And the name of the letter T is / ti:/]
4. Practice activities: Now, tell Ss to complete writing the rest of the dotted letters 
individually in their book.

• Ensure everyone is writing; monitor their writing and support them if necessary.
• Then, divide Ss into pairs. One student says the letter name of (s, S, t, T), and the 

other student writes the letter in their exercise book accordingly. Change their 
role in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

[Play a game, if possible, and gender sensitivity should be kept in mind. For example 
- Ss draw a letter with their finger on their partner’s back. The partner student has to 
guess the letter. Show Ss how to play the game.]
5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the begin-
ning of the book.]

• Ask Ss to write the small letters (s, t) individually in their exercise book. Then, 
ask to write capital letters (S, T) in their exercise book. [Provide worksheet if 
possible.]

• Now, say the letter names randomly, and ask Ss to write individually in their 
exercise book. 

• Then, invite few Ss in front of the class. Tell them to write the letters on the 
board. You can invite them randomly to write.
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• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 66
Domain Indicators for the letters (s, S, t T)

Knowledge 1. Know the form of non-cursive small letters.

2. Know the form of non-cursive capital letters.

Skill 3. Write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly.

4. Write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly.

Attitude and Values 5. Show interest in writing small and capital letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot write the letters. Reassess and make 
sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Before concluding the session, tell Ss ‘Tomorrow we will 
make fun letters ‘s, S, t, T’ with paper, leaves, sticks, seeds, ropes etc.’ Tell Ss to bring 
the materials from their home if possible. 
Now, conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. See you in the next 
class.’

Lesson 18: s S  t T

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 04: F, G 
Page: 56

7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity F; letters cards; worksheets; audio/video clip (if 
available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.
2. Review of the previous session: Review the session with a song (Alphabet song) 
or playing a language game. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Tell, today we will play a game and make fun letters with the letters ‘s, S, t, T’.
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3. Presentation of the session: Before playing the game, tell Ss we are going to re-
view the Activity-D.

• Write the letters (s, S, t, T) on the board, and say the direction aloud when you 
are writing.

• Then, invite a student in front of the class. Ask him to close his eyes and pick up 
one wooden/plastic letter. Then, the student will write the letter on the board.

• Ask students to play this game in pairs, and write the letters in their book (Ac-
tivity-F, page-56)

4. Practice activities: Tell Ss, ‘We will play a game with letters’. Tell Ss to make a 
pair. [Provide materials if possible.]

• Ask Ss to play the game with their partner. Show them how to play the game.
• One student will close her/his eyes, and touch the wooden/plastic letters. Then 

say the letter aloud, and write it on the book (Activity-F, Page-56). Change the 
partner role. Do it in turns.

• Now tell, ‘We will make fun letters’. Tell Ss to prepare their materials. [Provide 
materials if possible.]

• Allow Ss some time for this Activity, and ask every student to do it individually. 
[Monitor and provide support if necessary.]

• After making the fun letter, Tell Ss to display those letters in the classroom. 
[Support Ss to display the letters.]

• Tell Ss to move around the classroom, and look at the letters. 
5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the begin-
ning of the book]

• Check student’s learning when students are writing in the boxes, and observe 
students’ engagement when making fun letters.

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 67
Domain Indicators for the letters (s, S, t T)

Knowledge 1. Write non-cursive small letters using dotted lines.
2. Write non-cursive capital letters using dotted lines.

Skill 3. Write non-cursive small letters legibly.
4. Write non-cursive capital letters legibly.
5. Student make fun letters with the available materials.

Attitude and Values 6. Student actively involved in making fun letters.
7. Student enjoyed displaying the learnt letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot write the letters in the boxes. Reassess 
and make sure they are learning.
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7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’ 

Lesson 19: u U  v V  w W

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B 
Page: 57

1.1.1 recognize the sounds of the alphabet in familiar words
3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.1 read the pictures of familiar objects and events

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity A, B; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
audio/video clip (if available) 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 

2. Review prior knowledge: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song). 
• Review the alphabet playing a language game. [Provide support to them if  

necessary.]
3. Presentation of the session: Tell Ss ‘Open your book at page 57’. Tell them to 
think individually about the objects in the picture given at Activity-A.

• Encourage Ss to say the name of the objects either in Bangla or English.  
• Tell Ss ‘Today we will learn about umbrella, van, water, and know how to pronounce 

them in English’.
• Now show/draw a picture of ‘umbrella’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ 

Encourage them to say the word of that picture. Now, say the word. Tell Ss to 
repeat the word after you 2/3 times.

• Show the picture(s) of Activity-B. Tell them ‘Listen to me, and repeat after me’. 
Teacher will put a finger on the word (umbrella) associated with the picture 
while saying the word. Ss repeat the word 2/3 times. [Provide support to them if 
necessary.]

• Now, put the finger on the initial letter ‘u’ of the word ‘umbrella’. Say the sound of 
the letter ‘u’ aloud. Tell Ss to listen and repeat after you 2/3 times. Follow the same 
process for the capital letter ‘U’. [If audio is available, play the sound of the letter.]
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• Indicating the letters ‘u’, ‘U’. Ask Ss ‘Do they have the same or different sound?’. 
Now, tell them the sounds are the same for small ‘u’ and capital ‘U’.

• Then, indicate the capital letter ‘U’, and say the letter’s sound aloud. Tell Ss to
      repeat after you 2/3 times.
• Tell Ss that we know the letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘u, U’ is /ju:/. Tell 

Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. Take help from audio if necessary.
• After learning the letter ‘u/U’, tell Ss that we will know the sound of another 

letter ‘v/V’.
• Now show/draw a picture of ‘van’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encour-

age them to say the word of that picture. [Allow Ss to say in Bangla]. Then ask 
Ss, ‘How do we say that in English?’. Now, say the word. Tell Ss to repeat the 
word after you 2/3 times.

• Then, tell Ss ‘Listen to me, and repeat after me’. Teacher puts the finger on the 
word (van) associated with the picture while saying the word. Ss repeat the word 
2/3 times.

• Now, put the finger on the initial letter ‘v’ of the word ‘van’. Say the sound of 
the letter ‘v’ aloud. Tell Ss to listen and repeat after you 2/3 times. Follow the 
same process for the capital letter ‘V’. [If audio is available, play the sound of 
the letter.] 

• Indicating the letters ‘v’ and ‘V’. Ask Ss ‘Do they have the same or different 
sounds?’. Now, tell Ss that the sounds are the same for small ‘v’ and capital ‘V’.

• Tell Ss we will know the letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘v, V’ is /vi:/. Tell 
Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. Take help from audio if necessary. 

• After learning the letter ‘v/V’; tell Ss, we will know the sound of another letter 
‘w/W’.

• Now show/draw an image of ‘water’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ En-
courage them to say the word of that picture. [Allow Ss to say in Bangla]. Then 
ask Ss, ‘How do we say that in English?’. Now, say the word. Tell Ss to repeat 
the word after you 2/3 times.

• Then, tell Ss ‘Listen to me, and repeat after me’. Teacher puts the finger on the 
word (water) associated with the image/picture while saying the word. Ss repeat 
the word 2/3 times.

• Now, put the finger on the initial letter ‘w’ of the word ‘water’. Say the sound of 
the letter ‘w’ aloud. Tell Ss to listen and repeat after you 2/3 times. Follow the 
same process for the capital letter ‘W’. [If audio is available, play the sound of 
the letter.] 

• Indicating the letters ‘w’ and ‘W’. Ask Ss ‘Do they have the same or different 
sounds?’. Now, tell Ss that the sounds are the same for small ‘w’ and capital 
‘W’.

• Tell Ss we will know the letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘w, W’ is /’dʌbᶕl-
ju:/. Tell Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. Take help from audio if necessary.
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• Review the letters (u U, v V, w W) again. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

4. Practice activities: Pairwork: Divide Ss into pairs. One student will point at the 
pictures in their book (umbrella, van, water), and the other will say the word. Tell 
them to practice in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them if necessary. 

• Now, arrange another pairwork. One student shows the letter card/ letter in the 
textbook, the other student says the sound of letters (u, U, v, V, w, W). Tell them 
to practice in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them if necessary.   

• Then, arrange another pairwork changing the partner. One student shows the 
letter card/ letter in the textbook, the other student says the name of the letters 
(u, U, v, V, w, W). Tell them to practice in turns. Monitor pairwork and support 
them if necessary.   

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the general guidelines of assessing learning given at 
the beginning of the book.]

• Teacher first shows the pictures/ images (umbrella, van, water), and aks student 
individually to say the words. 

• Again, teacher says/plays the sound of letters, S will show or pick the correct 
letter card while listening to the audio.

• Then, teacher writes the words/letters on the board, or sticks the word cards/
letters on the board. Ask Ss to say the initial sound of the letter without saying 
the letter name.

• Parise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 68
Domain Indicators for the letters (u U, v V, w W)

Knowledge 1. S says the words of familiar objects.
2. S recognizes the sounds of the letter.

Skill 3. S identifies the sounds of the letter.
4. S pronounces the letter correctly.

Attitude and Values 5. Shows intrerest in learning the letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot say the words or sounds of the letters. 
Reassess and make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, 
‘What have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’
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Lesson 19: u U  v V  w W

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: C, E 
Page: 57, 58

3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.2 recognize and read aloud the capital letters properly
4.1.3 recognize and read aloud the small letters properly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity C, E; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
audio/video clip (if available)

 
Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes

Teaching Learning Activity
1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review of the previous session: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song). 

• Review the previous lesson playing language games. [Provide support to them if 
necessary.]

3. Presentation of the session: Show/draw a picture of a school dress ‘uniform’ on 
the board and write the word ‘uniform’ under the picture. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ En-
courage them to say the word of the picture. Tell Ss to repeat the word after you 2/3 
times.

• Then, put a finger on the initial letter ‘u’ of the word ‘uniform’; say the sound of 
the letter ‘u’. Tell Ss ‘Listen and repeat after me’. [If audio is available, play the 
sound of the letter ‘u’]

• Follow the same for introducing the capital letter ‘U’ with the word ‘Uniform’. 
[Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Again, follow the same process for introducing the small letter ‘v’ with the word 
‘vase’, capital letter ‘V’ with the word ‘Vase’; for introducing the small letter ‘w’ 
with the word ‘wheel’, capital letter ‘W’ with the word ‘Wheel’

• Activity-C: Now, tell Ss ‘Open your book at page 57’. Then tell them, ‘Look at 
the letters.’

• Show the letter cards of ‘u, U, v, V, w, W’, and ask Ss to recall and say the letter 
names. Do it 2/3 times. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

4. Practice activities: [Provide letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters to Ss to  
       practice the sounds of the letters and learn the names of the letters]

• Divide Ss into pairs. One student shows the pictures (umbrella, uniform, van, vase, 
water, wheel), and the other says the word. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Now, arrange another pairwork. One student shows the letters (u, U, v, V, w, W) 
associated with word-pictures/ letters given in the textbook, and the other student 
says the sound of letters (u, U, v, V, w, W). Tell them to do it in turns. Monitor 
pairwork and support them if necessary. 
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• Again, one student says the sound of the letter (u, U, v, V, w, W), and the other 
student chooses/picks up/ shows the related letter/word card. Tell them to do it in 
turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]  

• Then, arrange another pairwork changing the partner. One student shows the letters 
(letter cards/ wooden/ plastic letters of u, U, v, V, w, W), and the other student says 
the name of the letters. Tell them to do it in turns. Monitor pairwork and support 
them if necessary.

• Again, one student says the letter name of (u, U, v, V, w, W), and the other student 
chooses/picks up/ shows the related letter card, wooden card/ plastic letter card. 
Tell them to do it in turns. Monitor pairwork and provide support  to them if neces-
sary.

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the begin-
ning of the book.]

• Teacher draws pictures with the words on the board/ sticks the word cards on the 
board. Ask S individually to say the initial sound of the letter. 

• Then, the teacher shows the letter cards and asks S individually to say the letter 
name. 

• Now, tell Ss to look at the Activity-E, page-56. Ask them to read and match the 
small letters with the capital letters. Allow them to do it on their textbook by 
drawing lines. [Techer can provide worksheets or wooden/ plastic letters for this 
Activity.]

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicator - 69
Domain Indicators for the letters (u U, v V, w W)

Knowledge 1. Say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words.
2. Recognize the small letters properly.
3. Recognize the capital letters properly.

Skill 4. Read aloud the small letters properly.
5. Read aloud the capital letters properly.
6. Match the small letters with the capital letters.

Attitude and Values 7. Enjoy reading the letters aloud.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot say and read the letters. Reassess and 
make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’
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Lesson 19: u U  v V  w W

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 03: D 
Page: 58

7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity D; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
Worksheets; audio/video clip (if available)

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 

2. Review of the previous session: Review the session by singing a song (Alphabet 
song) or playing a language game. [Provide support to them if necessary.]
3. Presentation of the session: Tell Ss, today we are going to learn how to write the 
letters (u, U, v, V, w, W) moving our hands.

• Elicit student’s ideas about writing the letters as they have seen the letters (u, U, 
v, V, w, W) in the previous classes. Encourage Ss to draw the letters in the air 
using imagination.

• Now, face towards the board. Trace the small letter ‘u’ slowly in the air with 
finger. Follow the direction (down-round-up) used in the textbook and say the

     direction aloud while tracing. Then, say the name of the letter / ju:/.

• Tell Ss to trace in the air 2/3 times after the teacher. [Provide support to them if 
necessary.]

• Now, draw lines on the board (like Activity-D), and write the letter ‘u’ using 
dotted lines. Say the direction aloud ‘down-round-up’ while writing the letter. 
Tell Ss to look at how you hold the pen/chalk, and write the letter. 

• Then, tell Ss to open their book, and look at the direction of the letter-writing ‘u’ 
in the textbook Activity-D, Page-58. 

• Tell Ss to complete tracing the first two dotted letters in their book. Monitor the 
class, and support Ss if necessary. Praise Ss.

• Follow the same process for writing the letters ‘U’, ‘v’, ‘V’, ‘w’, ‘W’. Monitor 
the class, and support Ss if necessary.

[For writing the capital letter ‘U’, the direction (down-round-up); 
For writing the small letter ‘v’, the direction (down right -up right); For capital letter 
‘V’, the direction (down right -up right). And the name of the letter V is / vi: /.
For writing the small letter ‘w’, the direction (down-up-down-up); For capital letter 
‘W’, the direction (down-up-down-up). And the name of the letter W is /’dʌbᶕlju:/]
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4. Practice activities: Now, tell Ss to complete writing the rest of the dotted letters 
individually in their book.

• Ensure everyone is writing; monitor their writing and support them if necessary.
• Then, divide Ss into pairs. One student says the letter name of (u, U, v, V, w, W), 

and the other student writes the letter in their exercise book accordingly. Change 
their role in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

[Play a game, if possible, and gender sensitivity should be kept in mind. For example 
- Ss draw a letter with their finger on their partner’s back. The partner student has to 
guess the letter. Show Ss how to play the game.]

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the begin-
ning of the book.]

• Ask Ss to write the small letters (c, d) individually in their exercise book. Then, 
ask to write capital letters (C, D) in their exercise book. [Provide worksheet if 
possible.]

• Now, say the letter names randomly, and ask Ss to write individually in their 
exercise book.

• Then, invite few Ss in front of the class. Tell them to write the letters on the 
board. You can invite them randomly to write.

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 70
Domain Indicators for the letters (u U, v V, w W)

Knowledge 1. Know the form of non-cursive small letters.
2. Know the form of non-cursive capital letters.

Skill 3. Write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly.
4. Write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly.

Attitude and Values 5. Show interest in writing small and capital letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot write the letters. Reassess and make 
sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]

8. Concluding the session: Before concluding the session, tell Ss ‘Tomorrow we will 
make fun letters ‘u, U, v, V, w, W’ with paper, leaves, sticks, seeds, ropes etc.’ Tell Ss 
to bring the materials from their home if possible. 
Now, conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. See you in the next 
class.’
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Lesson 19: u U  v V  w W

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 04: F, G 
Page: 59

7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity F; letters cards; worksheets; audio/video clip (if 
available)

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.
2. Review of the previous session: Review the session with a song (Alphabet song) 
or playing a language game. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Tell, today we are going to make fun letters ‘u, U, v, V, w, W’ with paper, leaves, 
ropes etc.

3. Presentation of the session: Before making fun letters, tell Ss we are going to 
review the Activity-D.

• Write the letters (u, U, v, V, w, W) on the board, say the direction aloud when you 
are writing.

• Then, invite few Ss in front of the class to write the letters on the board.
4. Practice activities: Tell Ss to open their book, and look at the Activity-F, Page-59.

• Show Ss one example to do the Activity-F.
• Ask Ss to say the name of the pictures and write the initial letter(small/capital) 

of each word in the box. [Monitor and provide support if necessary.]
• After completing the activity, tell Ss, ‘We will make fun letters’. Tell Ss to pre-

pare their materials. [Provide materials if possible.]
• Allow Ss some time for this Activity, and ask every student to do it individually. 

[Monitor and provide support if necessary.]
• After making the fun letter, tell Ss to display those letters in the classroom. [Sup-

port Ss to display the letters.]
• Tell Ss to move around the classroom, and look at the letters. 

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the begin-
ning of the book]

• Check student’s learning when students are writing initial letters in the boxes, 
and observe students’ engagement when making fun letters.

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.
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Assessment Indicators - 71
Domain Indicators for the letters (u U, v V, w W)

Knowledge 1. Write non-cursive small letters using dotted lines.
2. Write non-cursive capital letters using dotted lines.

Skill 3. Write non-cursive small letters legibly.
4. Write non-cursive capital letters legibly.
5. S makes fun letters with the available materials.

Attitude and Values 6. S actively involves in making fun letters.
7. S enjoys displaying the learnt letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot write the letters in the boxes. Reassess 
and make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’

Lesson 20: x X  y Y  z Z

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B 
Page: 58

1.1.1 recognize the sounds of the alphabet in familiar words
3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.1 read the pictures of familiar objects and events

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity A, B; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
audio/video clip (if available)

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
2. Review prior knowledge: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song). 

• Review the alphabet playing a language game. [Provide support to them if neces-
sary.]

3. Presentation of the session: Tell Ss ‘Open your book at page 60’. Tell them to 
think individually about the objects in the picture given at Activity-A.

• Encourage Ss to say the name of the objects either in Bangla or English. 
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• Tell Ss ‘Today we will learn about x-ray, yoke, zebra; and know how to pro-
nounce them in English’.

• Now show/draw a picture of ‘x-ray’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encour-
age them to say the word of that picture. Now, say the word. Tell Ss to repeat the 
word after you 2/3 times. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Show the picture(s) of Activity-B. Tell them ‘Listen to me, and repeat after me’. 
Teacher will put a finger on the word (x-ray) associated with the picture while say-
ing the word. Ss repeat the word 2/3 times. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Now, put the finger on the initial letter ‘x’ of the word ‘x-ray’. Say the sound of the 
letter ‘x’ aloud. Tell Ss to listen and repeat after you 2/3 times. Follow the same 
process for the capital letter ‘X’. [If audio is available, play the sound of the letter.] 

• Indicating the letters ‘x, X’. Ask Ss ‘Do they have the same or different sounds?’. 
Now, tell them the sounds are the same for small ‘x’ and capital ‘X’.

• Then, indicate the capital letter ‘X’, and say the letter’s sound aloud. Tell Ss to 
repeat after you 2/3 times.

• Tell Ss we know that letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘x, X’ is /eks/. Tell Ss 
to repeat after you 2/3 times. Take help from audio if necessary.

• After learning the letter ‘x/X’, tell Ss that we will know the sound of another 
letter ‘y/Y’.

• Now show/draw a picture of ‘yoke’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encour-
age them to say the word of that picture. [Allow Ss to say in Bangla]. Then ask 
Ss, ‘How do we say that in English?’. Now, say the word. Tell Ss to repeat the 
word after you 2/3 times. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Then, tell Ss ‘Listen to me, and repeat after me’. Teacher puts the finger on the 
word (yoke) associated with the picture while saying the word. Ss repeat the 
word 2/3 times.

• Now, put the finger on the initial letter ‘y’ of the word ‘yoke’. Say the sound of the 
letter ‘y’ aloud. Tell Ss to listen and repeat after you 2/3 times. Follow the same 
process for the capital letter ‘Y’. [If audio is available, play the sound of the letter.] 

• Indicating the letters ‘y’ and ‘Y’. Ask Ss ‘Do they have the same or different 
sounds?’. Now, tell Ss that the sounds are the same for small ‘y’ and capital ‘Y’.

• Tell Ss we will know the letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘y, Y’ is /wɒI/. 
Tell Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. Take help from audio if necessary.

• After learning the letter ‘y/Y’, tell Ss that we will know the sound of another 
letter ‘z/Z’.

• Now show/draw an image of ‘zebra’ on the board. Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encour-
age them to say the word of that picture. [Allow Ss to say in Bangla]. Then ask 
Ss, ‘How do we say that in English?’. Now, say the word. Tell Ss to repeat the 
word after you 2/3 times.

• Then, tell Ss ‘Listen to me, and repeat after me’. Teacher puts the finger on the 
word (zebra) associated with the image/picture while saying the word. Ss repeat
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     the word 2/3 times.
• Now, put the finger on the initial letter ‘z’ of the word ‘zebra’. Say the sound of 

the letter ‘z’ aloud. Tell Ss to listen and repeat after you 2/3 times. Follow the
    same process for the capital letter ‘Z’. [If audio is available, play the sound of 

the letter.] 
• Indicating the letters ‘z’ and ‘Z’. Ask Ss ‘Do they have the same or different 

sounds?’. Now, tell Ss that the sounds are the same for small ‘z’ and capital ‘Z’.
• Tell Ss we will know the letter’s name now. The letter name of ‘z, Z’ is /zed/ or 

/zi:/. Tell Ss to repeat after you 2/3 times. Take help from audio if necessary.
• Review the letters ( x X, y Y, z Z ) again. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

4. Practice activities: Pairwork: Divide Ss into pairs. One student will point at the 
pictures in their book (x-ray, yoke, zebra), and the other will say the word. Tell them 
to practice in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them if necessary. 

• Now, arrange another pairwork. One student shows the letter card/ letter in the 
textbook, the other student says the sound of letters (x, X, y, Y, z, Z). Tell them 
to practice in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them if necessary.   

• Then, arrange another pairwork changing the partner. One student shows the 
letter card/ letter in the textbook, the other student says the name of the letters (x, 
X, y, Y, z, Z). Tell them to practice in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them 
if necessary.   

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the general guidelines of assessing learning given at 
the beginning of the book.]

• Teacher first shows the pictures/ images (x-ray, yoke, zebra), and asks student 
individually to say the words. 

• Again, teacher says/plays the sound of letters, S will show or pick the correct 
letter card while listening to the audio.

• Then, teacher writes the words/letters on the board, or sticks the word cards/
letters on the board. Ask Ss to say the initial sound of the letter without saying 
the letter name.

• Parise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 72
Domain Indicators for the letters ( x X, y Y, z Z )

Knowledge 1. S says the words of familiar objects.
2. S recognizes the sounds of the letter.

Skill 3. S identifies the sounds of the letter.
4. S pronounces the letter correctly.

Attitude and Values 5. S shows interest in learning the letters.
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6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot say the words or sounds of the letters. 
Reassess and make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’ 

Lesson 20: x X  y Y  z Z

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: C, E 
Page: 61, 62

3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.2 recognize and read aloud the capital letters properly
4.1.3 recognize and read aloud the small letters properly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity C, E; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
audio/video clip (if available)

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 

2. Review of the previous session: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song). 
• Review the previous lesson playing language games. [Provide support to them if 

necessary.]

3. Presentation of the session: Review the Activity B of the previous class.
• Then, show the letter cards of ‘u, U, v, V, w, W’, and Tell Ss to recall and say the 

letter names. Do it 2/3 times
4. Practice activities: [Provide letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters to Ss to 
practice the sounds of the letters and learn the names of the letters]

• Divide Ss into pairs. One student shows the pictures (x-ray, yoke, zebra), and the 
other says the word. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Now, arrange another pairwork. One student shows the letters (x, X, y, Y, z, Z) 
associated with word-pictures/ letters given in the textbook, and the other stu-
dent says the sound of letters (x, X, y, Y, z, Z). Tell them to do it in turns. Monitor 
pairwork and support them if necessary. (Activity-C, Page-61)

• Again, one student says the sound of the letter (x, X, y, Y, z, Z), and the other 
student chooses/picks up/ shows the related letter/word card. Tell them to do it 
in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]
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• Then, arrange another pairwork changing the partner. One student shows the 
letters (letter cards/ Wooden/ plastic letters of u, x, X, y, Y, z, Z), and the other 
student says the name of the letters. Tell them to do it in turns. Monitor pairwork 
and support them if necessary.

• Again, one student says the letter name of (x, X, y, Y, z, Z), and the other student 
chooses/picks up/ shows the related letter card, wooden card/ plastic letter card. 
Tell them to do it in turns. Monitor pairwork and support to them if necessary.

5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the begin-
ning of the book.]

• Teacher draws pictures with the words on the board/ sticks the word cards on the 
board. Ask S individually to say the initial sound of the letter. 

• Then, the teacher shows the letter cards and asks S individually to say the letter 
name. 

• Now, tell Ss to look at the Activity-E, page-62. Ask them to read and match the 
small letters with the capital letters. Allow them to do it in their textbook by 
drawing lines. [Techer can provide worksheets, or wooden/ plastic letters for this 
Activity.]

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment indicators - 73
Domain Indicators for the letters ( x X, y Y, z Z )

Knowledge 1. Say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words.

2. Recognize the small letters properly.

3. Recognize the capital letters properly.

Skill 4. Read aloud the small letters properly.

5. Read aloud the capital letters properly.

6. Match the small letters with the capital letters.

Attitude and Values 7. Enjoy reading the letters aloud.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot say and read the letters. Reassess and 
make sure they are learning.

7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]

8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’
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Lesson 20: x X  y Y  z Z

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 03: D
Page: 61

7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity D; letter cards/ wooden letters/ plastic letters; 
Worksheets; audio/video clip (if available)

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 

2. Review of the previous session: Review the session by singing a song (Alphabet 
song) or playing a language game. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

3. Presentation of the session: Tell Ss, today we are going to learn how to write the 
letters (x, X, y, Y, z, Z) moving our hands.

• Elicit student’s ideas about writing the letters as they have seen the letters (x, 
X, y, Y, z, Z) in the previous classes. Encourage Ss to draw the letters in the air 
using imagination.

• Now, face towards the board. Trace the small letter ‘x’ slowly in the air with a 
finger. Follow the direction (down right – down left) used in the textbook and 
say the direction aloud while tracing. Then, say the name of the letter /eks/.

• Tell Ss to trace in the air 2/3 times after the teacher. [Provide support to them if 
necessary.]

• Now, draw lines on the board (like Activity-D), and write the letter ‘x’ using 
dotted lines. Say the direction aloud ‘down right – down left’ while writing the 
letter. Tell Ss to look at how you hold the pen/chalk, and write the letter. 

• Then, tell Ss to open their book, and look at the direction of the letter-writing ‘x’ 
in the textbook Activity-D, Page-61.

• Tell Ss to complete tracing the first two dotted letters in their book. Monitor the 
class, and support Ss if necessary. Praise Ss.

• Follow the same process for writing the letters ‘X’, ‘y’, ‘Y’, ‘z’, ‘Z’. Monitor the 
class, and support Ss if necessary.

[For writing the capital letter ‘X’, the direction (down right – down left); 
For writing the small letter ‘y’, the direction (down - down left); For the capital letter 
‘Y’, the direction (down-down-down). And the name of the letter Y is / wɒI /.
For writing the small letter ‘z’, the direction (across-down-across); For the capital 
letter ‘Z’, the direction (across-down-across). And the name of the letter Z is /zed/ or 
/zi:/]
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4. Practice activities: Now, tell Ss to complete writing the rest of the dotted letters 
individually in their book.

• Ensure everyone is writing; monitor their writing and support them if necessary.
• Then, divide Ss into pairs. One student says the letter name of (x, X, y, Y, z, Z), 

and the other student writes the letter in their exercise book accordingly. Change 
their role in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

[Play a game, if possible, and gender sensitivity should be kept in mind. For example 
- Ss draw a letter with their finger on their partner’s back. The partner student has to 
guess the letter. Show Ss how to play the game.]
5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the begin-
ning of the book.]

• Ask Ss to write the small letters (x, y, z) individually in their exercise book. 
Then, ask to write capital letters (X, Y, Z) in their exercise book. [Provide work-
sheet if possible.]

• Now, say the letter names randomly, and ask Ss to write individually in their 
exercise book. 

• Then, invite few Ss in front of the class. Tell them to write the letters on the 
board. You can invite them randomly to write.

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 74
Domain Indicators for the letters ( x X, y Y, z Z )

Knowledge 1. Know the form of non-cursive small letters.
2. Know the form of non-cursive capital letters.

Skill 3. Write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly.
4. Write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly.

Attitude and Values 5. Show interest in writing small and capital letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot write the letters. Reassess and make 
sure they are learning.

7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]

8. Concluding the session: Before concluding the session, tell Ss ‘Tomorrow we 
will make fun letters ‘x, X, y, Y, z, Z’ with paper, leaves, sticks, seeds, ropes etc.’ Tell 
Ss to bring the materials from their home if possible. Now, conclude today’s session 
saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. See you in the next class.’
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Lesson 20: x X  y Y  z Z

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 04: F, G 
Page: 62

7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Picture of Activity F; letters cards; worksheets; audio/video clip (if 
available)

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.

2. Review of the previous session: Review the session with a song (Alphabet song) 
or playing a language game. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Tell, today we will play a game and make fun letters with the letters ‘x, X, y, Y, z, Z’.
3. Presentation of the session: Before playing the game, tell Ss we are going to re-
view the Activity-D.

• Write the letters (x, X, y, Y, z, Z) on the board, and say the direction aloud when 
you are writing.

• Then, invite a student in front of the class. Ask him to close his eyes and pick up 
one wooden/plastic letter. Then, the student will write the letter on the board.

• Ask students to play this game in pairs, and write the letters in their book (Ac-
tivity-F, page-62) [Provide support to them if necessary.]

4. Practice activities: Tell Ss, ‘We will play a game with letters’. Tell Ss to make a 
pair. [Provide materials if possible.]

• Ask Ss to play the game with their partner. Show them how to play the game.
• One student will close her/his eyes, and touch the wooden/plastic letters. Then 

say the letter aloud, and write it on her/his khata (Activity-F, Page-62). Change 
the partner role. Do it in turns. [Provide support to them if necessary.]

• Then tell, ‘We will make fun letters’. Tell Ss to prepare their materials. [Provide 
materials if possible.]

• Allow Ss some time for this Activity, and ask every student to do it individually. 
[Monitor and provide support if necessary.]

• After making the fun letter, tell Ss to display those letters in the classroom. [Sup-
port Ss to display the letters.]

• Tell Ss to move around the classroom, and look at the letters.
5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the begin-
ning of the book.]
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• Check student’s learning when students are writing initial letters in the boxes, 
and observe students’ engagement when making fun letters.

• Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 75
Domain Indicators for the letters ( x X, y Y, z Z )

Knowledge 1. Write non-cursive small letters using dotted lines.
2. Write non-cursive capital letters using dotted lines.

Skill 3. Write non-cursive small letters legibly.
4. Write non-cursive capital letters legibly.
5. S makes fun letters with the available materials.

Attitude and Values 6. S actively involves in making fun letters.
7. S enjoys displaying the learnt letters.

6. Feedback: Support the students who cannot write the letters in the boxes. Reassess 
and make sure they are learning.
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask Ss randomly, ‘What 
have we learnt today?’ [Say in Bangla if necessary]
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’ 

Review
Lesson 20: s-z S-Z

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 05: 1.1.1 recognize the sounds of the alphabet in familiar words

3.1.1 say proper sounds of the letters in familiar words
4.1.2 recognize and read aloud the capital letters properly
4.1.3 recognize and read aloud the small letters properly
7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching Aids: Pictures; letter cards; plastic/ wooden letters; audio/video clip (if 
available)
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Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.
2. Review prior knowledge: Start the session with a song (Alphabet song) or play a 
language game. [Provide support to them if necessary.]
3. Presentation of the session: Show the pictures/ images related to the letters (S-Z). 
Ask Ss ‘What’s this?’ Encourage them to say the word of that picture. 

• Then, put your finger on the initial letters (small/ capital) of each word; say the 
sound of the letters. Tell Ss ‘Listen and repeat after me’.

• Again, indicate the initial letters (small/capital), and ask Ss to say the sound of 
the letters.

• After reviewing the sound of the letter ‘S-Z’, ask Ss to say the letter’s name (S-
Z). Take help from audio if necessary.

• Praise Ss at the end of this Activity.

4. Practice activities: Divide Ss into pairs (mixing slow learner and advanced learner). 
One student show letter cards or wooden/plastic letters, and the other student says the 
name of the letters. Tell them to practice in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them 
if necessary. 

• Again, one student says the letter name (S-Z), and the other student chooses/
picks up/ shows the related letter card, wooden card/ plastic letter card. Tell them 
to do it in turns. Monitor pairwork and support them if necessary.

[Play a game, if possible, and gender sensitivity should be kept in mind. For example 
- Ss draw a letter with their finger on their partner’s back. The partner student has to 
guess the letter, and say the letter name aloud. Show Ss how to play the game.]

• Then, divide Ss into pairs (mixing slow learner and advanced learner). One stu-
dent says the letter name (S-Z), and the other student writes the letter in their 
exercise book accordingly. Change their role in turns. [Provide support to them if 
necessary.]

[Support Ss individually who did not achieve the learning outcomes in the previous 
classes. Go back to the assessment checklists of the previous sessions to identify Ss 
who cannot read and write the Alphabet. Make sure every student can say, read and 
write the letters (S-Z) properly.]
5. Assessing learning: [Follow the assessing learning guidelines given at the begin-
ning of the book.]

• Check student’s learning when students are reading and writing the letters (S-Z) 
in pairs.

•  Praise Ss at the end.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.
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Assment Indicators - 76
Domain Indicators for the letters ( s—z, S—Z )

Knowledge 1. Say the letter sound properly.
2. Say the letter name.

Skill 3. Read the letter aloud properly.
4. Write non-cursive small letters legibly.
5. Write non-cursive capital letters legibly.

Attitude and values 6. Feel confident in writing the letters neatly and legibly.

6. Summary of the session: Ask Ss randomly, ‘What have we learnt today?’
7. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. 
See you in the next class.’ 

Lesson 21:   Review of a A — z Z

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A 
Page: 63

7.2.1 write non-cursive capital letters neatly and legibly
7.2.2 write non-cursive small letters neatly and legibly

Teaching aids: Alphabet chart

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Say “Good morning, students” with a smiling face. 
• Ask Ss ‘How are you?’, and encourage them to reply ‘Fine, thank you’. 
• Show an alphabet chart of both capital and small letter together. Tell the students 

to see the chart.
• Now point at letters randomly and ask students to say the name of the letters.
• Now tell Ss that today we are going to write the letters aA-Zz. 

2. Review of the previous session: Ask Ss “What did we learn yesterday?” [Provide 
support to them if necessary.] 
3. Presentation of the session: Invite two or three students in front of the class. Ask 
them to write capital and small letters (any letters) using dotted lines on the board.
4. Practice activities: Now tell all students to open their books at page 63, Activity A. 

• Ask them to write the letters aA-Zz on dotted lines in their books. [Provide sup-
port to them if necessary.]

5. Assessing learning: Assess student’s writing individually. Find out the students 
who can’t write well. Provide support to them to write the letters properly.
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Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.
Assessment Indicators - 77

Domain Indicators for the letters (a—z, A—Z)
Knowledge 1. Say the letter sound properly.

2. Say the letter name.
Skill 3. Read the letter aloud properly.

4. Write non-cursive small letters legibly.
5. Write non-cursive capital letters legibly.

Attitude and values 6. Feel confident in writing the letters neatly and legibly.

6. Concluding the session: Say “Goodbye, my dear Ss. See you in the next class.” 
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Unit 3: Classroom instructions

Class-wise Attainable Competencies: 
1.3  Following simple classroom commands and instructions with appropriate gesture
2.1  Listening to rhymes, cartoons and digital contents in English for enjoyment 

Lesson 1: Classroom Instructions 1

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B and C 
Page: 65,66

1.3.1 Respond to simple classroom commands with 
appropriate gesture 

Teaching aids: Picture of activity A, B & C audio/video clip/QR Code

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.
2. Review of the previous session: Ask Ss some relevant questions to get informa-
tion about what they learnt yesterday.
3. Presentation of the session:
Activity A: Showing a picture ask the students to think alone then discuss in pair and 
help them to guess the lesson title.

• Teacher says the sentences given in the teacher’s bubble and students’ bubble. 
Students listen and repeat the speech at least twice. 

• Teacher says the sentences given in the Teachers’ bubble and student listen and 
respond properly using students’ bubble and repeat the activity.

Activity B: Teacher says the sentences from teacher’s bubble and student’s bubble 
respectively. All students listen and repeat 2/3 times.

• Ask one student to come in front. Teacher says from the teacher’s bubble and the 
student responds using student’s bubble. Other students listen to them. (Do the 
process with two or three students)  

4. Practice activities: 
Activity A: Make some small groups. In groups one student says the sentences from 
teacher’s bubble; the other students say the sentence from student’s bubble. Then 
change the role. In this way all the students play the role of the student as well as the 
teacher also. Practice more than 2 or 3 times.   
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• Ask students to practice in pair. In pair one student says the sentences from 
teacher’s bubble the other student says the sentence from students’ bubble. Then 
change the role. Practice more than 2 or 3 times.    

Activity B: Make some small groups. In groups one student says the sentence from 
teacher’s bubble, the other students say the sentence from student’s bubble. Then 
change the role. In this way all the students play the role of the student as well as the 
teacher also. Practice more than 2 or 3 times.        

• Ask students to practice in pair. In pair one student says the sentences from 
teacher’s bubble the other student says the sentence from student’s bubble. Then 
change the role. Practice more than 2 or 3 times.  

5.Assessing learning: Activity C: Ask the students to listen to the teacher and point 
at the right picture in their textbook. 

• Students point at the right picture and follow the teacher’s commands with TPR. 
Check Ss’ learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 78
Domain Indicator

Knowledge 1. Students recalls the commands
Skill 2. Students follow the commands appropriately
Attitude & Values 3. Students follow the commands politely with gesture

6. Feedback: Monitor and provide necessary help to the students who cannot point at 
the right picture or follow the commands.
7. Summary of the session: Explain the commands of this session using TPR if 
necessary
8. Concluding the session: Conclude the session saying, ‘Goodbye, see you in the 
next class.’

Lesson 1: Classroom Instructions 1

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: D  
Page: 66

1.3.1 Respond to simple classroom commands with  
          appropriate gesture 

Teaching aids: Audio/video clip

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

2. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.
• Command Ss ‘Stand up please, Sit down’, and encourage them to follow.
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2. Review of the previous session: Repeat major language items from the previous 
class and ask the students to follow.
11. Presentation of the session: Teacher says the model dialogues from the activity 
D and the students will listen and repeat.  

• Practice the dialogue in the class. Here teacher says his/her dialogue and the 
student respond to their part.

• Invite 3 students to the front. Tell them to role play and make the dialogues using 
Activity D

12. Practice activities: Make groups of 3 and instruct all groups to do the role play 
using the model dialogues from activity D (Teacher may use Bangla for instruction). 

• Groups perform their role using dialogues from activity D (page-66). 
• Teacher monitors and helps Ss if necessary. 

5.Assessing learning: Teacher observes the groups based on the model dialogues in 
the Activity
 D and find out the students who can’t take part in role play.
Check Ss’ learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 79
Domain Indicator

Knowledge 1. Students understand the instructions.
Skill 2. Students perform in the role properly.
Attitude and Values 3. Students follow the commands polietly.

6. Feedback: Teacher monitors and provides necessary help to the students who  
cannot perform properly. 
7. Summary of the session: Explain the commands of this session, use Bangla and 
TPR if necessary. 
8. Concluding the session: Conclude the session saying, ‘Goodbye, see you in the 
next class.’

Lesson 2: Classroom Instructions 2

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A and B  
Page: 67

1.3.1 Respond to simple classroom commands with 
appropriate gesture 
1.3.2 Respond to simple classroom instructions with 
appropriate gesture

Teaching aids: Picture of activity A, B and Audio/video clip/ QR code
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Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

3. Introduction: Exchange greetings using Good morning, How are you? Thank you, 
with a smiling face..

 • Start the class with a warm up activity
            Grandpa says, “Stand-up”
            Grandpa says, “Sit down”
            Grandpa says, “Raise your right hand”
            Grandpa says, “Close your eyes”
            Grandpa says, “-------------------”
Students respond to the teacher’s command with TPR
2.  Review of the previous session: Repeat the major language item from the  
previous class and ask the students to follow.
4.  Presentation of the session: Activity A: By showing a picture ask the students to 
think alone and then discuss in pairs to guess the lesson title.

• Teacher says the sentences given in the teacher’s bubble and students’ bubble. 
Students listen and repeat.

• Teacher says the sentences given in the teacher’s bubble. Students listen to and 
respond properly using students’ bubble. Do the activity at least twice.

Activity B: Teacher says the sentences from the teacher’s bubbles and student’s  
bubble Ss listen and repeat. 

• Teacher says the sentences from the Teachers’ bubbles. Students listen to and 
respond properly using student’s bubble. Do the activity at least twice.

4. Practice activities: 
Activity A: Make some small groups. In groups one student says the sentences 
from teacher’s bubbles; the other students listen and say the sentence from student’s  
bubble. Then change the role. In this way all the students play the role of the student 
as well as teacher also. Practice 2 or 3 times.        

• Ask students to practice in pairs. In pairs, one student says the sentences from 
teacher’s bubbles the other student says the sentence from student’s bubble. 
Then change the role. Practice 2 or 3 times.    

Activity B: Make some small groups. In groups one student says the sentences 
from teacher’s bubbles; the other students listen and say the sentence from student’s  
bubble. Then change the role. In this way all the students play the role of the student 
as well as teacher also. Practice 2 or 3 times.        

• Ask students to practice in pairs. In pairs, one student says the sentences from 
teacher’s bubbles the other student says the sentence from student’s bubble. 
Then change the role. Practice 2 or 3 times. 

5. Assessing learning: Observe every pair. Find out the students who can’t say the 
sentences.
Check Ss’ learning using the following assessment indicators.
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Assessment Indicators - 80
Domain Indicator

Knowledge 1. Student recalls the commands.
Skill 2. Student says the commands properly.
Attitude & values 3. Student  responds to the commands polietly.

6. Feedback: Provide necessary help to the students who cannot respond properly. 
7. Summary of the session: Explain how to respond to the commands of this session.
8. Concluding the session: Conclude the session saying, ‘Goodbye, see you in the 
next class.’

Lesson 2: Classroom commands 2

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: C and D  
Page: 68-69

1.3.1 Respond to simple classroom commands with 
appropriate gesture 
1.3.2 Respond to simple classroom instructions with 
appropriate gesture

Teaching aids: Picture of activity C, audio/video clip/QR Code

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.
• Start the class with a warm up activity

        Grandpa says, “Stand-up”
        Grandpa says, “Sit down”
        Grandpa says, “Raise your right hand”
        Grandpa says, “Close your eyes”
        Grandpa says, “-------------------”
        Students respond to the teacher’s command with TPR

2. Review of the previous session: Repeat major language items from the previous 
class and ask the students to follow.
3. Presentation of the session:
Activity C: Teacher says the sentences. The students listen and repeat. Drill the item 
at least twice. 

•  Teacher says the sentences with actions. The students listen and follow. 
• Teacher says the sentences again. The students listen and point to the pictures in
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        his textbook. Do the activity at least twice.
Activity D: Play the game: “Simon says” with the class. In this game teacher acts as 
Simon. Tell the class when you say “Simon says, stand up.” Simon says, open your 
book.” Then the students do the action. If you don’t utter the phrase “Simon says” 
before giving instruction, anyone who performs the activity is out. 
4. Practice activities: Activity C: Make some small groups. In groups one student 
says the sentences. The other students point at the pictures in  their textbook. Then 
change the role. In this way all the students can say and point at the pictures. 

• Ask the students to practice in paira. In paira, one student says the sentences. 
The other student points at the pictures and does the actions. Then change the 
role. 

Activity D: Make some small groups. Ask the students to play “Simon says” game in 
groups. Now one student from each group acts as Simon and play the game.
5. Assessing learning: Observe every groups work. Find out the students who can’t 
respond to the command.
Check Ss’ learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 81
Domain Indicator

Knowledge 1. Student recalls the commands.
Skill 2. Student says the commands properly.
Attitude & values 3. Student responds to the commands politely.

6. Feedback: Provide necessary help to the students who cannot respond to the com-
mand. 
7. Summary of the session: Explain how to respond to the commands of this session.
8. Concluding the session: Conclude the session saying, ‘Goodbye, see you in the 
next class.’

Lesson 3: Classroom Instructions 3

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B and C  
Page: 70,71

1.3.1 Respond to simple classroom commands with 
appropriate gesture 
1.3.2 Respond to simple classroom instructions with 
appropriate gesture

Teaching aids: Picture of activity A, B & C audio/video clip/QR Code
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Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.
• Play “Simon says” game or start the class with any warm up activity. 

2. Review of the previous session: Repeat the major language item from the  
previous class and ask the students to follow.
3. Presentation of the session:
Activity A: Say the sentences from the bubbles. Ss listen and repeat. Drill the item 
at least twice.

• Say the sentences given in the bubbles and student listen to and respond properly 
. Drill the item at least twice 

Activity B: Say the sentences from the bubbles. Ss listen and repeat. Drill the item 
at least twice.

• Say the sentences given in the bubbles and student listen to and respond properly 
. Drill the item at least twice.

4. Practice activities: Activity A: Make some small groups. In groups one student 
says the sentences from the bubbles, and the other student’s points at the pictures. 
Then change the role. In this way all the students play the both role.   
Activity B: Ask students to practise in pairs. In pairs, one student says the sentences 
from bubbles, the other student responds by pointing at the pictures. Then change the 
role.   
Activity C:  In the same pair one student says the sentences, and the other student 
points at the pictures. Then change the role.
5. Assessing learning: Observe the pairs and find out the students who can’t respond 
and point at the right pictures.
Check Ss’ learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 82
Domain Indicator

Knowledge 1. Student recalls the commands.
Skill 2. Student says the commands properly.
Attitude & values 3. Student responds the commands politely .

6. Feedback: Provide necessary help to the students who can’t respond or point at 
the right pictures.
7. Summary of the session: Explain how to do the activity properly.
8. Concluding the session: Conclude the session saying, ‘Goodbye, see you in the 
next class.’
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Lesson 3: Classroom Instructions 3

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: D  
Page: 72

1.3.1 Respond to simple classroom commands with appropriate 
gesture 
1.3.2 Respond to simple classroom instructions with appropriate 
gesture

Teaching aids: Picture of activity D, audio/video clip/QR Code

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.
• Start the class with a warm up activity. 

2. Review of the previous session: Repeat the major language items from the  
previous class and ask the students to follow.
3. Presentation of the session: Activity D: Showing the first picture, ask the  
students, “What is s/he doing?”. Let the students say whatever they think. Then say, 
“She is cleaning the board.” We usually say, “Clean the board” as a command. Do the 
same activity for all the pictures.

• Make command for all the pictures. Ask a student to the front and say some 
commands to the class and other students to find out the pictures which match to 
the commands. Do the same for all commands.

4. Practice activities: Activity D: Make some small groups. In groups one student 
shows a picture while the other students make the command. Different students show 
the different pictures and others make the commands.

• Ask students to practise in pairs. In pairs, one student shows a picture the other 
student makes the command. Change the role and continue the activity in turns.

• Ask students to respond in pairs. In pairs, one student makes a command and 
the other student responds to the command. Change the role and continue the 
activity in turns.

5. Assessing learning:  Observe the pairs and find the students who can’t make  
commands of the given pictures.
Check Ss’ learning using the following assessment indicators.
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Assessment Indicators - 83
Domain Indicator

Knowledge 1. Student describes the pictures.
Skill 2. Student matches the commands with pictures.
Attitude & values 3. Student makes the commands properly.

6. Feedback: Provide necessary help to the students who can’t make the command.
7. Summary of the session: Explain the pictures and the commands of this session.
8. Concluding the session: Conclude the session saying, ‘Goodbye, see you in the 
next class.’

Lesson 3: Classroom commands 3

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 03: E and F  
Page: 72,73

2.1.1 Listen to rhymes and respond with joy. 

 

Teaching aids: Picture of activity E, audio/video clip

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.
• Start the class with a warm up activity. 

2. Review of the previous session: Repeat major language items from the previous 
class and ask the students to follow.
3. Presentation of the session: 
Activity E: Touching the parts of the body, ask the students, “What’s this?” They may 
reply in Bangla, and you can say it in English. Do it at least twice.

• Invite a student in front of the class. Ask him/her to touch different parts of the 
body and the whole class says the name in English.

Activity-F: Play audio/video or sing the song with action (TPR) from Activity-F and 
ask the students to listen and watch carefully. Ref: you may watch a video of the song 
at: https//www.youtube.com/watch?v=YBJ_-MyV2rU)

• Play audio/video or sing again and ask the Ss to sing after you with actions.
4. Practice activities: Make some small groups. In groups one student touches  
different parts of the body and the other students of the group say the name in English. 

• Ask students to practice in pairs. In pairs, one student touches different parts of 
the body and the other student says the name in English.
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Activity-F: Make some small groups again. In groups students sing the song with 
actions in a circle. They do the practice at least twice.

• Ask students to come out of the desk and start singing all together with actions 
when the teacher says,” Start”.

5. Assessing learning: Ask the whole class to make a big circle and sing the song all 
together with actions. Observe the class and find out the students who can’t do the 
activity properly.
Check Ss’ learning using the following assessment indicators.
 

Assessment Indicators - 84
Domain Indicator

Knowledge 1. Student tells the name of the parts of the body. 
Skill 2. Student sings the song.
Attitude & values 3. Student enjoy singing the song with actions.

6. Feedback: Provide necessary help to the students who can’t do the activity properly.
7. Summary of the session: Discuss the TPR of this session.
8. Concluding the session: Conclude the session saying, ‘Goodbye, see you in the 
next class.’
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Unit 4: Questions and answers

Class-wise Attainable Competencies
1.4 Responding to short and simple questions for self and peers introductions 
promptly and appropriately
3.3 Telling and answering simple questions for getting information about a familiar 
person with appropriate gesture

Unit 4 :Lesson 1: Self-introduction

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B 
Page: 75

 1.4.1 Follow and respond to short and simple questions about 
self-introductions promptly and appropriately.
1.4.2 Follow and respond to short and simple questions about 
peers promptly and appropriately.  
3.3.1 Ask and answer simple questions about self & peers  
introductions with appropriate gesture.

Teaching aids: Picture of activity A & B, audio/video clip.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
• Start the class with a warm-up activity.

2. Review of the previous session: Now ask ss “Who can sing “Head, shoulders, 
knees and toes” song?” Raise your hand.” Encourage them to share their answers. 
[Say in Bangla if necessary.] 
3.Presentation of the session: By showing page 75, Activity A tell ss “Open this 
page.”  Tell them “Show me this page.” 

• Ask ss, “What can you see in the picture? What are they doing?” [Support them 
to answer.] 

• Now say “Our today’s lesson is Self-introduction.” 
• Say the sentences that are given in the bubbles with correct pronunciation and 

proper intonation and tell them to repeat after you. 
• Help them to repeat the sentences more than once. Use a video/audio clip of 

Activity A, if available. 
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• Using Activity A, introduce yourself and help S1 to respond properly. [Do the 
activity with S1 repeatedly.] 

4. Practice activities: Now invite B1 and G1 in front of the class. Support G1 to tell, 
“Hi! I’m Noi Sang. What’s your name?” and encourage B1 to reply, “Hi, Noi Sang. 
I’m Nafis.” [Guide them to ask and answer.] 

• Let them do the activity using their own name. 
Activity B 

• In pair, S1 says the first bubble and S2 responds using the second bubble. Drill 
the activity 2/3 times. [Monitor them properly.] 

• Assessing learning: Ask S1, S2 ……. to introduce himself/herself using the  
bubble 1 of activity A/B. Teacher responds respectively. Change the role in turns. 

• Invite one pair in front of the class and tell them, “Say the dialogue. Use your 
own name.” [Following activity B] 

Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 85
Domain Indicator

Knowledge 1. S recalls the question about self-introduction and answer.
Skill 2. S says the question about self-introduction and answer.
Attitude and values 3. S says the question about self-introduction and answer 

using body language properly. 

6. Feedback: Support the students who can’t introduce and respond properly. Repeat 
the activity A and B if necessary. 
7. Summary of the session: Now, summarize today’s lesson. Ask ss, ‘What have we 
learnt today?’ Help them to answer. Say them, “We say our name first to introduce 
ourselves.” 
8. Concluding the session: Say dear Ss ‘Goodbye, my dear Ss. See you in the next 
class.’

Unit 4:Lesson 1: Self-introduction

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: C 
Page: 75

 3.3.1 Ask and answer simple questions about self & peers 
introductions with appropriate gesture.

Teaching aids: Dialogue of activity C/audio/video clip.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
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Teaching Learning Activity
1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.

• Start the class with a warm-up activity.
2. Review of the previous session: Ask ss “What did we learn yesterday?” 

• Based on the students’ answers, invite two students in front of the class.
• Tell them “Introduce you to each other.” [Help them to introduce themselves.]

3. Presentation of the session: Invite S1 and S2 in front of the class. 
• Tell S1 to ask, “Hi, I’m ……… (his/her own name). What’s your name?”

Help S2 to answer, “Hi, I’m ……… What’s your name?” 
• Ask them to repeat more than once. 

4. Practice activities: Activity C: Divide them into groups. Arrange a chain drill 
within the groups. In group1, S1 will say “Hi, I’m ……… (Own name)” and will ask 
S2 “What’s your name?” S2 will answer “Hi, I’m ………”  What’s your name?” and 
will ask S3 “Hi, I’m ………”  What’s your name?” 

• Drill the activity in the group. [Monitor them properly.]
5. Assessing learning: Invite one group to demonstrate their activities in front of the 
class and tell them to play their role according to their own name as per the Activity C. 
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 86
Domain Indicator

Knowledge 1. S recalls the question about self-introduction and answer.
Skill 2. S says the question about self-introduction and answer. 
Attitude and Values 3. S says the question about self-introduction and answers 

using body language properly.  

6. Feedback: Support the students who can’t ask and answer simple questions  
properly. Repeat the activity C if necessary. 
7. Summary of the session: Ask ss, ‘What have we learnt today?’ Help them to  
answer. Say them, “We say our name first to introduce ourselves and ask a question 
to know about peers.”
8. Concluding the session: Say “See you in the next class. Bye.”

Unit 4:Lesson 2: In the village

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B 
Page: 76, 77

 3.3.2 Ask simple questions for getting 
information and respond accordingly.
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Teaching aids: Picture of activity A, B, audio/video clip and other related pictures.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
• Start the class with a warm-up activity.

2. Review of the previous session: Now, ask S1 “Hi! I’m ………… What’s your 
name?” [Possible answer should be “Hi …... I’m S1.]

• Do the activity with S2, S3, S4…….. 
3. Presentation of the session: (Showing Activity-A) Ask ss, “What can you see in 
the picture?” [Help them to say the names of objects in English.] 

• Tell them to say the words with the teachers.
• On the board, make a list of the names of objects from Activity A. 
• Now, ask ss “Where do we see the objects of the picture?” Are the objects in the 

city/village? [Help them to respond accordingly.] 
• Say “Today we are going to learn the names of objects in the village.”
• Tell ss “Look at the picture of Activity B carefully.” [Help them look at the 

 picture.]
• Pointing at a river/a bazar/a boat/a net/a house etc. separately; ask them 

“What’s this?”  Help them to say the correct names in English with the correct  
pronunciation. 

4. Practice activities: Drill the activity. [Pointing at the objects in different ways. 
Help them to say the name of objects with proper pronunciation.] 

• Pointing at the objects of the Activity B let the students ask altogether, “What’s 
this?” Respond to them accordingly.  Do the activity at least 2 or 3 times. 

• Now, divide them into pairs. Invite P1 in front of the class with having the  
textbook.

• Tell them “Pointing at any objects in the picture ask S1, What’s this?” Guide S1 
to respond accordingly. Let them do the activity changing their role in turns. 

5. Assessing learning: Pointing to any object in the class ask a student randomly, 
“What’s this?” Help him/her to respond accordingly. 
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 87
Domain Indicator

Knowledge 1. S recalls the words.
Skill 2. S points and says the words.
Attitude and Values 3. S points and says the words properly. 

6. Feedback: Support the students who can’t ask simple questions for getting  
information and respond accordingly. Repeat the activity A and B if necessary.  
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7. Summary of the session: Ask ss, ‘What have we learnt today?’ Help them to answer. 
8. Concluding the session: Say “See you in the next class. Bye.” 

Unit 4: Lesson 2: In the village

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: C 
Page: 77

 3.3.2 Ask simple questions for getting information and respond 
accordingly.

Teaching aids: Picture of activity C, audio/video clip.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
• Start the class with a warm-up activity.

2. Review of the previous session: Pointing at any object of the class, ask S1 “What’s 
this?” [Possible answer should be “a …”]

• Do the activity with other students. 
3. Presentation of the session: By showing page 77, ask them “Show me this page.” 
Check if everyone has opened.  

• Tell Ss “Look at the picture.” Help Ss to look at the picture.
• (Showing Activity-C) Ask Ss, “What can you see in the picture?” Encourage 

them to answer. 
• Now, say the question and answer of the Activity C with proper pronunciation. 

Tell them to listen to me carefully and then say with me.” Repeat the activity at 
least 2 or 3 times. 

4. Practice activities: Invite S1 in front of the class. Ask S1, “What’s this?”  
[Encourage to answer properly from Activity C.]  

• Now, divide them into pairs. Invite P1 in front of the class with having the  
textbook. 

• Tell them, “Pointing at the picture of a house, tell S1 to ask S2, “What’s this? 
[Guide them to ask and respond accordingly.] Next, “Pointing at the picture of a 
boat tell S2 to ask S1, “What’s this? 

• Invite P2, P3 …Say them to do the activity in the same way. Repeat the activity 
more than once. 

5. Assessing learning: Pointing at any objects in the class ask a student randomly, 
“What’s this?” Guide him/her to respond accordingly.
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.
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Assessment Indicators - 88
Domain Indicators

Knowledge 1. S recalls the question and answer for getting  
    information.

Skill 2. S asks the simple question for getting information and   
     responds accordingly.

Attitude and Values 3. S asks and answers the question and answer for getting 
     information accordingly in real life. 

6. Feedback: Support the students who can’t ask simple questions for getting  
information and respond accordingly. Repeat the Activity C if necessary.  
7. Summary of the session: Ask ss, “What have learnt today?” Help them to respond 
properly. 
8. Concluding the session: Say “See you in the next class. Bye.” 

Unit 4: Lesson 3: In the city

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B, C 
Page: 78,79

 3.3.2 Ask simple questions for getting information and 
respond accordingly.

Teaching aids: Picture of activity A, B, C, audio/video clip. 

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
• Start the class with a warm-up activity.

2. Review of the previous session : Tell Ss “Show me the picture of the village that 
we saw yesterday in the class?” [Say in Bangla if necessary.] 

• Pointing at any objects in the picture, ask S1 randomly, “What’s this?” [Help S1 
to respond accordingly.] 

• Repeat the activity with others. 
3. Presentation of the session: (Showing Activity A) Ask Ss, “What can you see in 
the picture?” [Help them to say the names of objects in English.]

• By showing page 78, ask them “Show me this page.” [Help them to open their 
book.] 

• Tell them “Look at the picture carefully.” [Help them to look at the picture.]
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• Ask ss, “Where do we see the objects of the picture?” [Help them to respond 
accordingly.] 

• Say “Today we are going to learn the names of objects in the city.”
• Pointing at the object (building, bus, rickshaw etc.) of the picture separately. Ask 

ss, “What’s this?” [Help them to say the correct names of the objects or things of 
the picture in English with the correct pronunciation.]  

4. Practice activities: Activity B: Ask Ss, “What can you see in the picture?” “What 
are they doing?” [If necessary, allow them to answer in Bangla.] 

• Tell Ss, “First listen to and then respond to me.” Now read the Activity B with 
the correct pronunciation. Repeat the activity. 

• Following the picture, “Pointing at zebra crossing, foot over bridge, building, 
footpath and bus ask ss, “What’s this?” [Help them to say the name of objects 
with the correct pronunciation.] Drill the activity more than once.  

• Pointing at the objects of the Activity B, let them ask altogether “What’s this?” 
Respond to ss accordingly.  Do the activity more than once.

• Now, divide them into pairs. Invite P1 in front of the class with the textbook. 
• Tell them, “Pointing at the pictures of a footpath/a bus from the Activity C, ask 

S1, “What’s this?” Help S2 to reply a footpath/a bus. Let them do the activity 
changing their role.

5. Assessing learning: Tell other pairs to do the activity in the same way. Let them 
do the activity repeatedly. 
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 89
Domain Indicator

Knowledge 1. S asks the simple question for getting information.
Skill 2. S answers the simple question for giving information.
Attitude and Values 3. S feels confident to  ask questions and answers  

    accordingly.

6. Feedback: Support the students who can’t ask simple questions for getting  
information and respond accordingly. Repeat the activity A, B, C if necessary.  
7. Summary of the session: Ask ss, “What have you learnt today?” Help ss to  
respond properly. 
8. Concluding the session: Say “See you in the next class. Bye.”  
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Unit 4: Lesson 4: At Village Home

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B, C 
Page: 80,81

 3.3.2 Ask simple questions for getting information and 
respond accordingly.

Teaching aids: Picture of activity A, B, C, audio/video clip.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Do the same as the session 1 of Unit 4: Lesson 3
2. Review of the previous session: Do the same as the session 1 of Unit 4: Lesson 3 

• Replace the word “city” with the word “village.” 
3.Presentation of today’s session: By showing Activity A from page 80, ask the  
students, “What can you see in the picture?” [Help them to look at the picture  
carefully.]

• Now, pointing at the objects of the picture separately, ask ss, “What’s this?” Help 
them to say the names of the objects or things in the picture in English with the 
correct pronunciation. 

4. Practice activities: Tell ss “Look at the picture of the Activity B.”  
• Ask them, “What can you see in the picture?”  
• Tell ss “First listen to me. Next, respond to me.” Now read the Activity B with 

proper pronunciation. Repeat the activity 2 or 3 times. 
• Pointing at the objects of the Activity B ask Ss, “What’s this?” [Help them to 

respond accordingly.] 
• Drill the activity 2 or 3 times.
• Pointing to the objects of the Activity B, let students ask altogether “What’s 

this?” Respond to them accordingly.  Do the activity 2 or 3 times. 
• Now, divide them into pairs. Invite S1 in front of the class with the textbook. 
• Tell them, “Pointing at the picture of a mat/a cock/a goat/a tube well/a cow tell 

S1 to ask S2, “What’s this? [Guide them to ask and respond accordingly.] Let 
them do the activity changing their role.  

• Tell other pairs to do the activity in the same way. 
• Assessing learning: Activity C: Tell a student randomly, “Say the names of 

the objects or things you find in your own home.” Guide him/her to respond  
accordingly. 

Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.
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Assessment Indicators - 90
Domain Indicator

Knowledge 1. S asks the simple question for getting 
     information.

Skill 2. S answers the simple question for giving information.
Attitude and Values 3. S feels confident to ask questions and answers  

    accordingly.

6. Feedback: Support the students who can’t ask simple questions for getting  
information and respond accordingly. Repeat the activities A, B, C if necessary. 
7. Summary of the session: Ask ss, “What have you learnt today?” Help ss to  
respond properly.
8. Concluding the session: Say “Goodbye all. See you tomorrow.”  

Unit 4: Lesson 5: In the Classroom

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B, C 
Page: 82,83

 3.3.2 Ask simple questions for getting information and 
respond accordingly.

Teaching aids: Picture of activity A, B, C, audio/video clip.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
• Start the class with a warm-up activity.

2. Review of the previous session: Do the same as the session 1 of Unit 4: Lesson 3 
• Replace the word “city” with the word “classroom.”  

3.Presentation of the session: Do the same as the session 1 of Unit 4: Lesson 4 
• Replace the word “At village” with the word “In the classroom.”  

4. Practice activities:  Do the same as the session 1 of Unit 4: Lesson 3  
• Replace the word having in Unit 4: Lesson 3with the word “table, bag, clock, 

board and pen.”  
5. Assessing learning: Tell a student randomly, “Say the names of the objects or 
things you find in the classroom.” Guide him/her to respond accordingly. 
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.
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Assessment Indicators - 91
Domain Indicator

Knowledge 1. S asks the simple question for getting information.
Skill 2. S answers the simple question for giving information.
Attitude and Values 3. S asks and answers accordingly. 

6. Feedback: Support the students who can’t ask simple questions for getting  
information and respond accordingly. Repeat the activities A, B, C if necessary. 
7. Summary of the session: Ask ss, “What have you learnt today?” Help them to 
respond properly.
8. Concluding the session: Say “Goodbye all. See you tomorrow.” 

Unit 4: Lesson 6: Review Lesson

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B, C 
Page: 84

 3.3.2 Ask simple questions for getting information and 
respond accordingly.

 
Teaching aids: Picture of activity A, B, C, audio/video, Slip of paper cards.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face. 
• Start the class with a warm-up activity.

2. Review of the previous session: Ask Ss altogether, “What did we learn in the 
previous sessions?” The possible answer from the students should be, “We learnt the 
names of objects or things we have in the village or in the city.”  
3. Presentation of the session: Activity A: Now, say “Let’s play a game with names 
of objects or things of in the village and in the city.”  [Make 10-12 paper cards with 
the objects in the village or in the city.]

• Invite the 10-12 students randomly one by one to pick up a slip of paper card. 
Tell them to read aloud the word of the card. If it is in the village, s/he will stand 
on the teacher’s right side. If it is in the city, s/he will stand on the teacher’s left 
side. 

• Give thanks to the students to take part in the game. 
4. Practice activities: Activity B: Tell the students, “We are going to play another 
game (catch and say game).” At the beginning of this game, the teacher will say, “Hi, 
I’m ....... (Teacher’s name).”
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• Now, throw a ball to S1 and asks the question: What’s your name? The student 
who gets the ball will answer the question appropriately. Then, s/he will throw 
a ball to S2. S2 will give the answer to the question and throw the ball to S3. In 
this way, continue the game. 

5. Assessing learning: Activity C: Tell Ss “Draw an object or animal you find in your 
village or city and colour it.” Encourage him/her to draw.

• Tell them to display their pictures in the classroom. 
Check student’s learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 92
Domain Indicator

Knowledge 1. S asks the simple question for getting information.
Skill 2. S answers the simple question for giving information.
Attitude and values 3. S feels confident to ask and answers accordingly. 

6. Feedback: Support the students who can’t ask simple questions for getting  
information and respond accordingly.
7. Summary of the session: Ask ss, “What have you learnt today?” Help them to 
respond properly.
8. Concluding the session: Say “Goodbye all. See you tomorrow.” 
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Unit: 5 Rhymes and Sound

Class-wise Attainable Competencies
1.1 Recognizing sounds of the alphabet in familiar words of spoken interactions.
1.4 Responding to short and simple questions for self and peers introductions 
promptly and appropriately.
2.1 Listening to rhymes, cartoons and digital contents in English for enjoyment.
3.1 Repeating sounds of letters in words properly/confidently
3.3 Telling and answering simple questions for getting information about a familiar 
person with appropriate gesture.

Lesson 1: Animal Sound

 Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B and  C
 Page: 86,87

2.1.1 Listen to rhymes and respond with joy.  

Teaching aids: Picture of activity A & B, audio/video clip.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.
• Play a ball-throwing game with the students. Throw the ball to a student. Ask 

him/her to make any animal sound. Then S1 throws the ball to S2 and asks him/
her to make any animal sound. Continue the activity with some other students.

• Now ask the Ss “Can you tell what we are going to learn today? Then elicit the 
lesson title from the students and write it on the board.  

2. Review of the previous session: Ask Ss some relevant questions to get  
information about what they learnt yesterday.
3. Presentation of the session:
Activity A: Show the picture and ask students “ What  animals can you see in the 
picture? Encourage the students to say the names of the animals. If the students reply 
in Bangla, the teacher says it in English. 

• Say the names of the animals and make their sounds. Now ask students to repeat 
the names of the animals and their sounds with you.  

Activity B: Play audio or sing the song (Activity-B) and ask the Ss to listen carefully.
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• Play audio or sing again with pause and Ask Ss to repeat after you. 
4. Practice activities: Play the audio and the students listen and repeat with the audio 
(continuous drill) do it at least twice.  

• Ask the Ss to sing the song in pair. Make sure they do it repeatedly. 
• Divide the students into small groups.  In groups one student shows an animal 

picture, other Ss make the sound of the animal. Make sure all the Ss of the group 
can show pictures and make animal sounds in the right way.

• Ask the students to practice the same activity in pairs. In pairs one student shows 
an animal picture,  and other Ss make the sound of the animal.

5. Assessing learning: Observe the pairs and find out the students who can’t do the 
activity properly.
Check Ss’ learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 93
Domain Indicator

Knowledge 1. Student says the name of the animal.
Skill 2. Student makes the animal sound.
Attitude and values 3. Student enjoys making the animal sound with gesture .

6. Feedback: Students who can’t make the animal sound properly support them. 
7. Summary of the session: Describe the different animal sounds.
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, see you in 
the next class.’

Lesson 1: Animal Sounds

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: D, E 
and  F 
Page: 87

2.1.1 Listen to rhymes and respond with joy.  
1.1.2 Recognize the different sounds of vowels in familiar 
words.

Teaching aids: Picture of activity A & B audio/video clip

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.
• Plays a ball throw game with the students. Throw a ball to a student and say 

“dog”. The student says woof, woof, woof with gesture. Otherwise help him/her 
to make the sound properly. 
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• Then the student throws the ball to another student and says another animal’s 
name (from the previous class) to produce an animal sound. Help them to make 
the sound properly. Continue the activity with 7/8 students.

2. Review of the previous session: Repeat the major language item from the  
previous class and ask the students to follow. Or ask Ss some relevant questions to get 
information about what they learnt yesterday.
3. Presentation of the session: Activity A: Call a student in front, let him/her sit on 
a chair (Hot seat) . Say, The dog says”, student says, “Woof, woof, woof”. Help them 
who can’t. Now call another student for the hot seat and maintain the same process 
with another animal sound. Continue the activity with 6/7 students.

• Call two students in front of the class, First student says, “The dog says woof”. 
The other student replies “Woof, woof, woof”. Now call another pair to maintain 
the same process with another animal sound.

• Play audio or sing with pause and Ss repeat after you.
4. Practice activities: Make some small groups. In the group one student says, “The 
dog says”. The other students reply “Woof, woof, woof”. Maintain the same process 
with another animals sound. Observe the class and provide necessary support.

• Ask the students to do the same activity in pairs. Make sure they do it properly. 
• Play the audio with pause and all the students repeat after the audio.
• Play the audio again without pause and the entire students repeat after the audio.

5. Assessing learning: Ask the whole class to make a circle and ask the first student 
to say the name of an animal from activity A, next student makes the sound of the 
animal way in a chain drill. Observe the class and find out the students who can’t do 
the activity properly.
Check Ss’ learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 94
Domain Indicator

Knowledge 1.Student says the animals name .
Skill 2.Student makes the animal sounds.
Attitude & values 3.Student enjoys making the animal sounds with gesture.

6. Feedback: Ss who can’t make the animal sounds  properly support them.
7. Summary of the session: Describe the different sounds of vowels in a familiar 
word.
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, see you in 
the next class.’
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Lesson 1: Animal Sounds

 Session Learning Outcomes
Session 03: G and H 
Page: 88

1.1.2 Recognize the different sounds of vowels in familiar 
words.
3.1.2 Say rhe different sounds of vowels in fimilar words.

Teaching aids: Picture of activity G audio/video clip

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings using Good morning, How are you? Thank you, 
with a smiling face.

• Start the class with a ice breaking song 
           Good morning, good morning.
              How are you today?
                   I am fine, I am fine.
                      I wish you a good day.

2. Review of the previous session: Repeat the major language item from the  
previous class and ask the students to follow. Or ask Ss some relevant questions to get 
information about what we learnt yesterday.
3. Presentation of the session: Activity G: Pointing at different pictures ask the class 
“what can you see in the picture?”
They may reply, cow, dog, hen etc. Thank them and say “yes, a cow, a dog, a hen ----”

• Call a student to the board. Pointing at a picture, ask the students,” what’s this?” 
Student replies. If the student can’t, help him/her.  Then say, “Make its sound.” 
Continue the same activity with 5/6 more students.

4. Practice activities: Make some small groups. In the group, one student shows a 
picture from activity G. The other students say the name of the animal like “a cow”. 
Then the first student asks the other student to make the sound. Maintain the same 
process with other animal pictures. Observe the class and provide necessary support.

• Ask the students to do the same activity in pairs. In pairs, one student shows  
pictures and the other student replies. Then they change position and do the 
same. Make sure they do it properly. 

• Ask the students to point at the pictures in their textbook and say the name of the 
animal and make its sound individually.

5. Assessing learning: Observe the pairs and find out the students who can’t do the 
activity properly.
Check Ss’ learning using the following assessment indicators.
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Assessment Indicators - 95
Domain Indicator

Knowledge 1. Student says the animals name .
Skill 2. Student makes the animal sounds.
Attitude & values 3. Student enjoys making the animal sounds with gesture.

6. Feedback: Ss who can’t do the activity properly support them.
7. Summary of the session: Describe the different sounds of vowels in a familiar 
word.
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, see you in 
the next class.’

Lesson 2: Where Do You Live?

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B and C 
Page: 89,90

2.1.1 Listen to rhymes and respond with joy.  

Teaching aids: Picture of activity A & C, audio/video clip.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings using Good morning, How are you? Thank you, 
with a smiling face.

• Start the class with a warm up song. 
                  Hello! Hello!
                     Hello! My friend.
                         Happy to meet you.
                             Happy to meet you.

                                    ……………………..
**Teacher can select other warm up activities also.
2. Review of the previous session: Repeat the major language item from the  
previous class and ask the students to follow. Or ask Ss some relevant questions to get 
information about what they learnt yesterday.
3. Presentation of the session: Show the picture of activity A.  Point at the different 
picture and ask the class “what can you see in the picture?”
They may reply, rabbit, cow etc. Thank them, pointing at the picture say “yes, a  
rabbit, a cow -----------“
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• Now point at different pictures again and say the name. Students repeat after you.
• Play audio or recite the rhyme with gesture and students repeat after you.

4. Practice activities: Make some small groups. In the group, one student shows 
a picture of activity A, the other students say the name of the animal like “a cow”. 
Maintain the same process with other animal pictures. Observe the class and provide 
necessary support.

• Ask the students to do the same activity in pairs. In pairs, one student shows  
pictures and the other student replies. Then they change position and do the 
same. Make sure they do it properly. 

• Ask the students to recite the rhyme with audio in pairs.
• Ask the students to recite the rhyme with audio.

5. Assessing learning: Observe the pairs and find out the students who can’t.
Check Ss’ learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 96
Domain Indicator

Knowledge 1. Student says the animal’s name 
Skill 2. Student repeats after the teacher/ audio.
Attitude & values 3. Student repeats after the teacher/ audio eagerly with gesture.

6. Feedback: Those who can’t do the activity properly support them.
7. Summary of the session: Describe the similarity of every steps of the rhyme.
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, see you in 
the next class.’

Lesson 2: Where Do You Live?

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: D, E and F 
Page: 91

2.1.1 Listen to rhymes and respond with joy.  

Teaching aids:  Picture of activity C, audio/video clip/QR Code.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings using Good morning, How are you? Thank you, 
with a smiling face.
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• Start the class with a warm up song. 
                        Hello! Hello!
                            Hello! My friend.
                                Happy to meet you.
                                    Happy to meet you.
                                            ………………………

    ***Teacher can select other warm up activities also.
2. Review of the previous session: Repeat the major language item the from  
previous class and ask the students to follow. Or ask Ss some relevant questions to get 
information about what they learnt yesterday.
3. Presentation of the session: Play audio with a pause or recite the rhyme with  
gesture and students repeat after you. 

• Play audio without pause or recite the rhyme with gesture and students repeat 
after you. 

• Call 4 students. Ask them to stand in a line in front of the class, ask the first  
student to recite the first line then the second student the second line, in this 
way the four students recite the first four lines. For better understanding do the 
activity at least twice.

• Ask the class to do the same activity. From the first bench to the last every  
student recites one line one after another to complete the whole rhyme.

4. Practice activities: Make 4 small groups. In the group one student recites the first 
line then another student the second line then another third line. In this way complete 
the whole rhyme in every group. Do it at least twice.

• Ask the students to do the same activity in pair. In pair one student recites the 
first four lines then another student second four lines In this way complete the 
whole rhyme in every pair. Do it at least twice. Make sure they do it properly.

5. Assessing learning: Ask the students to recite the whole rhyme in pairs. One  
student recites the other listens for checking. Observe the class and find out the  
students who can’t.
Check Ss’ learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 97
Domain Indicator

Knowledge 1. Student repeats after the teacher.
Skill 2. Student recites the rhyme.
Attitude and values 3. Student enjoys recitng the rhyme with gesture.

6. Feedback: Those who can’t recite the rhyme properly support them.
7. Summary of the session: Describe how to recite a rhyme with proper gesture.
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, see you in 
the next class.’
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Lesson 3: A Family Tree

 Session Learning Outcomes
Session 01: A, B and C 
Page: 92,93,94

1.4.1 Follow and respond to short and simple questions 
about self-introductions promptly and appropriately.

3.3.2 Ask simple questions for getting information and 
respond accordingly.

Teaching aids: Picture of activity A & B, audio/video clip/QR Code.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.
• Start the class with a warm up song.

2. Review of the previous session: Ask Ss some relevant questions to get information 
about what they learnt yesterday.

3. Presentation of Today’s session: Activity B: Show the picture and ask the  
students,” What can you see in the picture? Who are they?” Ask them to think alone 
and then discuss with their partner.

• Show the family tree. Invite a student to the board. Pointing at a specific picture 
of a family tree ask him/her, “Who is this?” If he/she replies correctly appreciate 
him or help him to guess. Say the answer.

4. Practice activities: Make some small groups. In the group one student Point at a 
specific picture of a family tree and ask others, ”Who is this?”. Other students reply. 
In this way they ask about all six pictures of the family tree in turn. Observe the class 
and make sure they do it properly. 

• Ask the students to do the same activity in pairs. In pairs, one student points at 
a specific picture of a family tree and ask the other, ”Who is this?”. The other 
student replies. Then change the role. Observe the class and make sure they do it 
properly.

• Ask the students to draw a family tree of their own family. Those who can’t draw 
at all ask him/her to write the relations in the family tree box.

5. Assessing learning: Tell the students to ask and respond to the questions about 
their own family in pairs. Both the students ask and answer in turn. Observe the pairs 
and find out the students who can’t.
Check Ss’ learning using the following assessment indicators.
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Assessment Indicators - 98
Domain Indicator

Knowledge 1. Student  says the relations in a family tree.
Skill 2. Student asks the questions.
Attitude & values 3. Student feels confident to ask and respond to the questions.

6. Feedback: Those who can’t ask and respond to the questions properly support 
them.
7. Summary of the session: Describe how to ask and respond to the questions properly.
8. Concluding the session: Conclude today’s session saying, ‘Goodbye, see you in 
the next class.’

Lesson 3: A Family Tree

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 02: D and E  
Page: 94

2.1.1 Listen to rhymes and respond with joy.  

Teaching aids: Picture of family tree, audio/video clip

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

1. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.
• Start the class with a warm up song. 

2. Review of the previous session: Ask Ss some relevant questions to get information 
about what they learnt yesterday.
3.Presentation of the session: Activity D: Play audio/video or sing the song with 
gesture from ‘Family’ and ask the students to listen carefully.

• Play audio/video or sing again and ask the students to sing after you. Do it at 
least twice.

4. Practice activities: Make some small groups. In groups students sing the song 
with gesture in a circle. They do the practice at least twice.

• Ask students to practice in pairs. In pairs both the students sing the song in turns 
with gesture. They do the practice at least twice.

• Ask the students to sing the song individually. When teacher says ‘start’,  
students start singing all together.
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5. Assessing learning: Observe the pairs and find out the students who can’t sing 
properly.
Check Ss’ learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 99
Domain Indicator

Knowledge 1. Student sings the song.
Skill 2. Student sings the song with actions.
Attitude and values 3. Student enjoys singing the song.

6. Feedback: Provide necessary help to the students who can’t sing .
7. Summary of the session: Discuss about singing the song with TPR of this session.
8. Concluding the session: Conclude the session saying, ‘Goodbye, see you in the 
next class.’

Lesson 3: A family tree

Session Learning Outcomes
Session 03: F 
Page: 94

1.4.1 Follow and respond to short and simple questions 
about self-introductions promptly and appropriately.

Teaching aids: Picture of family tree.

Session Procedures                         Session Duration: 50 minutes
Teaching Learning Activity

3. Introduction: Exchange greetings with a smiling face.
• Start the class with a warm up family song.

2. Review of the previous session: Ask Ss some relevant questions to get information 
about what they learnt yesterday.
4. Presentation of the session: Draw a family tree/show a family tree. Explain the 
process of doing it.

• Ask students to work in groups. Ask them to draw their own family tree. Then 
ask them to write the names of their family members in the circles following 
Activity B. Monitor and support if necessary.

5. Practice activities: Now ask students to colour their family tree.
• Now ask students to share their family information in pairs.

5. Checking learning: Ask the students to display their family tree in the plenary . 
Then ask students to move around and look at others’ family tree.’

• Monitor that all students are moving and seeing others’ work.
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Check Ss’ learning using the following assessment indicators.

Assessment Indicators - 100
Domain Indicators

Knowledge 1. Student says the name of their own family members. 
Skill 2. Student draws their own family tree.

Attitude & values 3. Students enjoy drawing the family tree.

6. Feedback: Provide necessary help to the students who can’t draw their own family 
tree.
7. Summary of the session: Sum up the session by saying the name of family  
members in a family tree.
8. Concluding the session: Conclude the session saying, ‘Goodbye, see you in the 
next class.’
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g~j¨vqb wb‡`©wkKv

 RvZxq cÖv_wgK wk¶vµg 2021 Gi Av‡jv‡K
†kÖwYK‡¶ avivevwnK I mvgwóK g~j¨vqb cwiPvjbvi wb‡`©wkKv:

1.0 wkLb g~j¨vqb

1.1 fywgKv:
wkÿv_©xi wkLb g~j¨vq‡bi cÖavb D‡Ïk¨ n‡jv wk¶v_©xi cÖZ¨vwkZ wkLb wbwðZ Kiv| ev Í̄eZvi 
wbwi‡L g~j¨vq‡bi djvdj †h D‡Ï‡k¨ e¨envi Kiv nq, Zv‡K K‡qKwU fv‡M fvM Kiv hvq| 
h_v-(K) wkÿv_©x‡K gvbm¤§Z wkL‡b mnvqZv Kiv; (L) wkÿv_©xi †cÖvdvBj eY©bv Kiv Ges wkLb 
AMÖMwZ hvPvB Kiv (M) wkÿ‡Ki wkLb-†kLv‡bv cÖwµqvi gv‡bvbœqb Kiv| wkÿv_©xi †MÖW, Zvi 
Ae ’̄vb, AMÖMwZ, wkLb Pvwn`v, wkÿvµg BZ¨vw` mewKQzi Ici g~j¨vq‡bi cÖfve i‡q‡Q|

 RvZxq cÖv_wgK wk¶vµg iƒc‡iLv 2021 Abyhvqx cÖv_wgK Í̄‡ii g~j¨vqb c×wZ‡K bZzbfv‡e 
mvRv‡bv n‡q‡Q | cÖv_wgK c`‡ÿc wn‡m‡e eZ©gv‡b 1g †_‡K 3q †kÖwYi mKj wel‡q wkLb g~j¨vq‡bi 
Rb¨ we`¨vjq I †kÖwYKÿwfwËK g~j¨vqb (School and Classroom based Assessment) ev 
avivevwnK g~j¨vqb c×wZ cÖeZ©‡bi wm×všÍ M…nxZ n‡q‡Q| 

1.2 avivevwnK g~j¨vqb Kx I †Kb 
avivevwnK g~j¨vqb wkLb-‡kLv‡bv Kvh©vewji Awe‡”Q`¨ Ask| wewfbœ c×wZ I †KŠk‡ji gva¨‡g 
wkLb-‡kLv‡bv Kvh©µ‡gi ïiæ‡Z, Kvh©µg PjvKvjxb Ges †k‡l wk¶v_©x‡K g~j¨vq‡bi cÖwµqvB 
n‡jv avivevwnK g~j¨vqb| G c×wZ‡Z wk¶v_©xi Ávb, `¶Zv Ges `„wófw½ I g~j¨‡eva†K g~j¨vqb 
Kiv nq| wk¶v_©xi wkLb g~j¨vqb K‡i `ye©jZv wPwýZ K‡i cÖ‡qvRbxq djveZ©b I cybtg~j¨vqb 
K‡i wk¶v_©xi wkLb AMÖMwZ wbwðZ Kiv nq e‡j G ai‡bi g~j¨vqb‡K wkL‡bi Rb¨ g~j¨vqbI ejv 
n‡q _v‡K| avivevwnK g~j¨vqb †Kv‡bv AvbyôvwbK g~j¨vqb bq| ZvB GB g~j¨vq‡bi Rb¨ Avjv`v 
†Kv‡bv AvbyôvwbK cix¶v †bIqv hv‡e bv| avivevwnK  g~j¨vq‡bi  g~j j¶¨  n‡”Q wkÿv_©x‡K Zvi 
wkL‡b mnvqZv Kiv| wkLb-†kLv‡bv Kvh©vewj PjvKv‡j cÖ‡qvRbxq djveZ©‡bi gva¨‡g GB wkLb 
wbwðZ Ki‡Z n‡e| wk¶K †kÖwYK‡¶ ¯^vfvweK I Avb›`gq cwi‡e‡k avivevwnK g~j¨vqb Ki‡eb|

1.3 avivevwnK g~j¨vq‡bi D‡Ïk¨mg~n:
•	 wk¶v_©x‡K Zvi wkL‡b mnvqZv Kiv | 
•	 wk¶v_©xi wkLb AMÖMwZ wbqwgZfv‡e cwiex¶Y K‡i wk¶v_©xi wkLb NvUwZ ev Dbœq‡bi †¶Î 

wbiƒcY Kiv Ges Zvi cÖwZKvi Kiv| 
•	 wk¶v_©xi wPwýZ wkLb NvUwZ ev Dbœq‡bi †¶Î¸‡jv Kvh©Ki djveZ©b (Feedback), Ges 

cybtg~j¨vqb Ges wbivgqg~jK e¨e¯’v MÖn‡Yi gva¨‡g c~iY Kiv|
•	 wk¶K‡K Zvi wkLb-†kLv‡bv c×wZ I †KŠk‡ji Kvh©KvwiZv (Effectiveness of 
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teaching-learning strategies) m¤ú‡K© aviYv cÖ`vb I Zvi gv‡bvbœq‡b mnvqZv Kiv|

1.4 avivevwnK g~j¨vq‡bi cÖwµqv /avcmg~n: 
•	 cwiKíbv cÖYqb  
•	 g~j¨vqb ‡KŠkj I Uyjm wbe©vPb 
•	 g~j¨vqb cwiPvjbv I Z_¨ msi¶Y 
•	 msM„nxZ Z_¨ we‡kølY I Kvh©Ki djveZ©b cÖ`vb|

1.5 avivevwnK g~j¨vq‡bi cÖ‡qvM‡¶Îmg~n ev Domains:
GKRb wk¶v_©xi wkLb wbwðZK‡í wkL‡bi 3wU †¶Î ev Domains †hgb- Ávbg~jK 
(Cognitive Domain), g‡bv‡ckxR (Psychomotor Domain) Ges Av‡ewMK 
(Affective Domain) ‡ÿ‡Îi Dci wfwË K‡i avivevwnK g~j¨vqb Kiv n‡e| avivevwnK 
g~j¨vq‡bi cÖ‡qvM‡¶Î 3wU h_v- Ávb (Knowledge), ̀ ¶Zv (Skill) Ges ̀ …wófw½ I g~j¨‡eva 
(Attitude and Values)| cÖwZwU cÖ‡qvM‡¶‡Îi Avevi K‡qKwU Dc‡¶Î i‡q‡Q|  †hgb- 
Ávb (Knowledge) cÖ‡qvM‡¶‡Îi Dc‡¶Î n‡jv Rvbv, Abyaveb I cÖ‡qvM| Avevi `¶Zvi 
Dc‡¶Îmg~n n‡jv m„RbkxjZv, my²wPšÍb, †hvMv‡hvM I mn‡hvwMZv| GKBfv‡e g~j¨‡eva I `…
wófw½ Dc‡¶Îmg~‡ni K‡qKwU n‡jv mngwg©Zv, cigZmwnòyZv, AvMÖn I †KŠZynj BZ¨vw`| 

1.6 avivevwnK g~j¨vq‡bi wewfbœ ‡KŠkj I Uyjm:

•	 †gŠwLK cÖ‡kœvËi 
•	 wjwLZ cÖ‡kœvËi
•	 ch©‡e¶Y (GKK KvR, †Rvovq KvR, `jMZ KvR, cÖKí/e¨envwiK KvR BZ¨vw`) 
•	 mv¶vrKvi
•	 ¯^-g~j¨vqb
•	 mZx_© / mncvVx KZ©…K g~j¨vqb

1.7 avivevwnK g~j¨vqb cÖwµqv:
cÖv_wgK ¯Í‡ii we¯ÍvwiZ wk¶vµ‡g welqwfwËK AR©‡bvc‡hvMx †hvM¨Zv, wkLbdj, wkLb-†kLv‡bv 
Kvh©vewj I g~j¨vqb †KŠkj wba©viY Kiv n‡q‡Q| wk¶K mnvwqKvq cÖwZwU wcwiq‡W wk¶v_©x‡`i 
Kvw•ÿZ wkLbdj KZUyKy AwR©Z n‡q‡Q, Zv wbY©q Kivi Rb¨ wkLb-†kLv‡bv Kvh©vewji wfwË‡Z 
g~j¨vqb wb‡`©kK AšÍf©y³ Kiv n‡q‡Q| wk¶K g~j¨vqb wb‡`©k‡Ki wfwË‡Z mswkøó cv‡V cÖwZwU 
wk¶v_©xi Ávb (Knowledge), `¶Zv (Skill), `…wófw½ I g~j¨‡ev‡ai (Attitude and 
Values) †¶‡Î wk¶v_©xi wkLbdj AR©‡bi AMÖMwZ ch©‡e¶Y K‡i wk¶K Wv‡qwi-1 G gvb cÖ`vb 
Ki‡eb|  †h mKj wk¶v_©xi wkLb AMÖMwZ m‡šÍvlRbK bq Zv‡`i‡K cÖ‡qvRbxq djveZ©b cÖ`vb 
mv‡c‡ÿ cybtg~j¨vqb Ki‡Z n‡e| wb‡`©kK Abyhvqx wkLbdj AR©b gvb wk¶K msi¶Y Ki‡eb 
Ges cÖ‡qvR‡b e¨envi Ki‡eb| G wkLbdj AR©‡bi gvb wk¶v_©x ev Awffve‡Ki Kv‡Q cÖKvk Kiv 
n‡e bv| Gici cvV Abyhvqx wk¶v_©xi wkLbdj AR©‡bi gvb wk¶K Wv‡qwi-1 n‡Z welqwfwËK I 
Aa¨vqwfwËK AR©b Dc‡hvMx †hvM¨Zv AR©‡bi weeiYx‡Z (wk¶K Wv‡qix-2) wjwce× Ki‡Z n‡e| 
wk¶K Wv‡qix-2 †_‡K cÖvß gvb ev djvd‡ji wfwË‡Z cÖvwšÍ‡Ki djvdj cÖ¯‘Z K‡i AwR©Z wkLb 
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AMÖMwZi gvÎv wb‡`©kK AbymiY K‡i wk¶v_©xi Ae¯’vb wba©viY Ki‡eb| 

wk¶K Aa¨vqwfwËK AR©b Dc‡hvMx †hvM¨Zv AR©‡bi weeiYx (wk¶K Wv‡qix-2) †_‡K cÖvß 
djvd‡ji wfwË‡Z †h mKj wk¶v_©xi wkLb AMÖMwZ m‡šÍvlRbK bq Zv‡`i wbivgqg~jK e¨e¯’v 
MÖn‡Yi gva¨‡g wkLb AMÖMwZi Kvw•ÿZ av‡c †cŠuQv‡Z n‡e|
 

cwi‡k‡l, mswkøó wk¶K/cÖavb wk¶K cÖ`Ë wi‡c©vU KvW© Abyhvqx ïaygvÎ welqwfwËK eY©bvg~jK 
weeiY wjL‡eb| wi‡cvU© Kv‡W© †Kv‡bv †MÖW c‡q›U ev kZKiv Mo †jLv hv‡e bv| e¨w³MZ I 
mvgvwRK ¸Yvewji †¶‡Î mswkøó †kÖwYwk¶K Zvi ch©‡e¶Y I AwfÁZv †_‡K msw¶ß gšÍe¨ †hgb 
fv‡jv, Kg, Mv‡bi c«wZ AvM«n Av‡Q BZ¨vw` wjL‡eb|

1.8 †kÖwYK‡¶ avivevwnK g~j¨vq‡bi wb‡`©kbv:

g~j¨vqb wb‡`©kK QK ev wk¶K Wv‡qwi-1 e¨envi
1.8.1| wk¶ve‡l©i ïiæ‡Z cÖavb wk¶K RvZxq wk¶vµg I cvV¨cy¯ÍK †evW© I cÖv_wgK 

wk¶v Awa`ßi-Gi I‡qemvB‡U Avc‡jvWK…Z welqwfwËK g~j¨vqb wb‡`©kK (wk¶K Wv‡qwi-1) 
wk¶v_©xi †ivj b¤^i, bvg Ges Aa¨vq, cvV I wkLbd‡ji b¤^i D‡jøL K‡i wbR wbR we`¨vj‡qi 
†kÖwYwfwËK wk¶v_©xi msL¨v Abyhvqx wcÖ›U I evBwÛs Ki‡eb Ges mswkøó wk¶K †kÖwY cvV`vbKv‡j 
e¨envi Ki‡eb| G‡ÿ‡Î, wk¶K Wv‡qwi-1 Gi 1wU bgybv QK mshy³ Kiv n‡q‡Q| welqwfwËK 
g~j¨vqb wb‡`©kKmg~‡ni ïaygvÎ AR©b Dc‡hvMx †hvM¨Zv I wkLbdjmg~‡ni b¤^i¸‡jv wkÿK 
mnvwqKv n‡Z Kwc K‡i QvÎ-QvÎxi msL¨vbyhvqx c„ôv ˆZwi K‡i wb‡Z n‡e| 

1.8.2| cÖavb wk¶K GKBfv‡e cÖwZwU wel‡qi Rb¨ wk¶v_©xi †ivj b¤^i, bvg Ges 
Aa¨vq, cvV I wkLbd‡ji b¤^i D‡jøL K‡i wbR wbR we`¨vj‡qi Rb¨ wk¶K Wv‡qwi-2 ‰Zwi K‡i 
wb‡eb Ges Zv we`¨vj‡q mviv eQi msi¶Y Ki‡eb| 

1.8.3| wk¶Ke„›` cÖwZwU wel‡qi Rb¨ avivevwnK g~j¨vqb m¤úwK©Z wb‡`©kKmg~n 
g‡bv‡hvM mnKv‡i co‡eb| wk¶v_©x‡K  †kÖwYK‡¶ avivevwnK g~j¨vq‡bi Rb¨ 3wU †Wv‡gvBb 
Ávb (Knowledge), `¶Zv (Skill) Ges `…wófw½ I g~j¨‡ev‡ai (Attitude and Values) 
Rb¨ GK ev GKvwaK wb‡`©kK (Indicator) e¨envi K‡i g~j¨vqb wb‡`©kK ‰Zwi Kiv n‡q‡Q| 
wk¶K GKRb wk¶v_©x‡K †kÖwYcvV`vbKv‡j ch©‡eÿY ev wewfbœ Uyjm/†KŠkj e¨envi K‡i g~jvqb 
Ki‡eb| wk¶K cÖwZ wk¶v_©x‡K g~j¨vqb Kivi mgq g~j¨vqb wb‡`©k‡K cÖ`Ë wb‡`©kKmg~n‡K 
gvb`Ð (Criteria) a‡i wbR¯^ †gav, `¶Zv I cÖÁv Abyhvqx H/mswkøó cv‡Vi wkLbd‡ji Rb¨ 
mvwe©Kfv‡e (Holistically) wba©vwiZ gvb 2/1/0 cÖ`vb Ki‡eb| Z‡e †Kvb wk¶v_©xi †Kvb 
†Wv‡gvB‡b †Kvb wb‡`©kK cv‡iwb Ggb †¶‡Î mywbw`©ó I Kvh©Ki djveZ©b cÖ`vb Ki‡eb| djveZ©b 
cÖ`v‡bi j‡¶¨ wk¶K wk¶v_©xi bvg I †ivj b¤^‡ii N‡i D`vniY¯^iƒc: Ávb (Knowledge) Gi 
Rb¨  K, ̀ ¶Zv(Skill) Gi Rb¨ S  ev ̀ …wófw½ I g~j¨‡ev‡ai  (Attitude and Values)  Rb¨ 
A  wj‡L ivL‡eb| djveZ©b cÖ`v‡bi ci c~b:g~j¨vqb K‡i wk¶v_©xi wPwýZ †ÿ‡Î AcviMZv  †_‡K 
†M‡jI, wbivgqg~jK cv‡Vi gva¨‡g `~i Kivi Rb¨ Dchy³ e¨e¯’v MÖnb Ki‡eb|

GKwU welq g‡b ivLv cÖ‡hvRb †h, mvaviYZ †Kv‡bv wk¶v_©xi Ávb (Knowledge) Gi 
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†¶‡Î `ye©jZv _vK‡j H wk¶v_©x `¶Zvi (Skill) †¶‡ÎI `~e©jZv †_‡K hvq| Avevi Ávb 
(Knowledge) I ̀ ¶Zv (Skill) Gi †¶‡Î ̀ ye©jZv _vK‡jI H wk¶v_©xi g~j¨‡eva (Attitude 
and Values) Gi †¶‡Î ̀ ye©jZv bvI _vK‡Z cv‡i| A_©vr g~j¨vq‡bi †¶‡Î Ávb (Knowledge) 
I `¶Zv (Skill) cvi¯úvwiK m¤úK©hy³|

cÖwZwU wkLbdj 3wU †¯‹j ev gvÎvi Dci wfwË K‡i ˆZwi Kiv n‡q‡Q Ges hvi gvb wbgœiƒc wba©viY 
Kiv n‡q‡Q| g~j¨vqb wb‡`©k‡K cÖwZwU wkLbd‡ji Rb¨ wba©vwiZ gvb:  

 †c‡i‡Q AvswkK †c‡i‡Q cv‡iwb

2 (76-100%) 1 (50-75%) djveZ©b cÖ`vb  (0-49%)

wk¶Ke„›` iæweª· Gi mnvqZv wb‡q cÖwZwU cv‡Vi g~j¨vqb wb‡`©k‡Ki Rb¨ wba©vwiZ gvb cÖ`vb 
Ki‡Z cv‡ib| iæwe«· n‡jv 1wU wkLbdj AR©‡bi Rb¨ g~j¨vqb wb‡`©k‡K cÖ`Ë wb‡`©kKmg~‡ni 
gvb cÖ`v‡bi Rb¨ bgybv w`Kwb‡`©kbv ev MvBWjvBb| Dc‡ivwjøwLZ Q‡K cÖ`Ë kZKiv b¤^i 
wkÿKe„‡›`i Rb¨ GKwU w`Kwb‡`©kbv gvÎ| GB w`Kwb‡`©kbv ev MvBWjvBb AbymiY Kivi 
cvkvcvwk, wk¶Ke„›` Zv‡`i wbR¯^ †gav, `¶Zv I cÖÁv Abyhvqx ¯^vaxbfv‡eI g~j¨vqb wb‡`©k‡Ki 
mvwe©K gvb c«`vb Ki‡eb|

iyweª·
wkLbdj 

AR©‡bi Ae¯’vb
g~j¨vqb wb‡`©kK 

Gi gvb 
wkLbdj g~j¨vq‡bi Rb¨ we‡eP¨ welqmg~n

†c‡i‡Q 2
(76-100%)

wk¶v_©x mswkøó g~j¨vqb wb‡`©k‡K cÖ`Ë Ávb, `¶Zv I  
g~j¨‡eva Gi wb‡`©kKmg~‡ni me¸‡jv †c‡i‡Q|
mswkøó wel‡qi Z_¨ I fv‡ei Dc¯’vcb mwVK n‡q‡Q|
kã Pqb my›`i, D”PviY ¯úó I mvejxj|
nv‡Zi †jLv cwi®‹vi I my›`i|

AvswkK †c‡i‡Q

1
(50-75%)

we.`ª.djveZ©b 
cÖ`vb K‡i cÖ`Ë 
gvb 1 †K 2 G
DbœxZ Kivi 

my‡hvM _vK‡e|

wk¶v_©x mswkøó g~j¨vqb wb‡`©k‡K cÖ`Ë Ávb, `¶Zv I  
g~j¨‡eva Gi wb‡`©kKmg~‡ni 2/1 wU Qvov  †ewkifvM 
†c‡i‡Q |

mswkøó wel‡qi Z_¨ I fv‡ei Dc¯’vcbvq mvgvb¨ NvUwZ 
i‡q‡Q|

kã Pqb †gvUvgywU fv‡jv, D”PviY ¯úó Z‡e mvejxj 
bq|

nv‡Zi †jLv †gvUvgywU cwi®‹vi I my›`i|
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cv‡iwb

0
(0-49%)

we.`ª.djveZ©b 
cÖ`vb K‡i 

µ‡gvbœq‡bi †Póv 
_vK‡e| 0 †K 
Kgc‡ÿ 1 G

DbœxZ Ki‡eb |

wk¶v_©x mswkøó g~j¨vqb wb‡`©k‡K cÖ`Ë Ávb, `¶Zv I  
g~j¨‡ev‡ai wb‡`©kKmg~‡ni GKwUI cv‡iwb|
mswkøó wel‡qi Z_¨ I fv‡ei Dc¯’vcbv Ki‡Z cv‡i 
bv|

kã Pqb Ki‡Z cv‡i bv, D”PviY fyj, ¯úó  bq, Ges 
RoZv i‡q‡Q| 

nv‡Zi †jLv G‡Kev‡iB cwi®‹vi I my›`i bq|

1.8.4| wk¶K Ae¨vnZfv‡e wk¶v_©x‡`i ch©‡e¶Y Ki‡eb Ges wkLb-†kLv‡bv Kvh©vewj 
PjvKvjxb I we`¨vjq cvV mswkøó wewfbœ Kg©Kv‡Û wk¶v_©x‡`i AvMÖn, AskMÖnY Ges mvd‡j¨i 
AMÖMwZi wfwË‡Z g~j¨vqb Ki‡eb|

1.8.5| wk¶K Ôcv‡iwbÕ- wk¶v_©x‡`i wkLbdj AwR©Z bv nIqv ch©šÍ djveZ©b cÖ`vb 
Ki‡eb| wkÿK mnvwqKvq ewY©Z djveZ©b cÖ`v‡bi †KŠkj AbymiY Ki‡eb| †kÖwYcvV`vb PjvKv‡j 
ev cieZ©x w`b cybiv‡jvPbvi mgq cybivq g~j¨vqb Ki‡Z cv‡ib Ges wk¶v_©x H wb‡`©kK †c‡i‡Q 
e‡j cÖZxqgvb n‡j Dchy³ b¤^i cÖ`vb K‡i wdWe¨vK N‡ii gšÍe¨ †K‡U w`‡eb| G wel‡qi ev 
wkLbdj AR©b Kivi Rb¨ 2/3 evi djveZ©b I wbivgqg~jK e¨e¯’v wb‡eb| djveZ©b I wbivgqg~jK 
e¨e¯’v MÖnY †k‡l wk¶K wkLbdj AR©‡bi gvb 1 cÖ`vb Ki‡eb| ÔAvswkK †c‡i‡QÕ wk¶v_©x‡`i 
†ÿ‡Î wkÿ‡Ki djveZ©b cÖ`vb Kiv Hw”QK| mgRvZxq `ye©jZvi Rb¨ wkÿK PvB‡j `jMZfv‡e 
ev Avjv`vfv‡e djveZ©b cÖ`vb Ki‡Z cv‡ib| hw` wkÿK ÔAvswkK †c‡i‡QÕ wk¶v_©x‡`i djveZ©b 
cÖ`vb K‡ib, †m‡ÿ‡Î wkLbdj AR©‡bi gvb 1 †_‡K 2 G DbœwZ Ki‡Z cvi‡eb| 

1.8.6| djveZ©b I wbivgqg~jK e¨e¯’v MÖnY Kivi ciI wk¶v_©xi `ye©jZv ev mgm¨v `~i 
bv n‡j H wk¶v_©x ev wk¶v_©x‡`i Aa¨vq †k‡l ev cÖvwšÍK †k‡l AwZwi³ ev †gKAvc K¬vm MÖnY K‡i 
mswkøó wkLbdj AR©b Kiv‡eb|

1.8.7| hw` †kÖwYK‡¶ Dcw¯’Z mKj QvÎQvÎxi g~j¨vqb GKB w`‡b Ki‡Z bv cvi‡j 
cieZ©x †kÖwYKvh©µ‡gi ïiæ‡Z evwK‡`i g~j¨vqb Ki‡Z cvi‡eb| j¶ ivL‡Z n‡e, cÖwZ cv‡V 
cÖwZ wk¶v_©x‡K g~j¨vqb Ki‡Z bv cvi‡jI, GKwU wkLbd‡ji Aaxb †h †Kv‡bv GKwU cv‡V, bv 
n‡j H Aa¨v‡qi cvV`vbKvjxb mg‡q AšÍZ GKevi g~j¨vqb Ki‡Z n‡e| KviY, GKwU wkLbdj 
GKvwaK cv‡V we¯Í…Z _vK‡Z cv‡i| Avevi, KL‡bv KL‡bv GKvwaK wkLbdj wb‡q GKwU cvV iwPZ 
n‡q _v‡K| ZvB GKwU Aa¨v‡qi cvV`vbKv‡ji g‡a¨ A_ev 1wU AR©b Dc‡hvMx †hvM¨Zv Aa¨v‡qi 
†h KqwU cv‡Vi g‡a¨ †kl n‡e †mB cvVmg~‡ni g‡a¨ mKj wk¶v_©x †hb Aek¨B AšÍZ GKevi 
GB g~j¨vq‡bi AvIZvq Av‡m wk¶K Zv wbwðZ Ki‡eb| welqwU wkÿvµg welÍiY I avivevwnK 
g~j¨vqb msµvšÍ AbjvBb I gy‡LvgywL cÖwkÿ‡Y AviI wek` fv‡e e¨vL¨v Kiv n‡e| GQvovI 
avivevwnK g~j¨vqb, djveZ©b cÖ`vb I †iKW© msiÿY mnR Kivi Rb¨ GbWª‡qW cøvUdg©wfwËK 
GKwU †gvevBj A¨vc Pvjy Kivi cwiKíbv i‡q‡Q| 

1.8.8| we‡kl Pvwn`v m¤úbœ wkïmn wcwQ‡q cov wk¶v_©x‡`i g~j¨vqb Ges wkLb `ye©jZv 
wbivg‡qi Rb¨ djveZ©b cÖ`v‡b wkÿK we‡kl hZœ wb‡eb|
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wk¶K Wv†qwi 2 Gi e¨envi:
1.8.9| g~j¨vqb wb‡`©kK †_‡K cÖvß gvb cÖwZ Aa¨vq †k‡l Aa¨vqwfwËK AR©b Dc‡hvMx 

†hvM¨Zv AR©‡bi weeiYx (wk¶K Wv‡qix-2) G mwbœ‡ewkZ Ki‡Z n‡e| wk¶K Wv‡qwi-2 †Z GKwU 
wel‡qi GKwU Aa¨vq †k‡l H Aa¨v‡q hZwU wkLbdj †kl n‡q‡Q ZZwU wkLbd‡ji weeiYx ˆZwi 
Ki‡eb| 

1.8.10| Gici cÖvwšÍK †k‡l mKj wk¶v_©xi welqwfwËK AR©‡bvc‡hvMx †hvM¨Zv AR©‡bi 
gvb  wjwce× Ki‡eb| G‡¶‡Î hZwU Aa¨vq †kl n‡e ZZwU Aa¨v‡qi wkLbdj AR©‡bi djvdj 
(wk¶K Wv‡qwi-1) Gi  gvb  wfwË wn‡m‡e MÖnY Ki‡eb| 

1.8.11| cÖvwšÍK †k‡l welqwfwËK AR©b Dc‡hvMx †hvM¨Zv AR©‡bi cÖvß gvb Avevi 4wU 
†¯‹j ev gvÎvi Dci wfwË K‡i welqwfwËK mvwe©K AMÖMwZi Ae¯’vb wbY©‡qi g¨vwU«· ˆZwi Kiv 
n‡q‡Q, hv wbgœiƒc:
welqwfwËK AR©b Dc‡hvMx †hvM¨Zv †_‡K cÖvwšÍK †k‡l djvdj ‰Zwii wb‡`©kbv -

Ae¯’vbMZ gvb mnvqZv `iKvi m‡šÍvlRbK fv‡jv DËg

b¤^i /gvb 0-39% 40-59% 60-79% 80-100%

Aa¨vqwfwËK AR©b Dc‡hvMx †hvM¨Zvi gvb‡K kZKiv djvdj iƒcvšÍ‡ii cÖwµqv-
kZKiv djvdj wbY©q m~Î: 
 K) 1wU Aa¨v‡q †gvU cvV msL¨v/ g~j¨vqb wb‡`©kK = 
 L) †gvU cvV/ g~j¨vqb wb‡`©k‡Ki msL¨v x m‡eŸ©v”P gvb 2 = †gvU gvb  
 M) wk¶v_©xi cÖvß †gvU gvb = 1wU Aa¨v‡q †gvU cvV msL¨v /g~j¨vqb wb‡`©k‡Ki Rb¨    
              Wv‡qwi-1 G cÖ`Ë gvb 
 N) djvdj = (wk¶v_©xi cÖvß †gvU gvb ÷ †gvU cvV/g~j¨vqb wb‡`©k‡Ki gvb = x 100)

1.8.12| cÖavb wk¶K/ †kÖwY wk¶K Aa¨vqwfwËK AR©b Dc‡hvMx †hvM¨Zv AR©‡bi 
(Wv‡qwi-2 Abyhvqx) †gvU gvb Abyhvqx 1g, 2q I 3q cÖvwšÍ‡Ki wk¶v_©xi wkLb AMÖMwZi eY©bvg~jK 
(Descriptive / Qualitative) wi‡cvU© KvW© (bgybv mshy³) ˆZwi Ki‡eb Ges cÖwZ wk¶ve‡l© 
03 evi AwffveK‡`i‡K AewnZ Ki‡eb| wk¶v_©xi wkLb AMÖMwZi wi‡c©vU Kv‡W© ïaygvÎ Zvui 
Ae¯’v wb‡`©kK gvb`Û-  DËg / fv‡jv / m‡šÍvlRbK Ges mnvqZv cÖ‡qvRb wjL‡eb| †Kvbfv‡eB 
†MÖW ev kZKiv b¤^i †jLv hv‡e bv| 

1.8.13| mKj welqwfwËK g~j¨vqb wb‡`©kK ev wkLbdj (Wv‡qwi-1) I Aa¨vqwfwËK 
AR©b Dc‡hvMx †hvM¨Zv AR©‡bi gvb Wv‡qwi-2 G wk¶K msi¶Y Ki‡eb| wk¶K †Kv‡bv wk¶v_©x‡K 
wkÿK Wv‡qwi 1 I 2 †`Lv‡eb bv; ïaygvÎ DaŸ©Zb gwbUwis Kg©KZ©v‡`i Pvwn`v †gvZv‡eK wi‡cvU© 
cÖ`k©b Ki‡eb| 

1.8.14| †gvevBjwfwËK g~j¨vqb A¨vc cÖPj‡bi c~‡e© wk¶K cÖwZw`b m‡e©v”P msL¨K 
wk¶v_©x‡K g~j¨vqb Ges †iKW© msi¶Y Ki‡Z †Póv Ki‡eb| 
we.`ª : 1| evsjv welq Aa¨v‡q wef³ Kiv nqwb| G‡ÿ‡Î, wkÿK cÖwZ 5/7 cvV †k‡l †hLv‡b 
GKwU AR©b  Dc‡hvMx †hvM¨Zv †kl n‡q‡Q †m ch©šÍ AR©b Dc‡hvMx †hvM¨Zv AR©‡bi Wv‡qwi-2 †Z 
Z_¨ mwbœ‡ewkZ Ki‡eb|  
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2.0 djveZ©b cÖ`vb cÖwµqv: 

2.1 djveZ©b Kx I †Kb
avivevwnK g~j¨vq‡bi Rb¨ djveZ©‡bi ¸iæZ¡ Acwimxg| GKRb `ye©j ev AcviM wk¶v_©xi wkLb 
NvUwZ c~i‡Yi Rb¨ wkÿK wkLb PjvKvjxb ev †kÖwYcvV`vbKv‡ji evwn‡i †h w`Kwb‡`©kbv w`‡q 
_v‡Kb ZvB wk¶v_©xi Rb¨ djveZ©b| djveZ©b ïay `ye©j ev AcviM wk¶v_©xi Rb¨B cÖ`vb Kiv 
nq bv| djveZ©b cÖ‡qvR‡b mej ev ga¨ggv‡bi wk¶v_©x‡KI cÖ`vb Kiv †h‡Z cv‡i| djveZ©b 
memgqB cwRwUf ev BwZevPK n‡q _v‡K|
avivevwnK g~j¨vq‡bi g~j j¶¨ n‡”Q wk¶v_©xi cÖZ¨vwkZ wkLb wbwðZ Kiv| wkLb-†kLv‡bv Kvh©vewj 
PjvKv‡j ¸YMZ djveZ©‡bi gva¨‡g GB wkLb wbwðZ Ki‡Z n‡e| wk¶v_©xi wkLb g~j¨vqb K‡i 
`ye©jZv ev NvUwZ wPwýZ K‡i cÖ‡qvRbxq djveZ©b I cybtg~j¨vqb K‡i wk¶v_©xi wkLb AMÖMwZ 
wbwðZ Kiv nq| wb‡P djveZ©b cÖ`v‡bi †KŠkj eY©bv Kiv n‡jv:  

2.2 djveZ©b Kxfv‡e w`‡eb 
•	 wkÿK wb‡R djveZ©b w`‡Z cv‡ib
•	 wkÿK cviM mncvVx‡`i gva¨‡g `ye©j mncvVx‡K djveZ©b w`‡Z cv‡ib

2.3 djveZ©b †`qvi mgq
•	 cvV PjvKvjxb AbykxjbKv‡j
•	 cvV †k‡l g~j¨vq‡bi mgq 
•	 cieZ©x cv‡Vi ïiæ‡Z c~e©Ávb hvPvBKv‡j

2.4 djveZ©b †`Iqvi wb‡`©kbv
•	 wkÿK wkÿv_©x‡`i cÖ‡qvRbxq djveZ©b wkLb-†kLv‡bv Kvh©vewj PjvKvjx‡bi g‡a¨ w`‡eb;
•	 wkÿv_©x‡`i mgm¨v wPwýZ K‡i djveZ©b my¯úó I mywbw`©ó K‡i wkÿK †gŠwLK ev 

wjwLZfv‡e djveZ©b w`‡eb;
•	 wkÿv_©x‡`i djveZ©b Aek¨B mnR‡eva¨, BwZevPK I wkïevÜe fvlvq w`‡Z n‡e; 
•	 wkÿv_©x‡K †h‡Kv‡bv wel‡qi Dci djveZ©b †`qvi mgq, cÖ_‡g Zvi cÖksmv Ki‡Z n‡e; 
•	 djveZ©b cieZ©x mg‡q wkÿK †mBme wkÿv_©x‡`i Kvh©µg cybivq ch©‡eÿY/hvPvB K‡i 

†`L‡eb| wkÿv_©x‡`i wkLb AR©b wbwðZ n‡q‡Q wKbv, Zv hvPvB Ki‡eb| hw` wkLb 
AR©b wbwðZ bv nq Zvn‡j Zv‡`i Rb¨ wbivgqg~jK e¨e¯’v MÖnY Ki‡Z n‡e;

•	 †kÖwYK‡ÿ wkLb PjvKvjxb djveZ©b †`qvi mgq, cv‡Vi mgm¨v Abyhvqx wkÿK †Kv‡bv 
wkÿv_©x‡K GKKfv‡e djveZ©b w`‡Z cv‡ib| Avevi K‡qKRb wkÿv_©x‡K ev mKj 
wk¶v_©x‡K GKmv‡_ djveZ©b w`‡Z cv‡ib; 

•	 hw` †Kv‡bv wkÿv_©xi welqe ‘̄MZ aviYv my¯úó bv _v‡K Zvn‡j H wkÿv_©xi Ávbg~jK 
m~PK AR©b n‡e bv| †m†ÿ‡Î wkÿK wkÿv_©x‡K cÖ‡qvR‡b GKKfv‡e/ †QvU `‡j/mevB‡K 
GKmv‡_ djveZ©b w`‡q cv‡Vi welqe¯‘MZ aviYv my¯úó K‡i w`‡eb|

•	 †Kv‡bv wkÿv_©xi `ÿZvg~jK m~PK AwR©Z bv n‡j eyS‡Z n‡e cv‡V Zvi Av‡iv Abykxj‡bi 
cÖ‡qvRb| Abykxj‡bi mgq wkÿK wb‡R A_ev cviM wkÿv_©x‡`i mnvqZvq wdWe¨vK w`‡Z 
cv‡ib, hv‡Z wcwQ‡q civ wkÿv_©xiv cvV Abyhvqx wba©vwiZ wkLbdj ev AR©b Dc‡hvMx 
†hvM¨Zv AR©b Ki‡Z cv‡i|
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•	 g~j¨vqb wb‡`©k‡K cÖ`Ë g~j¨‡eva I `„wófw½ m¤úwK©Z m~PK AR©‡bi wbwgË cvV Abyhvqx 
wkÿK wkÿv_©x‡`i †kÖwYK‡ÿ wdWe¨vK w`‡Z cv‡ib Ges cÖ‡qvR‡b AwffveK‡`i m¤ú„³ 
K‡i wbw`©ó `¶Zv AR©b Kiv‡bvi e¨e¯’v Ki‡Z cv‡ib|

•	 we‡kl Pvwn`vm¤úbœ ev wcwQ‡q cov wk¶v_©xi Rb¨ cÖ‡qvR‡b Av‡iv we‡kl cÖwµqvq 
djveZ©b w`‡Z  n‡e| 

3.0 wbivgqg~jK e¨e¯’v MÖnY: 
 avivevwnK g~j¨vq‡bi gva¨‡g wkÿv_x©‡`i welqwfwËK wkLb NvUwZ wPwýZ K‡i djveZ©b cÖ`vb 
Kivi ci d‡jvAvc Ki‡Z n‡e| wKš‘ d‡jvAv‡ci ci hw` wkLb AMÖMwZ m‡šÍvlRbK bv nq 
†m‡ÿ‡Î wbivgqg~jK e¨e¯’v MÖnY Kivi cÖ‡qvRb n‡e| wbivgqg~jK e¨e¯’v‡K we`¨vj‡qi wbqwgZ 
Kvh©µ‡gi Ask wn‡m‡e AšÍf©y³  Ki‡Z n‡e| wbivgqg~jK e¨e¯’vi GKwU ¸iæZ¡c~Y© D‡Ïk¨ n‡jv 
wkÿv_©x‡`i `ye©jZv `~i Kivi gva¨‡g wkLb wbwðZ Kiv| wbivgqg~jK  e¨e¯’v 2wU Dcv‡q n‡Z 
cv‡i| †hgb: 

•	 wkÿKKZ©„K wbivgqg~jK e¨e¯’v MÖnY
•	 wkÿK-mncvVx †hŠ_ cÖ‡Póvq wbivgqg~jK e¨e¯’v MÖnY

3.1 wbivgqg~jK e¨e¯’v MÖnY: 
wkÿKKZ©„K wbivgqg~jK mnvqZv cÖ`v‡bi mgq †hmKj welq we‡ePbv Ki‡Z n‡e:

•	 cÖwZ wel‡q wbivgqg~jK e¨e ’̄v †bIqvi Rb¨ mvßvwnK K¬vm iæwU‡b wbw`©ó wcwiqW/mgq 
eivÏ _vK‡e;

•	 wkÿK †kÖwYcvV PjvKvjxb Pjgvb g~j¨vq‡bi gva¨‡g AcviM wkÿv_©x wPwýZ Ki‡eb;
•	 †kÖwYwkÿK Aa¨vqwfwËK wkLb NvUwZm¤úbœ wkÿv_©x‡`i Ôwbivgqg~jK cÖ`vbÕ K¬v‡m Dcw¯’Z 

_vK‡Z ej‡eb;
•	 wkÿK NvUwZi aib Abymv‡i AcviM wkÿv_©x‡`i Dc`‡j fvM Ki‡eb Ges cÖ‡qvRbxq 

mnvqZv w`‡eb;
•	 †kÖwYK‡¶ cviM wkÿv_©xiv wkÿ‡Ki wb‡`©kbv Abymv‡i AcviM wkÿv_©x‡`i wkLb NvUwZ 

`~ixKi‡Yi Rb¨ mnvqZv cÖ`vb Ki‡e |

4.0 mvgwóK g~j¨vqb (Summative Assessment)
mvgwóK g~j¨vqb wbw`©ó mgq AšÍi AbywôZ nq| GwU †kÖwYK‡ÿ ˆ`bw›`b wkLb-†kLv‡bv Kvh©µ‡gi 
Ask bq| mvaviYZ †Kv‡bv Aa¨v‡qi †k‡l ev †mwg÷vi ev cÖvwšÍ‡Ki †k‡l G ai‡bi g~j¨vqb 
AbywôZ nq| Gi Ab¨Zg cÖavb D‡Ïk¨ n‡jv wkÿv_©x Kx wk‡L‡Q (wkLbdj/welqe¯‘) Ges †Kgb 
wk‡L‡Q (KZUv fv‡jv) Zv Rvbv| 

RvZxq wkÿvµg iƒc‡iLv 2021 Abyhvqx cÖv_wgK ¯Í‡ii g~j¨vqb c×wZ‡K bZzbfv‡e mvRv‡bv  
n‡q‡Q| cwigvwR©Z wkÿvµ‡gi g~j¨vqb iƒc‡iLvq 1g †_‡K 3q †kÖwYi mKj wel‡q wkLb 
g~j¨vq‡bi Rb¨ kZfvM we`¨vjq I †kÖwYKÿwfwËK g~j¨vqb (School  and Classroom 
based Assessment) ev avivevwnK g~j¨vqb c×wZ  Ges 4_© I 5g †kÖwY‡Z kZKiv 60 fvM ev 
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avivevwnK g~j¨vqb c×wZ Ges kZKiv 40 fvM mvgwóK g~j¨vqb (Summative Assessment) 
c×wZ cÖeZ©‡bi cÖ¯Íve M„nxZ n‡q‡Q hv 2025- 2026 wkÿvel© †_‡K Kvh©Ki n‡e| 

cÖwZ cÖvwšÍK †k‡l wba©vwiZ mg‡q mvgwóK g~j¨vqb AbywôZ n‡e| 1g/2q/3q cÖvwšÍ‡Ki †k‡l 
wba©vwiZ AR©b Dc‡hvMx †hvM¨Zvi Z_v wkLbd‡ji wfwË‡Z H cÖvwšÍ‡Ki g‡a¨ cwVZ m¤ú~Y© welqe¯‘ 
m¤ú‡K© wkÿv_©xi AR©b Dc‡hvMx †hvM¨Zv ev wkLbdj AR©b g~j¨vqb Kivi cÖwµqvB n‡jv mvgwóK 
g~j¨vqb| cieZx‡Z 4_© I 5g †kªwYi wk¶K mnvwqKvq mvgwóK g~j¨vqb m¤cwK©Z wek` weeiY 
_vK‡e|

4.1 mvgwóK g~j¨vqb KvVv‡gv
cÖv_wgK ¯Í‡i mvgwóK g~j¨vqb myôziƒ‡c ev¯Íevq‡bi Rb¨ GKwU mvgwóK g~j¨vqb KvVv‡gv ‰Zwi 
Kiv n‡e hv cwigvwR©Z c Ö v_wgK wkÿvµg 2021 Gi wfwË‡Z iwPZ bZzb cvV¨cy¯ÍK I wkÿK 
mnvwqKvq AšÍf©y³ Kiv n‡e|

4.2 mvgwóK g~j¨vq‡b hv AšÍf©y³ n‡Z cv‡i -
•	 AvbyôvwbK cixÿv, wjwLZ cÖkœcÎ, †gŠwLK I ch©‡eÿY †PKwj÷
•	 GmvBb‡g›U ev Awc©Z Kg© m¤úv`b, e¨envwiK, nv‡Z-Kj‡g KvR, cÖ‡R± m¤úv`b 

BZ¨vw`|

4.3 mvgwóK g~j¨vqb KLb Kxfv‡e msNwUZ n‡e?
•	 mvgwóK g~j¨vqb cÖ‡Z¨K cÖvwšÍK †k‡l AbywôZ n‡e|
•	 mvgwóK g~j¨vqb AvbyôvwbK cixÿvi gva¨‡g Ges we`¨vj‡qi wkÿK‡`i e¨e¯’vcbvq 

AbywôZ n‡e| 
•	 GB g~j¨vq‡b me wkÿv_©xi Rb¨ GKB Uzjm e¨envi Kiv n‡e|

4.4 cÖv_wgK ¯Í‡i mvgwóK g~j¨vqb KZevi msNwUZ n‡e?
cÖv_wgK ¯Í‡i †gvU wZbwU cÖvwšÍK i‡q‡Q| cÖ‡Z¨K cÖvwšÍ‡Ki †k‡l 4_© †_‡K 5g †kÖwYi wkÿv_©x‡`i 
cÖwZwU  wel‡q 40% b¤^‡ii Dci mvgwóK g~j¨vqb AbywôZ n‡e| m¤ú~Y© wkÿve‡l© wZbwU cÖvwšÍ‡K  
cÖwZwU wel‡q 40% b¤^‡ii Dci †gvU 3 evi mvgwóK g~j¨vqb AbywôZ n‡e| cÖwZ cÖvwšÍ‡K mvgwóK 
g~j¨vq‡bi b¤^‡ii mv‡_ avivevwnK g~j¨vq‡b cÖvß b¤^i †hvM K‡i H cÖvwšÍ‡K wkÿv_©xi †gvU cÖvß 
b¤^i wbY©q Kiv n‡e| 3q cÖvwšÍK †k‡l wkÿv_©xi cvi`wk©Zv m¤ú‡K© P~ovšÍ wkLbwPÎ cÖ`vb Kiv 
n‡e| cÖwZ cÖvwšÍK †k‡l wkÿKMY mvgwóK g~j¨vq‡bi djvdj Ôg~j¨vqb djvdj msiÿY Q‡KÕ 
†iKW© Ki‡eb|

4.5 iPbvg~jK cÖkœ DË‡ii b¤^i cÖ`v‡bi bxwZgvjv
iPbvg~jK cÖ‡kœi DË‡i b¨vqm½Zfv‡e b¤^i cÖ`vb (Fair marking) GKwU ¸iæZ¡c~Y© welq| 
cÖv_wgK ¯Í‡i iPbvg~jK cÖ‡kœi Rb¨ wewfbœ gv‡bi b¤^i eivÏ _vK‡e| g~j¨vqbKvix wkÿK‡`i 
mylgfv‡e b¤^i e›U‡bi Rb¨ Dchy³ gvb`Û wba©viY Kiv n‡e A_©vr b¤^i cÖ`v‡bi GKwU bxwZgvjv 
‰Zwi Kiv n‡e, hv mKj wkÿv_©xi DËi g~j¨vq‡bi mgq cÖ‡qvM Ki‡eb| 

welq‡f‡` b¤^i cÖ`v‡bi Rubric wewfbœ n‡e| †hgb, evsjv wel‡qi cVb `ÿZv g~j¨vq‡bi 
Rubric Ges wjLb ̀ ÿZv g~j¨vq‡bi Rubric GK n‡e bv| Avevi weÁvb wel‡qi DËi g~j¨vq‡bi 
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bxwZgvjv mvgvwRK weÁvb wel‡qi DËi g~j¨vq‡bi bxwZgvjv GK n‡e bv| Kv‡RB, cÖv_wgK ¯Í‡ii 
wkÿKM‡Yi Rb¨ wewfbœ wel‡qi DËi g~j¨vq‡bi Rb¨ c„_K bxwZgvjv ̂ Zwi I AbymiY Kiv n‡e| GB 
wb‡`©wkKvq cÖwZwU wel‡qi iPbvg~jK cÖ‡kœi DË‡i b¤^i cÖ`v‡bi Rb¨ GKwU K‡i bgybv Sample 
Rubric cÖ`vb Kiv n‡e| wkÿKMY D³ bgybv AbymiY K‡i m¤¢ve¨ me ai‡bi iPbvg~jK cÖ‡kœi 
DË‡i b¤^i cÖ`vb Ki‡eb| GB wel‡q RvZxq cÖv_wgK wkÿvµg 2021 Gi Av‡jv‡K cvV¨cy¯ÍK 
iPbv †k‡l mvgwóK g~j¨vqb wb‡`©wkKv ˆZwi I h_vh_ cÖwkÿ‡Yi e¨e¯’v Kiv n‡e|

5.0 g~j¨vq‡bi djvdj msiÿY
g~j¨vqb e¨e¯’vi GKwU ¸iæZ¡c~Y© avc n‡jv wkÿv_©xi wkLb m¤úwK©Z Z_¨ ev djvdj msiÿY Kiv| 
cÖv_wgK ¯Í‡ii avivevwnK I mvgwóK g~j¨vq‡bi djvdj msiÿ‡Yi Rb¨ wkÿKMY cÖwZwU wel‡qi 
GKwU K‡i Ôg~j¨vqb djvdj msiÿY QKÕ e¨envi Ki‡eb| cÖ‡Z¨KwU g~j¨vqb djvdj msiÿY 
Q‡K avivevwnK I mvgwóK g~j¨vq‡b cÖvß b¤^i †iKW© Kivi e¨e¯’v _vK‡e| 

5.1 cÖwZ cÖvwšÍ‡K avivevwnK I mvgwóK g~j¨vq‡bi djvdj †iKW© ev msiÿY Kiv 
cÖwZ cÖvwšÍ‡Ki cÖwZgv‡m Kgc‡ÿ GKevi K‡i †gvU wZbevi avivevwnK g~j¨vq‡bi djvdj Ôg~j¨vqb 
djvdj msiÿY Q‡KÕ †iKW© Ki‡Z n‡e| wZbev‡ii cÖvß b¤^‡ii †gvU I Mo b¤^i wbY©q K‡i 
djvdj msiÿY Q‡Ki wba©vwiZ ¯’v‡b wjL‡Z n‡e| cÖwZ cÖvwšÍ‡K mvgwóK g~j¨vq‡b cÖvß b¤^i 
gvÎ GKevi wba©vwiZ ¯’v‡b wjL‡Z n‡e| cÖwZ cÖvwšÍ‡K mvgwóK g~j¨vqb †_‡K cÖvß b¤^‡ii mv‡_ 
avivevwnK g~j¨vq‡b cÖvß Mo b¤^i †hvM K‡i cÖvwšÍ‡Ki P~ovšÍ b¤^i wbY©q K‡i djvdj msiÿY Q‡Ki 
wba©vwiZ ¯’v‡b wjL‡Z n‡e|

5.2 evwl©K cixÿvi djvdj: 
4_© I 5g †kÖwYi P~ovšÍ djvd‡ji †ÿ‡Î cÖwZ †kÖwYi wZbwU cÖvwšÍ‡Ki 40% Ges avivevwnK 
g~j¨vq‡bi 60% b¤^‡ii mgš^‡q P~ovšÍ djvdj wbY©q Ki‡Z n‡e| GB djvd‡ji wfwË‡Z wkÿv_©xiv 
cieZ©x †kÖwY‡Z DËxY© n‡e| 

bgybv QKmg~n bx‡P mshy³ Kiv n‡jv:
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  †kÖwYK‡¶ avivevwnK g~j¨vqb I djveZ©b c«`v‡bi Rb¨ wk¶K Wv‡qwi-1
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. miKvwi c«v_wgK we`¨vjq

Dc‡Rjv:                †Rjv:

†kªwY: 1g                                                              welq:                                                Aa¨vq b¤^i:

†ivj wk¶v_©xi bvg

cvV/ g~j¨vqb wb‡`©kK b¤^i cvV/ g~j¨vqb wb‡`©kK b¤^i cvV/ g~j¨vqb wb‡`©kK b¤^i cvV/ g~j¨vqb wb‡`©kK b¤^i
ZvwiL: ZvwiL: ZvwiL: ZvwiL:

djve©Zb 
cÖ`v‡bi Z_¨

wkLbdj 
AR©‡bi gvb  

(2/1)

djve©Zb 
cÖ`v‡bi Z_¨

wkLbdj 
AR©‡bi gvb  

(2/1)

djve©Zb 
cÖ`v‡bi Z_¨

wkLbdj 
AR©‡bi gvb  

(2/1)

djve©Zb 
cÖ`v‡bi Z_¨

wkLbdj 
AR©‡bi 

gvb  (2/1)

cÖvß 
†gvU 
gvb

g~j¨vq‡bi gvb = m¤ú~Y© †c‡i‡Q=2; AvswkK †c‡i‡Q=1 ; cv‡iwb = 0 | djve©Zb cÖ`vb = †Kv‡bv wb‡`©kK cv‡iwb ev AvswkK †c‡i‡Q Ggb wk¶v_©xi  †¶‡Î wk¶K djve©Zb w`‡eb 
Ges Ávb Gi Rb¨  K , `¶Zv  Gi Rb¨ S ev g~j¨‡eva I `…wófw½ Gi Rb¨ A  wj‡L ivL‡eb| cieZ©x‡Z wk¶v_©xi cviMZv AwR©Z n‡q‡Q cÖZxqgvb n‡j cÖ‡hvR¨ gvb  cÖ`vb Ki‡eb|
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Aa¨vqwfwËK AR©b Dc‡hvMx †hvM¨Zv AR©‡bi weeiYx (wkÿK Wv‡qix-2)
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. miKvwi c«v_wgK we`¨vjq

Dc‡Rjv:                             †Rjv:

‡k«wY: 1g                               welq:                                                Aa¨vq b¤^i:                                                           ZvwiL:                                  

Aa¨vq AR©b Dc‡hvMx †hvM¨Zvmg~n

1

 †kÖwY: 1g                               welq:                                                Aa¨vq b¤^i:                                                           ZvwiL:          

cvV/ 
g~j¨vqb 

wb‡`©kK-1

cvV/ 
g~j¨vqb 

wb‡`©kK-2

cvV/ 
g~j¨vqb 

wb‡`©kK-3

cvV/ 
g~j¨vqb 

wb‡`©kK-4

cvV/ 
g~j¨vqb 

wb‡`©kK-5

cvV/ 
g~j¨vqb 

wb‡`©kK-6

cvV/ 
g~j¨vqb 

wb‡`©kK-7

cvV/ 
g~j¨vqb 

wb‡`©kK-8

cvV/ 
g~j¨vqb 

wb‡`©kK-9

cvV/ 
g~j¨vqb 

wb‡`©kK -10

cÖvß 
gvb gšÍe¨

†ivj bvg wkLbdj: wkLbdj: wkLbdj: wkLbdj: wkLbdj: wkLbdj: wkLbdj: wkLbdj: wkLbdj: wkLbdj:
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Aa¨vqwfwËK AR©b Dc‡hvMx †hvM¨Zvi cÖvß gvb‡K kZKiv djvdj iƒcvšÍ‡ii cÖwµqv -
kZKiv djvdj wbY©‡qi m~Î:  
  K) 1wU Aa¨v‡q †gvU cvV msL¨v/ g~j¨vqb wb‡`©kK = 
  L) †gvU cvV/ g~j¨vqb wb‡`©k‡Ki msL¨v x m‡eŸ©v”P gvb 2 = †gvU gvb 

 M) wk¶v_©xi cÖvß †gvU gvb = 1wU Aa¨v‡q †gvU cvV msL¨v /g~j¨vqb wb‡`©k‡Ki Rb¨ Wv‡qwi-1 G cÖ`Ë gvb
 N) djvdj = (wk¶v_©xi cÖvß †gvU gvb ÷ †gvU cvV/g~j¨vqb wb‡`©k‡Ki gvb = x 100)

cÖvwšÍK ev evwl©K cixÿvi djvdj ˆZwii Rb¨ wkÿK Aa¨vqwfwËK AR©b Dc‡hvMx †hvM¨Zvi gvb (Wv‡qwi-2) †_‡K kZKiv djvdj wbY©‡qi 
ci wkLb AMªMwZi weeiYx‡Z kZKiv Mo b¤^i Abyhvqx wk¶v_©xi wkLb Ae¯’vb - DËg/ fv‡jv/ m‡šÍvlRbK / mnvqZv cÖ‡qvRb wjL‡eb|   
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.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..  miKvwi c«v_wgK we`¨vjq
Dc‡Rjv:                               †Rjv: 

wkLb AMÖMwZi cÖwZ‡e`b
wk¶v_©xi bvg:

†kÖwY:

†ivj:

kvLv: (hw` _v‡K)

†kÖwY Kvh©w`em msL¨v:

Dcw¯’Z:

welq cÖ_g cÖvwšÍK mvwe©K gšÍe¨ wØZxq cÖvwšÍK mvwe©K gšÍe¨ Z…Zxq cÖvwšÍK mvwe©K gšÍe¨

evsjv

Bs‡iwR

MwYZ

mvgvwRK weÁvb I  
cÖv_wgK weÁvb (mgwš^Z)

ag© I ˆbwZK wk¶v

kvixwiK I gvbwmK ¯^v¯’¨ 
wk¶v 

wkíKjv
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e¨w³MZ I mvgvwRK ¸Yvewj

mgqwbôZv 

k…•Ljv I wbqgvbyewZ©Zv

`vwqZ¡ I KZ©e¨‡eva

cwi®‹vi-cwi”QbœZv

AvPvi-AvPiY

`jxq Kv‡R AskMÖnY

Kvwes Kvh©µg

we‡kl cvi`wk©Zv

     

cÖvwšÍK †kÖwY wk¶‡Ki ¯^v¶i cÖavb wk¶‡Ki ¯^v¶i Awffve‡Ki ¯^v¶i

cÖ_g 

wØZxq 

Z…Zxq
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D`vniY: Bs‡iwR wel‡qi 1g Aa¨v‡qi 6wU cv‡Vi 9wU g~j¨vqb wb‡`©kK Gi Dci 3 Rb wkÿv_©xi djvdj
(GB Aa¨v‡q 4wU AR©b Dc‡hvMx †hvM¨Zv I 6wU wkLbdj i‡q‡Q)

  †kÖwYK‡¶ avivevwnK g~j¨vqb I djveZ©b c«`v‡bi Rb¨ wk¶K Wv‡qwi-1
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. miKvwi c«v_wgK we`¨vjq

Dc‡Rjv:               †Rjv:

    †kªwY: 1g                                            welq:    Bs‡iwR                          Aa¨vq b¤^i:  01                                              

†ivj wk¶v_©xi bvg

cvV b¤^i -1/ g~j¨vqb 
wb‡`©kK -1

cvV b¤^i -1 / g~j¨vqb 
wb‡`©kK -2

cvV b¤^i-2/ g~j¨vqb 
wb‡`©kK-3

cvV b¤^i-3/ g~j¨vqb 
wb‡`©kK -4

ZvwiL: ZvwiL: ZvwiL: ZvwiL:

djve©Zb 
cÖ`v‡bi Z_¨

wkLbdj 
AR©‡bi gvb  

(2/1)

djve©Zb 
cÖ`v‡bi Z_¨

wkLbdj 
AR©‡bi gvb  

(2/1)

djve©Zb 
cÖ`v‡bi Z_¨

wkLbdj 
AR©‡bi gvb  

(2/1)

djve©Zb 
cÖ`v‡bi Z_¨

wkLbdj 
AR©‡bi 

gvb  (2/1)
†¯‹vi

1 2 1 2 1 6
2 K 1 2 2 2 7
3 1 K 1 1 S 1 4

  †kªwY: 1g                                            welq:    Bs‡iwR                          Aa¨vq b¤^i:  01                                    

†ivj wk¶v_©xi bvg

cvV b¤^i-3 / 
g~j¨vqb wb‡`©kK - 5

cvV b¤^i-4/ 
g~j¨vqb wb‡`©kK  - 6

cvV b¤^i-5/ 
g~j¨vqb wb‡`©kK - 7

cvV b¤^i-6/ 
g~j¨vqb wb‡`©kK - 8

ZvwiL: ZvwiL: ZvwiL: ZvwiL:

djve©Zb 
cÖ`v‡bi Z_¨

wkLbdj 
AR©‡bi gvb  

(2/1)

djve©Zb 
cÖ`v‡bi Z_¨

wkLbdj 
AR©‡bi gvb  

(2/1)

djve©Zb 
cÖ`v‡bi Z_¨

wkLbdj 
AR©‡bi gvb  

(2/1)

djve©Zb 
cÖ`v‡bi Z_¨

wkLbdj 
AR©‡bi 

gvb  (2/1)
†¯‹vi

1 1 1 2 1 5

2 2 2 2 2 8

3 K 1 1 2 1 5
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    †kªwY: 1g                                            welq:    Bs‡iwR                          Aa¨vq b¤^i:  01                                              

†ivj wk¶v_©xi bvg

cvV b¤^i -6/ g~j¨vqb 
wb‡`©kK -9

cvV b¤^i - / g~j¨vqb 
wb‡`©kK -

cvV b¤^i- / g~j¨vqb 
wb‡`©kK -

cvV b¤^i- / g~j¨vqb 
wb‡`©kK -

ZvwiL: ZvwiL: ZvwiL: ZvwiL:

djve©Zb 
cÖ`v‡bi Z_¨

wkLbdj 
AR©‡bi gvb  

(2/1)

djve©Zb 
cÖ`v‡bi Z_¨

wkLbdj 
AR©‡bi gvb  

(2/1)

djve©Zb 
cÖ`v‡bi Z_¨

wkLbdj 
AR©‡bi gvb  

(2/1)

djve©Zb 
cÖ`v‡bi Z_¨

wkLbdj 
AR©‡bi 

gvb  (2/1)
†¯‹vi

1 2 2

2 S 1 1

3 1 1

    
Aa¨vqwfwËK AR©b Dc‡hvMx †hvM¨Zv AR©‡bi weeiYx (Wv‡qix-2)

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..miKvwi c«v_wgK we`¨vjq
Dc‡Rjv:                             †Rjv:

Aa¨vq AR©b Dc‡hvMx †hvM¨Zvmg~n

1

1.2 Exchanging greetings and farewells in the classroom for effective communication

2.1 Listening to rhymes, cartoons and digital contents in English for enjoyment

3.2 Exchanging greetings and farewells at different times for effective communication

6.1 Reading cartoon/ comics and digital contents in English with enjoyment
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 †k«wY: 1g                               welq:  Bs‡iwR                                              Aa¨vq b¤^i:  01                                                      ZvwiL:                                  
cvV 1 / 
g~j¨vqb 
wb‡`©kK 

-1

cvV 1 / 
g~j¨vqb 

wb‡`©kK -2

cvV-2 / 
g~j¨vqb 
wb‡`©kK 

-3

cvV -3/ 
g~j¨vqb 
wb‡`©kK 

-4

cvV -3/ 
g~j¨vqb 
wb‡`©kK 

-5

cvV-4 / 
g~j¨vqb 
wb‡`©kK 

-6

cvV-5/ 
g~j¨vqb 

wb‡`©kK -7

cvV-6 / 
g~j¨vqb 
wb‡`©kK 

-8

cvV-6 / 
g~j¨vqb 
wb‡`©kK 

-9

cvV / 
g~j¨vqb 
wb‡`©kK 

-10

‡gvU 
gvb gšÍe¨

†ivj bvg wkLbdj 
1.2.1

wkLbdj
1.2.1

wkLbdj 
1.2.1/3.2.1

wkLbdj
1.2.1/3.2.1

wkLbdj
1.2.1/3.2.1

wkLbdj
1.2.1/3.2.1

wkLbdj
1.2.2/3.2.2

wkLbdj
2.1.1/2.1.2
/6.1.1

wkLbdj
1.2.1/1.2.2
/3.2.1

wkLbdj

1. 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 13

2. 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 16

3. 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 10

djvdj:
Aa¨vqwfwËK AR©b Dc‡hvMx †hvM¨Zvi gvb‡K kZKiv djvdj iƒcvšÍ‡ii cÖwµqv -
kZKiv djvdj wbY©‡qi m~Î:  
  K) 1wU Aa¨v‡q †gvU cvV msL¨v/ g~j¨vqb wb‡`©kK = 
  L) †gvU cvV/ g~j¨vqb wb‡`©k‡Ki msL¨v x m‡eŸ©v”P gvb 2 = †gvU gvb 

 M) wk¶v_©xi cÖvß ‡gvU gvb = 1wU Aa¨v‡q †gvU cvV msL¨v /g~j¨vqb wb‡`©k‡Ki Rb¨ Wv‡qwi-1 G cÖ`Ë gvb
 N) djvdj = (wk¶v_©xi cÖvß †gvU gvb ÷ †gvU cvV/g~j¨vqb wb‡`©k‡Ki gvb = x 100)

†ivj cÖvß kZKiv b¤^i wkÿv_©xi Ae¯’vb

1. 13÷18= 0.72 x 100=72 % fv‡jv

2. 16÷18= 0.888 x 100=89% DËg

3. 10÷18= 0.555 x 100=56% m‡šÍvlRbK
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.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..miKvwi cÖv_wgK we`¨vjq
Dc‡Rjv:                                             †Rjv: 

wkLb AMÖMwZi cÖwZ‡e`b
wk¶v_©xi bvg:    †gv: Avjg 
†kÖwY: 1g
†ivj: 1
kvLv: (hw` _v‡K) K
†kÖwY Kvh©w`em msL¨v: 65
Dcw¯’Z: 52

welq cÖ_g cÖvwšÍK mvwe©K gšÍe¨ wØZxq cÖvwšÍK mvwe©K gšÍe¨ Z…Zxq cÖvwšÍK mvwe©K gšÍe¨
evsjv

Bs‡iwR nv‡Zi 
†jLv DbœwZ 
cÖ‡qvRb|

Bs‡iwR fv‡jv
MwYZ
mvgvwRK weÁvb I  
cÖv_wgK weÁvb (mgwš^Z)
ag© I ˆbwZK wk¶v
kvixwiK I gvbwmK ¯^v¯’¨ wk¶v
wkíKjv

e¨w³MZ I mvgvwRK ¸Yvewj
mgqwbôZv fv‡jv
k…•Ljv I wbqgvbyewZ©Zv fv‡jv
`vwqZ¡ I KZ©e¨‡eva fv‡jv
cwi®‹vi-cwi”QbœZv fv‡jv
AvPvi-AvPiY fv‡jv
`jxq Kv‡R AskM«nY AvMÖn Av‡Q
Kvwes Kvh©µg AvMÖn Av‡Q
we‡kl cvi`wk©Zv Qov Ave„wË

  

cÖvwšÍK †kÖwY wk¶‡Ki ¯^v¶i cÖavb wk¶‡Ki ¯^v¶i Awffve‡Ki ¯^v¶i
cÖ_g 
wØZxq 
Z…Zxq
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Introduction to the English Language Curriculum, 2021

(Class 1 – Class 5)

In Bangladesh English is taught as a compulsory subject from class 1 to class 12. For a smooth and concerted delivery of English language 
instructions, a centrally designed curriculum is developed by NCTB on regular intervals. The last English curriculum for primary level learners 
was developed about a decade ago which marked a shift from a skills-based to competence based approach to curriculum development. The 
revised curriculum 2021 has been developed with a view to serving as a guide for planning, implementing and evaluating the teaching learning 
of English to the primary school learners following the recent social, cultural, economic, technological and academic developments in Ban-
gladesh and in the world. Although developed centrally, the English curriculum strives to address the key issues found through a number of 
needs-analysis research and, hence, reflects the suggestions, recommendations, criticisms and concerns of its stakeholders. 

The main objectives of studying English at the primary level in Bangladesh are to meet the growing needs of using English in the rapidly 
changing, knowledge- and technology driven world of the 21st century. The major areas of these needs are specified as-

•	 studies, especially in technical subjects both within and outside the country;

•	 use of ICT in jobs and for personal, national and global communication; 

•	 enhancing and appreciating inter-cultural understanding, and local and global citizenship skills; and,

•	 creating a competent workforce to participate and contribute to the ongoing and future development initiatives to meet the targets 
of the SDG4, Vision 2041 and the 5th industrial revolution. 

The English language curriculum for the primary level aims that learners will achieve English language proficiency for carrying out day to day 
activities in English speaking contexts both in and outside Bangladesh. Some of the main objectives of teaching English at Primary level are-

•	 to lay the foundation of learning English in future;

•	 to acquaint the young learners with the basic elements of the English language;

•	 to enable the young learners to use the four language skills− listening, speaking, reading and writing, with appropriate grammar and 
vocabulary, at basic level in their academic and real-life situations;

•	 to help learners develop an awareness of the important local and global issues including inter-cultural communication, sustainable 
development, gender equity and climate change through meaningful practices and uses of English in real life situations. 

The 2021-revised curriculum is a continuation of the previous curriculum although it brings about some unique features. Some of the unique 
features of the revised curriculum can be described as follows.
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Inclusiveness: Considering the emphasis given on inclusive education in most development agenda (e.g. SDG 4), this curriculum makes pro-
visions for inclusiveness by in English language teaching-learning by incorporating appropriate instructional materials, pedagogic approaches 
and assessment methods for all children including children with a diverse socio-economic-cultural backgrounds and children with special 
needs. 

Alignment with the SDGs: Keeping in pace with the spirits of Sustainable Development Goals 4, this curriculum emphasizes the need for en-
suring quality teaching learning of English through collaborative, critical and creative language practice opportunities in and outside the class-
room. Besides promoting the language skills of English, this curriculum commits to integrate the other SDGs such as digital literacy, leadership, 
global and local citizenship, and intercultural-understanding to the teaching-learning and assessment practices of English as a foreign language. 

Explicit use of grammar for effective communication: This revised curriculum marks a clear shift from the pure ‘communicative’ way of 
teaching English to an eclectic approach that focuses on combining learners’ communicative competencies with their awareness of the grammar 
that helps forming the language to communicate. Thus, this curriculum recommends reasonable use of explicit grammar items with a view to 
developing learners’ accuracy in the four skills- listening, speaking, reading and writing. However, this curriculum does not endorse mechanical 
and decontextualized use of grammatical rules and structure that are meant of developing a only mastery of grammar instead of communicative 
competencies. 

Integration of local and global cultures: While English is a global lingua franca, it is also seen as a language to be used by the learners of a 
particular local context, especially that of Bangladesh. Hence, this curriculum takes into account the importance of balancing the global features 
of English with the socio-cultural values and religious and ethnographic realities of Bangladesh.  

Pronunciation Practice: This curriculum puts special emphasis on pronunciation practice (in sounds, stress and intonation) through activities 
used in a number of lessons, especially in classes 3 to 5. The speakers of Bangla have problems speaking English mainly because of some 
sounds and stress patterns, which are absent in Bangla and/or difficult for the young learners. A list of such problem sounds is suggested here 
to be covered in the textbooks.

It can be summarized that the curriculum has been revised with a view to address and integrate the 21st century learning skills within the 
competence statements as well as in the learning outcomes. While suggesting covering the planned activities and content outline, the revised 
curriculum incorporates different SDGs. Moreover, a special attention is given on orienting learners to the development of core skills such as 
critical thinking, problem solving, creativity, local/global citizenship etc. Digital and multimedia based teaching learning are encouraged for 
facilitate learners’ development of target competencies. The curriculum also gives emphasis on providing opportunities for blended learning so 
that learning teaching can continue even during school closures caused by  

Instead of focusing solely on linguistic competencies, this curriculum also takes into account the need for developing learners’ socio-cultural 
competencies so that learners can use the language in conformity with the socio-cultural norms and conventions.  In order to streamline the 
formative as well as summative assessment practices guidelines for assessment methods as well as assessment tools are mentioned for each 
learning outcome. The revised curriculum also seeks to promote the core values as specified in the National curriculum and NEP for primary 
school children. Finally, this curriculum has defined the English language competencies, which are comparable to level A1 of the Common 
European Framework References (CEFR). 
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Essential Learning Continua

English 
Subject-wise 
Competencies

Class-wise Attainable Competencies
Class-1 Class-2 Class-3 Class-4 Class-5

Listening
1. Understand-
ing simple 
conversations, 
instructions, 
events and de-
scriptions, con-
forming to the 
socio-cultural 
conventions 
of the English 
speech

 

1.1 Recognizing 
sounds of the al-
phabet in familiar 
words of spoken 
interactions

1.1 Recognizing 
differences between 
initial sounds of 
familiar words in 
spoken interactions 
clearly 

1.1 Recognizing the 
differences between 
initial, middle and 
final sounds of 
familiar words in 
spoken interactions 

1.1 Recognizing 
stressed syllables 
in words in spoken 
interactions 

1.1 Recognizing 
stress and intona-
tion in statements 
and Wh- and Yes/No 
questions in spoken 
interactions

1.2 Exchanging 
greetings and fare-
wells in the class-
room for effective 
communication 

1.2 Understanding 
simple dialogues 
about classroom ac-
tivities for effective 
communication 

1.2 Understanding 
simple dialogues 
about day-to-day 
activities for effec-
tive communication 

1.2 Understanding 
simple dialogues 
about daily events 
for effective com-
munication 

1.2 Understanding 
conversations about 
interesting events 
for effective com-
munication 

1.3 Following 
simple classroom 
commands and 
instructions with 
appropriate gesture 

1.3 Carrying out 
simple commands 
and instructions 
about familiar 
events with appro-
priate gesture 

1.3 Carrying out 
commands, instruc-
tions and requests 
in everyday life 
with appropriate 
gesture   

1.3 Carrying out 
commands, instruc-
tions and requests 
in everyday life 
with appropriate 
gesture 

1.3 Following 
directions and re-
quests in everyday 
life with appropri-
ate gesture 

1.4 Responding to 
short and simple 
questions for self 
and peers introduc-
tions promptly and 
appropriately

1.4 Understanding 
short and simple 
questions and an-
swers about family 
members

 

1.4 Understanding 
questions and an-
swers about family 
and friends 

1.4 Understanding 
questions and an-
swers about family, 
friends and daily 
events

1.4 Understanding 
questions and an-
swers about family, 
friends and daily 
events 



Subject-wise 
Competencies

Class-wise Attainable Competencies
Class-1 Class-2 Class-3 Class-4 Class-5

**** ****

1.5 Understanding 
short texts for spe-
cific information 

1.5 Understanding 
text of familiar 
events for specific 
information 

1.5 Comprehending 
a variety of familiar 
texts / stories/fables 
for specific infor-
mation 

**** **** ****

1.6 Listening to 
descriptions of 
familiar events for 
getting key infor-
mation 

1.6 Listening to 
announcements in a 
variety of contexts 
for getting informa-
tion

2. Demonstrat-
ing of under-
standing and 
appreciating 
rhymes and 
poems, films, 
cartoons, com-
ics and digital 
contents 

2.1 Listening to 
rhymes, cartoons 
and digital contents 
in English for en-
joyment

 

2.1 Listening to 
rhymes, cartoons 
and digital contents 
in English for en-
joyment

 

2.1 Listening to 
and comprehending 
rhymes, cartoons 
and digital contents 
in English for en-
joyment

2.1 Listening to, 
comprehending 
and appreciating 
rhymes, poems, 
films, cartoons and 
digital contents in 
English for enjoy-
ment

2.1 Listening to, 
comprehending 
and appreciating 
rhymes, poems, 
films, cartoons, 
comics and digital 
contents in English 
for enjoyment 

Speaking
3. Participat-
ing in simple 
conversations 
confidently, 
fluently and 
accurately in 
the classroom 
and day-to-day 
life in a variety 
of contexts, 
conforming to

3.1 Repeating 
sounds of letters 
in words properly/
confidently 

3.1 Saying initial 
sounds of familiar 
words with proper 
pronunciation 

3.1 Saying the 
initial, middle and 
final sounds of 
words with proper 
pronunciation 

3.1 Saying the 
stressed syllables in 
a word with proper 
stress 

3.1 Saying state-
ments and asking 
questions with 
stress and intona-
tion

3.2 Exchanging 
greetings and fare-
wells at different 
times for effective 
communication 

3.2 Exchanging 
greetings and fare-
wells in conversa-
tions in day-to-day 
life for effective 
communication

3.2 Exchanging 
greetings and fare-
wells at different 
times for effective 
communication

3.2 Exchanging 
greetings and fare-
wells at different 
times and situation 
for effective com-
munication

****
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Subject-wise 
Competencies

Class-wise Attainable Competencies
Class-1 Class-2 Class-3 Class-4 Class-5

the socio-cul-
tural conven-
tions of the 
English speech

3.3 Asking and 
answering sim-
ple questions for 
getting information 
about a familiar 
person with appro-
priate gesture 

3.3 Giving sim-
ple instructions in 
everyday communi-
cation with appro-
priate gesture 

3.3 Giving simple 
commands, instruc-
tions and making 
requests in every-
day communication 
with appropriate 
body gesture 

3.3 Giving simple 
commands, instruc-
tions and making 
requests in every-
day communication 
with appropriate 
gesture 

3.3 Giving di-
rections, making  
requests and saying 
regrets  in everyday 
life with appropri-
ate gesture

****

3.4 Asking and an-
swering questions 
for getting informa-
tion about others 
with appropriate 
gesture 

3.4 Participating in 
conversations for 
exchanging infor-
mation about and 
family and friends 

3.4 Participating in 
conversations for 
exchanging infor-
mation or ideas 
about daily events  

3.4 Participating 
in conversations 
for exchanging 
information or 
ideas about familiar 
topics  

****

3.5 Describing oral-
ly familiar people 
clearly and confi-
dently

3.5 Describing 
orally simple activ-
ities in day-to-day 
situations clearly 
and confidently 

3.5 Describing oral-
ly familiar objects 
and events clearly 
and confidently 

3.5 Describing oral-
ly familiar events 
and festivals confi-
dently, fluently and 
accurately

Reading
4. Reading 
aloud texts 
with proper 
sounds, stress, 
intonation and 
punctuation

4.1 Recognizing 
the alphabet and 
cardinal numbers in 
figures and reading 
them aloud follow-
ing proper pronun-
ciation

4.1 Recognizing 
words, cardinal 
numbers in figures 
and in words and 
reading them aloud 
following proper 
pronunciation

4.1 Recognizing 
words and word 
phrases, common 
abbreviations; 
cardinal numbers in 
figures & in words 
and ordinal num-
bers and reading 
them aloud follow-
ing proper pronun-
ciation

4.1 Recognizing 
words and phrases, 
common abbrevia-
tions; cardinal num-
bers in figures, in 
words and ordinal 
numbers and time, 
and reading them 
aloud following 
proper pronuncia-
tion

4.1 Recognizing 
time fractions—
half and quarter 
including time and 
currency, and read 
them aloud follow-
ing proper pronun-
ciation
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Subject-wise 
Competencies

Class-wise Attainable Competencies
Class-1 Class-2 Class-3 Class-4 Class-5

 

 

****

4.2 Reading aloud 
simple sentences 
with proper punctu-
ation 

4.2 Reading aloud 
simple sentences 
with proper stress, 
intonation and 
punctuation 

4.2 Reading aloud 
short and simple 
texts with proper 
stress, intonation 
and punctuation 

4.2 Reading aloud 
appropriate texts 
with proper stress, 
intonation and 
punctuation 

5. Reading 
silently for 
understanding, 
comprehending 
and appreciat-
ing a variety 
of simple and 
appropriate 
texts, e.g. 
informative, 
imaginative 
and argumenta-
tive texts 

****

5.1 Understanding 
familiar words and 
simple sentences 
for specific infor-
mation

 

5.1 Understanding 
simple texts for spe-
cific information

 

5.1 Comprehending 
appropriate texts for 
specific information 
and general ideas

 

5.1 Comprehending 
and appreciating 
appropriate texts 
for specific infor-
mation, general 
ideas, and inferring 
meaning 

 

6. Understand-
ing and appre-
ciating rhymes, 
poems, films, 
cartoons, com-
ics and digital 
contents 

6.1 Reading car-
toon/ comics and 
digital contents in 
English with enjoy-
ment

 

6.1 Reading 
rhymes, comics and 
digital contents in 
English for enjoy-
ment 

 

6.1 Reading and 
comprehending 
rhymes, cartoons 
and digital contents 
in English for en-
joyment

6.1 Reading, com-
prehending and 
appreciating poems, 
films cartoons and 
digital contents in 
English for enjoy-
ment 

6.1 Reading, com-
prehending and ap-
preciating  poems, 
films, cartoons, 
comics and digital 
contents in English 
for enjoyment 

Writing
7. Describing in 
writing facts and 
information,

7.1 Practicing me-
chanics of writings  
appropriately

**** **** **** ****
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Subject-wise 
Competencies

Class-wise Attainable Competencies
Class-1 Class-2 Class-3 Class-4 Class-5

and express-
ing feelings, 
experiences 
and opinions 
in clear, or-
ganized, well 
edited sen-
tences and 
compositions 
for a variety of 
purposes and 
audiences 

 7.2 Writing the al-
phabet and cardinal 
numbers in figures 
correctly in written 
communication 

7.2 Writing cardinal 
numbers in figures 
and in words cor-
rectly to use them 
in written commu-
nication 

7.2 Writing cardinal 
numbers in figures, 
in words and writ-
ing ordinal numbers 
correctly to use 
them in written 
communication 

7.2 Writing cardinal 
numbers in figures 
in words and writ-
ing ordinal numbers 
and time correctly 
to use them in writ-
ten communication 

7.2 Writing num-
bers in fractions—
half and quarter 
including time and 
currency correctly 
to use them in writ-
ten communication 

**** **** ****

7.3 Filling in forms 
for registration of 
various events and 
online platforms 

7.3 Making formal 
and informal corre-
spondence correctly 
through written 
communication. 

****

7.4 Writing familiar 
words and simple 
sentences in correct 
spelling 

7.4 Writing short 
paragraphs on fa-
miliar topics using 
prompts or clues

7.4 Writing formal 
letters, composi-

tions with/ without 
clues for a variety 
of purposes, audi-
ences and modes 

7.4 Writing compo-
sitions, formal and 
informal letters to 
share ideas, opin-
ions and feelings 

Vocabulary
8. Recogniz-
ing and using 
pronuncia-
tion, spelling, 
meaning, 
morphological 
and semantic 
properties of a 
range of vocab-
ulary appropri-
ately in spoken

****

8.1 Recognizing 
and using words 
frequently used in 
the texts for partic-
ipating in everyday 
conversations

8.1 Recognizing 
and using a range of 
words in day-to-day 
communication

8.1 Recognizing 
and using a range 
of words in both 
spoken and written 
communication

8.1 Recognizing 
and using a range of 
words and phrases 
in both spoken and 
written communi-
cation
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Subject-wise 
Competencies

Class-wise Attainable Competencies
Class-1 Class-2 Class-3 Class-4 Class-5

and written  
communication 
in a variety of 
contexts   

**** ****  ****
8.2 Understanding 
formation of words 
based on roots & 
affixes 

8.2 Understanding 
the formation of 
words with suffix 
and prefixes 

**** **** ****

8.3 Using the 
synonyms and 
antonyms appropri-
ately for oral and 
written communi-
cation 

8.3 Using the 
synonyms and 
antonyms appropri-
ately for oral and 
written communi-
cation 

Grammar
9. Recognizing 
and using sim-
ple structures 
to effectively 
communicate 
orally and/or in 
writing

****

9.1 Recognizing 
and using capital-
ization and punctu-
ation marks 

9.1 Recognizing 
and using capital-
ization and punc-
tuation marks for 
meaningful com-
munication 

9.1 Recognizing 
and using capital-
ization and punc-
tuation marks for 
meaningful com-
munication 

9.1 Recognizing 
and using capital-
ization and punc-
tuation marks for 
meaningful com-
munication

****

9.2 Recognizing the 
uses of articles(a 
&an) with words 
and short phrases 

9.2 Using the 
articles (a, an, the) 
correctly to refer to 
a person, animal, 
object in phrases 
and short sentences 

9.2 Using the 
articles (a, an, the)
correctly to refer to 
a person, animal, 
time, object in texts 
and conversations 

9.2 Using the 
articles (a, an, the) 
correctly to refer to 
a person, animal, 
event, time, object 
in texts, conver-
sations in familiar 
contexts 
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Subject-wise 
Competencies

Class-wise Attainable Competencies
Class-1 Class-2 Class-3 Class-4 Class-5

****         ****

9.3 Using parts of 
speech (noun, pro-
noun, verb) correct-
ly to identify/ refer 
to people, objects, 
actions 

9.3 Using parts of 
speech correctly to 
identify/ refer to 
people, animals, 
time, days and 
objects 

9.3 Using parts of 
speech correctly to 
identify/ refer to 
people, animals, 
events, time, days, 
dates and objects  

            

****

9.4 Using simple 
sentences correctly 
for day-to-day com-
munication 

9.4 Using declar-
ative sentences 
correctly to make 
statements (posi-
tive, negative) 

9.4 Using inter-
rogative sentences 
correctly to ask 
questions 

9.4 Using imper-
ative sentences 
correctly to give 
commands and 
make requests 

****

9.5 Using tenses 
correctly to talk 
about present states 

9.5 Using tenses 
correctly to talk 
about habitual 
actions and describe 
actions 

9.5 Using tenses 
correctly to talk 
about past and 
immediate past 
activities 

9.5 Using tenses 
correctly to talk 
about future activ-
ities 
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Detailed Curriculum
English

Grade: One

Subject-wise 
Competencies

Class-wise 
attainable com-

petencies

Learning out-
comes Contents

Teaching Learning Activities Guidelines for assess-
ment

Strategies Planned activities Methods Tools
Listening/ 
Receiving

1.  Understand-
ing simple 
conversations, 
instructions, 
events and 
descriptions, 
conforming to 
the socio-cultur-
al conventions 
of the English 
speech.

1.1 Recognizing 
sounds of the 
alphabet in fa-
miliar words of 
spoken interac-
tions.

1.1.1 Recognize 
the sounds of 
the alphabet in 
familiar words.

Words with 
initial sounds

Oral drills 
Phonics  
Dictations

• Recognize the sounds 
of alphabets in familiar 
words by listening audio/
video.

• T/Peer says the words
• Ss listen to words and 

repeat them
• Ss listen to the initial 

sound of a word and then 
find the letter in the word

• Recognize the different 
sounds of ‘a, e’ in familiar 
words by listening audio/
video.

• Ss repeat the words in 
choral drills

• Games on identifying 
letters 

Listening 
Oral
Observation

Letter  
Indicator
Picture 
Indicator 
Letter/
picture 
Flash-
cards1.1.2 Recognize 

the different 
sounds of vow-
els in familiar 
words.
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Subject-wise 
Competencies

Class-wise 
attainable com-

petencies

Learning out-
comes Contents

Teaching Learning Activities Guidelines for assess-
ment

Strategies Planned activities Methods Tools

1.2 Exchanging 
greetings and 
farewells in the 
classroom for 
effective com-
munication

1.2.1 Follow 
and respond to 
greetings sponta-
neously

1.1.1 Greet-
ings & Fare-
wells

Oral drills
Pairwork 
Role-plays

•  T/ Peer/ video shows the 
visuals of greeting/fare-
well words

• Ss look at them T/Peer 
says the greeting/farewell 
words

• Ss listen to and repeat 
greetings in choral drills 
and then individually

Listening 
Oral
Observation

Indicator

1.2.2 follow 
and respond to 
farewells sponta-
neously

Oral drills
Pairwork 
Role-plays

• T/ Peer/ video shows the 
visuals of words

• Ss look at them
• T/Peer says the words
• Ss listen to and repeat 

farewells in choral drills 
and then individually

Oral test
Observation

Indicator

1.3 Follow-
ing simple 
classroom 
commands and 
instructions 
with appropriate 
gesture

1.3.1 Respond to 
simple class-
room commands 
with appropriate 
gesture
1.3.2 Respond to 
simple classroom 
instructions 
with appropriate 
gesture

Classroom 
commands & 
instructions

Choral 
drills
Pairwork
Role-plays
Listen and 
do

• T/ Peer/ video shows the 
visuals of words

• Ss look at them
• T/Peer says the words
• Ss repeat and follow 

commands/ instructions in 
pairs/groups

Listening
Observation
Total Physi-
cal Response 
(TPR) 
Oral

Indicator
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Subject-wise 
Competencies

Class-wise 
attainable com-

petencies

Learning out-
comes Contents

Teaching Learning Activities Guidelines for assess-
ment

Strategies Planned activities Methods Tools

1.4 Respond-
ing to short 
and simple 
questions for 
self and peers 
introductions 
promptly and 
appropriately. 

1.4.1 Follow 
and respond to 
short and simple 
questions about 
self-introductions 
promptly and 
appropriately.

Wh- ques-
tions

Chain 
drills
Pairwork
Role-play

• T/ Peer/ video shows the 
visuals of self & peers 
introduction.

• Ss look at them
• T/Peer says the words/ex-

pressions
• Ss respond to short and 

simple questions and give 
answers for self & peers 
introductions

Oral
Observation

Indicator

1.4.2 Follow and 
respond to short 
and simple ques-
tions about peers 
promptly and 
appropriately.

2. Understand-
ing and appre-
ciating rhymes 
and poems, 
films, cartoons, 
comics and dig-
ital contents

2.1 Listening 
to rhymes, 
cartoons and 
digital contents 
in English for 
enjoyment

2.1.1 Listen to 
rhymes and re-
spond with joy.

Child-friend-
ly appropriate 
rhymes, car-
toons, digital 
contents

Listening 
Watching
TPR

• Ss listen to audios/videos /
prompts

• Ss repeat the contents with 
Total Physical Response 
(TPR)

Listening
Observation

Indicator

2.1.2 Listen to 
cartoons and 
digital contents 
and respond with 
joy. 
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Subject-wise 
Competencies

Class-wise 
attainable com-

petencies

Learning out-
comes Contents

Teaching Learning Activities Guidelines for assess-
ment

Strategies Planned activities Methods Tools

Speaking/ 
Expressing

3. Participating 
in simple con-
versations con-
fidently, fluently 
and accurately 
in the classroom 
and day-to-day 
life in a variety 
of contexts, 
conforming to 
the socio-cultur-
al conventions 
of the English 
speech

3.1 Repeating 
sounds of letters 
in words prop-
erly/confidently

3.1.1 Say proper 
sounds of the 
letters in familiar 
words

Words with 
initial sounds

Oral drills
Phonics
Games 
Oral pre-
sentation
Audio play

• T/ Peer/ audio/video 
shows the visuals/actions /
prompts

• Ss look at them
• T/Peer says the words
• Ss listen to the initial 

sound of a word and then 
say the letter in the word

• Ss repeat the letters in 
choral drills and then indi-
vidually

• Sounds of the letters in the 
alphabet song from A-Z. 

• Games on identifying 
letters

• Say the different sounds of 
‘a, e’ in familiar words by 
listening audio/video.

Oral/tactile
Observation

Letter  
Indicator
Picture 
Indicator 
Letter/
picture 
flashcards

3.1.2 Say the 
different sounds 
of vowels in 
familiar words.
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Subject-wise 
Competencies

Class-wise 
attainable com-

petencies

Learning out-
comes Contents

Teaching Learning Activities Guidelines for assess-
ment

Strategies Planned activities Methods Tools

3.2 Exchanging 
greetings and 
farewells at 
different times 
for effective 
communication

3.2.1 Greet each 
other politely at 
different times/
occasions

Greetings &
Farewells

Oral drills
Pairwork
Role play

• T/ Peer/ video shows the 
visuals/actions /prompts

• Ss look at them
• T/Peer says the words
• Ss say and respond to 

greetings/farewells  po-
litely

Oral
Observation

Indicator

3.2.2 Bid fare-
wells to each 
other politely at 
different times/
occasions

3.3 Telling 
and answering 
simple ques-
tions for getting 
information 
about a familiar 
person with 
appropriate 
gesture

3.3.1  Tell and 
answer simple 
questions about 
self & peers 
introductions 
with appropriate 
gesture

Simple 
questions & 
answers

Oral drills
Pairwork
Chain 
drills

• T/ Peer/ video shows the 
visuals/actions /prompts

• Ss look at them
• T/Peer says the words 
• Ss Tell simple questions 

for self-introductions

Oral presen-
tation

Indicator

3.3.2 Tell simple 
questions for 
getting informa-
tion and respond 
accordingly.
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Subject-wise 
Competencies

Class-wise 
attainable com-

petencies

Learning out-
comes Contents

Teaching Learning Activities Guidelines for assess-
ment

Strategies Planned activities Methods Tools

Reading/ Re-
ceiving

4. Reading 
aloud texts 
with proper 
sounds, stress, 
intonation and 
punctuation

4.1 Recognizing 
the alphabet and 
cardinal num-
bersin figures 
and reading 
them aloud fol-
lowing proper 
pronunciation

4.1.1 Read the 
alphabets in the 
pictures of famil-
iar objects and 
events

Alphabet 
and cardinal 
numbers

Picture 
reading
Prompts
Individual 
work

• Ss say the name of the 
objects of pictures with the 
help of teachers

• Ss say the words individu-
ally following the pictures

Oral/tactile Indicator

4.1.2 Recognize 
and read aloud 
the capital letters 
properly

Oral drills
Prompts
Reading 
games

• Ss read aloud letters fol-
lowing prompts, e.g. teach-
er’s reading, audio-visuals, 
flashcards, wooden and 
plastic letters, etc.

Oral/tactile
Observation

Indicator

4.1.3 Recognize 
and read aloud 
the small letters 
properly

Oral drills
Prompts
Reading 
games

• Ss read aloud letters fol-
lowing prompts, e.g. teach-
er’s reading, audio-visuals, 
flashcards, wooden and 
plastic letters, etc.

Oral/tactile
Observation

Indicator

4.1.4 Read aloud 
cardinal num-
bers in figures 
properly.

Oral drills
Prompts
Reading 
games
Number 
games 

• Ss read aloud cardinal 
numbers (1-10) following 
prompts e.g. teacher’s 
reading, audio-visual, 
flashcards, wooden and 
plastic numbers, etc.

Oral/tactile Indicator
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Subject-wise 
Competencies

Class-wise 
attainable com-

petencies

Learning out-
comes Contents

Teaching Learning Activities Guidelines for assess-
ment

Strategies Planned activities Methods Tools

5. Reading 
silently for 
understanding,-
comprehending 
and appreciat-
ing a variety of 
simple and ap-
propriate texts, 
e.g. informative, 
imaginative and 
argumentative 
texts

…… …… …… …… …… …… ……

6. Understand-
ing and appre-
ciating rhymes, 
poems, films, 
cartoons, com-
ics and digital 
contents

6.1 Reading 
cartoon/ comics 
and digital con-
tents in English 
with enjoyment

6.1.1 Read and 
enjoy rhymes,
and respond with 
joy. 

Child-friend-
ly appropriate 
rhymes,

Recitation • Ss read digital contents/
videos with the help of 
teachers  

• Ss recite the contents with 
Total Physical Response 
(TPR)

Observation Indicator

6.1.2 Read and 
enjoy comics, 
cartoons and 
digital contents
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Subject-wise 
Competencies

Class-wise 
attainable com-

petencies

Learning out-
comes Contents

Teaching Learning Activities Guidelines for assess-
ment

Strategies Planned activities Methods Tools

Writing/ 
Expressing

7. Describ-
ing in writ-
ing facts and 
information, 
and express-
ing feelings, 
experiences 
and opinions in 
clear, organized, 
well edited 
sentences and 
compositions 
for a variety of 
purposes and 
audiences

7.1 Practicing 
mechanics of 
writings  
appropriately.  

7.1.1 Draw cap-
ital letter shapes 
and simple writ-
ing patterns 
Letter shapes

Letter shapes Controlled/ 
Guided 
writing
Writing 
letters 
using 
different 
shapes
Writing 
games
Coloring 
shapes and 
letters
Joining 
dots

• Ss see the writing patterns, 
the alphabet presented by 
teacher and/ or in videos 
and digital contents

• Ss follow and repeat the 
writing patterns by joining 
dots following four rolled 
lines.

• Ss write the letters and 
numbers in their notebook. 
Tracing

 

7.1.2 Draw small 
letter shapes and 
simple writing 
patterns

Non-cur-
sive capital,  
small letters 
& cardinal 
numbers

Number 
writing 
Writing 
games

• Ss see the writing patterns, 
the alphabet presented by 
teacher and/ or in videos 
and digital contents

• Ss follow and repeat the 
writing patterns by joining 
dots following four rolled 
lines.

• Ss write the letters in their 
notebook.
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Subject-wise 
Competencies

Class-wise 
attainable com-

petencies

Learning out-
comes Contents

Teaching Learning Activities Guidelines for assess-
ment

Strategies Planned activities Methods Tools

7.2 Writing the 
alphabet and 
cardinal num-
bers in figures 
correctly in 
written commu-
nication

7.2.1 Write 
non-cursive cap-
ital letters neatly 
and legibly

Non-cur-
sive capital,  
small letters 
& cardinal 
numbers

Controlled 
writing 
following 
four rolled 
lines
Writing 
games
Dictation

• Ss see the writing patterns, 
the alphabet presented by 
teacher and/ or in videos 
and digital contents

• Ss follow and repeat the 
writing patterns by joining 
dots following four rolled 
lines.

• Ss write the letters in their 
notebook. 

Tracing
Drawing
Joining dots
Dictation

Indicator

7.2.2 Write 
non-cursive 
small letters neat-
ly and legibly

Indicator7.2.3 write 
cardinal numbers 
in figures neatly 
and legibly

Number 
writing 
Writing 
games
Dictation

• Ss see the writing patterns, 
the cardinal numbers (1-
10)  presented by teacher 
and/ or in videos and 
digital contents

• Ss follow and repeat the 
number writing patterns

• Ss write the numbers in 
their notebook
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Subject-wise 
Competencies

Class-wise 
attainable com-

petencies

Learning out-
comes Contents

Teaching Learning Activities Guidelines for assess-
ment

Strategies Planned activities Methods Tools

Vocabulary

8. Recogniz-
ing and using 
pronuncia-
tion, spelling, 
meaning, 
morphological 
and semantic 
properties of a 
range of vocab-
ulary and using 
them appropri-
ately in spoken 
and written 
communication 
in a variety of 
contexts

... ...

Grammar

9. Recognizing 
and using sim-
ple structures to 
communicate 
orally and/or in 
writing

....




